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ABSTRACT 

"Recovered memofl refers to memories which are rendered unavailable to 

consciousness for a period of tirne, and later recovered or retunied. In the legal wntext it 

is used to refer to memories of historical child sexual abuse, This thesis concems the 

interface between psychology and law on the issue of recovered memory. It 

demonstrates how existing psychological concepts and theories of memory inform and 

determine how science approaches, analyses7 and ultimately pronounces on the validity 

of new concepts and theories in the same field, such as those surrounding recovered 

memory. Similarly, it examines the Iaw's note historical orientation to memory, 

partiailady as it contributes to the law's approach to recovered memory revealed in the 

evidential issues identifiecl in the case law by this thesis. In addition, the thesis 

illuminates the correspondence, or lack thereoc between psychological theories of 

memory and both legd conceptions and expectations of memory. 
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In the past ten years, aliegations of recovered memory of childhood sexual 

abuse have become more cornmon in Canadian courtrooms. Although the issue of  

recovered memory in Canada has not taken on the epic proportions it has in the 

United States, it has nonetheless become a significant issue for both psychology 

and the law. The concept of recovered memory presents some unique challenges 

to the Iaw, directiy implicating legal concepts and assurnptions about memory, 

and the rules based upoa these assumptions. 

Reactions firom the courts have varied fkom ouûight disbelief to  cautious 

acceptance. Frequently, expert evidence fiom psychologists has been sought on 

how to approach such claims. Specifically, the law has attempted to address the 

reliability of recovered memory in general and in relation to specinc complaints. 

Unfortunately, the prosecution and defence approaches have reflected the division 

between clinicians and experimental psychologists; and mimicked the recovered 

memory and false memory positions in the debate. 

Although the law must seek information and instruction fiom science 

regarding recovered memoy, it cannot aliow itself to be subsumeci or dictated by 

it. This thesis maintains that the law must embrace a pragrnatic approach to 

recovered memory. The reçollections of alieged survivors of childhood sexual 

abuse, like normal mernories, should be scrutinised and assessed for their 

reliability dong with al1 the other evidence presented in a givea case. At present 



we are incapable of establishing the accuracy or inaccuracy of any kind of 

memory, let alone mernories which are claimed to be recovered, and- so we must 

remind ourselves that the ultimate issue is whether the trier of fact is convinced, 

beyond a reasonable doubt, that the aileged s e 4  abuse did in fact occur. It is 

the aim of this thesis to examine the attitude and assumptions of the Iaw regarding 

memory, and to consider how recovered memory challenges and relates to these 

assurnptions. 

At its heart, the issue concems memory and what we do and do not know 

about it. Although we experience memory everyday and are intimately 

acquainted with both its power and failibility, we generally take memory for 

granted. We simply assume that ou.  memory is sufficiently able to perform the 

functions we require of it. We don't often tum our attention to how memory 

works, or why and how it doesn't work 

The first chapter of this thesis is a brief examination of some 

psychologicai theones and concepts of memory. It is intended to provide a 

general understanding of how memory is understood to operate. From this 

introduction to the psychology of memory, chapter two embarks upon a 

consideration of the law's view of memory, and its ability to contribute (in the 

form of testimonial evidence) to the law's search for the tniui and the resolution 

of legai confïicts. In considering how the law perceives or expects memory to 

work, the chapter examines two different kinds of evidence - eyewitness 

identification evidence and children' s evidence - which legall y have presented 



difficult issues regarding mernory. The chapter looks at how the law has 

responded to these issues and how it assesses the evidence provided by: (1) 

eyewitnesses, whose memories have traditionally been coasidered reliable; and 

(2) children, whose memories have traditionally been presumed unreliable. This 

review provides the basis for a contexhial d y s i s  of the modem challenge, 

presented by allegations of childhood sexual abuse based on recovered memory. 

Questions about the reliability of mernory are not new, its MlibiLty has always 

been in question when a witness gives their account of an event. It is essential 

that any inquiry concerning recovered memory should not be held in isolation 

fiom the way in which the law has traditionally viewed memory and assessed 

t estirno ny . 

Chapter Tbree is a distillation of the recovered memory position in the 

current controversy. Its basic premise is that traumatic memory of childhood 

sexual abuse can be rendered inaccessible to the consciousness, and later 

'recovered' or retumed to consciousness. The chapter traces the evolution of the 

concept of recovered memory as well as the various mechanisms, such as 

repression and dissociation, which are used to describe and explain the 

phenornenon of recovered memory. 

The fourth chapter outiines the fdse memory argument which is premised 

upon the notion that memory is both highly fallible and suggestible. Moreover, 

false mernory supporters contend that it is exactly this suggestibility which puts 

into question memories recovered within a therapeutic context. The false memory 



position also asserts that the whole theory of recovered memory rests on clinical 

intuition, rather than empiricai evidence, To conclude the chapter a recovered 

memory reply addresses some of the issues and concerns raised by false memory 

theory. 

The fWh and final chapter surveys reported cases based upon allegations 

of recovered memory of childhood sexual abuse in Canada Although the chapter 

is predorninantly concemed with the criminal prosecution of such allegations, 

both criminal and civil cases will be used to identm and explore the legal and 

evidential issues which have arisen in the context of such cases. These issues 

include problerns of proof: such as corroboration, prior consistent statements, 

similar fact evidence and hearsay exceptions, as well as issues concerning expert 

psychological testimony, and problems identifieci with memories recovered 

during therapy and the techniques employed in the therapeutic wntext. Finally, 

the use of false memory as a defence to allegations of recovered memory is also 

examined. The chapter conctudes with a general o v e ~ e w  of the approach 

developed by courts when adjudicating claims based on recovered memory of 

childhood sexual abuse. 

Finally, a note reIating to tenninology. The terms bantered about in the 

debate recovered memory/ false memory debate have become overly infùsed with 

political meaning and are therefore often misleading and inflammatory. For this 

reason, although it is used in much of the literature, I have not applied the 

"syndrome7' label to either recovered memory or fdse memory, because it 



presumptively infers scientific legitimacy where that legitimacy needs to be 

established. ' Many other terms have also become politically tagged during the 

course of the debate; for example, 'recovered' rnernory tends to imply that such 

mernory is 'exhumed' fiom wiconsciousness in a preserved and accurate f o m  1 

prefer the term 'traumatic' memory, as it does not involve this inference. 

Moreover, false memory is also a misleadhg and unsatisfactory term, both 

generally aad when specificaiiy invoked in relation to recovered memory2 

However, these terms are diff?cult to escape as they f o m  the conunon parlance of 

the debate. 

The controversy has spurreû at least one author to note that it is plagued by "syndmmitis" or "the 
arbitrary invention of quasi-medical categories to suit almost any deviation h m  what is perceived 
as the nom" : Steven Rose, "Sycdroaiitis, false or represed memones?" in Memory in Dispute, 
Valerie Sinason, ed (Landoa: EL Kamc Books Ltd, 1998) at 120. 
' "Most paradigms a m  to suggest that 'me' and 'fàise' are naive or misleadbig labels when 
applied to memory, which tends toward a mixture of the accurate and inaccurate." Kenneth Pope 
& Laura Brown, Recovered Mernories of Abuse: Assesmrent. Theraw, Foremics (Washington, 
DC: Amencan Psychologid Association, 1996) at 11. 





The term "memory" is used interchangeably to refer to both the content and 

e m e n c e  of remembering; "[m]emory, dehed most broadly, is an iodividual's 

entire mental store of information and the set of processes that d o w  the 

individual to recall and use that idionnation when nee~led."~ Memory has been 

fùrther dehed as the capacity to: 

1. selectively represeot (in one or more memory systems) information that 
uniquely characterizes a discrete experience, 

2. retain that information in an ofganized way within existing memory structures, 
and 

3. reproduce some or aü aspects of that information at some fiiture point in time 
d e r  certain conditi~ms.~ 

Memory can be divided into four distinct processes: one, the perception or 

acquisition of perceptual information; two, the encoding or "process of 

transfonning physicai stimulus energies impinging on the senses of an observer 

into memory codes<" three, the storage of encoded material which is thought to 

be organised according to verbal and/ or visual imageryY6 or altematively the 

encoded meaning of the Linguistic or pictonal messages; and four, the retrieval of 

the encoded information which ofien involves communication of the memory. 

Therefore, memory is the product of the quality and quantity of our ability to 

Peter Gray, Psychology, 2d ed. (New York: Worth PubLishers, 1994) at 327 [empbasis omitted]. 
' Daniel Brown, Alan Scheflui & D. Corydon Hammond, Memory, Trauma Treaûnent and the 
Law (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998) at 66. 

A Daaiel Yarmey, The Psychology of E ~ i t n e s î  Testimony (New York: The Free Press, 1979) 
at 58. 
Ibid at 66. 



perceive, encode, store and retrieve information about our past experiences and 

learned knowledge. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief o v e ~ e w  of the concepts and 

theories employed by psychologists in their discussions of memory. To begin 

there is an outline of the categories or types of  memory which have been 

identified, the two leading theories of how rnemory works, as weM as how and 

why remembering and forgetting are hypothesised to occur. These concepts fonn 

the background, and are explicitly referred to by both sides of the recovered 

memory/ fdse memory controversy. In turn, these concepts and theories are often 

appropriated, and sometimes misappropriated, by the law when it articulates 

evidential rules regarding memory. 

A. DIFFERENT TYPES OF MEMORY 

The science of memory has identified various types of memory, 

alternatively conceived of as different memory processes or tasks within a unitary 

system of memory, o r  as different systerns of memory altogether.' Arguably these 

dichotomous distinctions may be nothing more than heuristic categories. However 

they serve to provide a point of reference of how memory is conceived to work 

and how scientists approach the study of memory. 

- 

John Gardiner & Rosalind Java, "Recognising and Remembering" in Theories of Memoty, Alan 
CoUh, Susan Gathercole, Martin Conway & Peter Mo& eds. (Hove, UK: Lawrence ErIbaum 
Associates, 1993) at 163, 



A primary distinction is made between short-term and long-tem rnemory. 

Short-term memory, du, knom as workhg mernory, is thought to act as an 

active buffer or processor of both incornhg sensory iofonnation fiom the present 

environment and information retrieved fiom the past which has been surnmoned 

for aiment use. Short-term memory is hypothesised to have a very limited 

capacity to store information as opposed to long-tem memory which appears to 

have an infinite storage capacity. However, uWe  short-term memory which 

actively processes information, Yhe long-tenn memory store is passive (a 

repository of inf~rmation)."~ Therefore, according the processes of memory 

mentioned before, perceived idormation enters short-term memory, is encoded 

into long-tenn memory for prolonged storage, and must then be retrieved fiom 

long-tenn memory and retumed to short-term memory for active use. 

Memory scientists also distinguish between declarative and procedural 

memory. Declarafjve memory refers to a conscious awareness of fms we are 

capable of articulating. Proceubral or behavimal memory, however, is identifid 

with unconscious skills, habits, emotional responses, reflex actions, and 

conditioned responses, or the things "we just h o w  how to do." This distinction 

was initially noted in amnesic patients who raained theû procedural memory of 

how to perfonn certain tasks and skills, but whose declarative memory abilities 

were imPairecL9 

Gray, supra note 3 at 333. 
Marcia Johnson & William Hirst, "MEU- Memory Subsystems as Pmcesqn in Collins, 

GathercoIe, Conway & Mo- supra note 7 at 266, 



Declarative memory is also subdivided into episodic memory, "the 

knowledge of specific, time-dated events one has experienced," and semmtic 

memory, the "memory for information not tied mentally to a particular event or 

episode in one's life. It includes knowledge of word meanings (which is one 

definition of semantics) plus ali the myriad facts and ideas that constitute one's 

general understanding of the world."1° Moreover, episodic memory is related to 

autobiogrqhical memory, that is "our personal narrative of who we are and what 

has happened to us, as well as our knowledge of how to do what we do."" 

In addition, psychologists have created the categories of q l i c i t  and 

implicit memory. in general, these types of memory are differentiated according 

to the types of recall tests (where the abject is asked to remember something) 

tending to elicit certain types of uifomation: 

At t&e hart of this distinaion lis] wherhef the test instructions emphasise the 
conscious recoiiection or remembering of some prior study List, in which case 
the task is explicit, or whether the test instructions make no mention of the study 
List, or else require subjects to disegard their conscious recoiiection of it, in 
which case the task is impli~it.'~ 

Another approach to this distinction: 

... contrasts memory in reflective mode, as an objea with memory in 
operational mode, as a device. Explicit tests engage rnemory in a rdective mode 
because the instructions specifj. conscious recoliection or remernbering. Implicit 
tests engage memory in operational mode because mernory is used as a device 
for the accomplishment of some task that is nominaiiy unconnected with 
cunscious reaiiiectioa Memory in rdective mode relies more on intenîional 
prowsses. Memory in operational mode relies more on automatic pro cesse^.^^ 

-- - -- 

1 O Gray, supra note 3 at 359[emphasis in original). 
" Pope & Brown, supra note 2 at 32. 
'' Gardiner & Java, supra note 7 at 165. 
l 3  lbid at 167. 



Explicit memory is ofien identified with declmtive memory; while implicit 

memory is associateci with procedural memory, however, "the distinctions in 

types of memory - even the terminology - are currently in flm..the terms explicit 

and implicit generally refer to a distinction between the ways in which memories 

are accessed, while the terms declarative and procedural generalIy distinguish the 

kind of information stored."'" 

In the study of rnemory, scientists have been preoccupied with the issue of 

forgetting or memory failure. According to the weli accepted phenornenon of 

infantile amnesia, humans generaily do not recall experiences which occur before 

the age of two and in some cases up until the age of six_ However, it is believed 

that as we grow and learn our memories are enhanced as we adopt new and more 

efficient strategies of encodiag, storing, and recaliing information. They question 

whether it is caused by complications during perception, encoding, storage or 

What happeos, over the7 to cause forgetting? k information lostfiom the long- 
tenn memory store, like a book that has disintegiated or been stolen fiom the 
Iibrary? Or is it lost in the long-term store Wre a book that has been 
misiumbered or mi~shelved?'~ 

Moreover, memory scientists are exploring whether a memory for an event or 

experience is stored and retrieved as a single, comprehensive unit or whether the 

constituent elements of a rnemory are stored individually: 

'' Jenuifer Freyd, Bebayal Tmmu: Tifte Logic of Forgening Chil&ood Abuse (Cambridge: 
Harvard University h, 1996) at % [emphasis in onginai]. 
l5 Gray, supra note 3 at 350 [emphasis in original]. 



Much evidence suggests that for a given memory there are multiple individual 
components which are stored separately and activateci simultaneously. This is in 
contrast to a mode1 in which memories are relatively Eixed and are either 
retrieved intact or not retneved at ail. Different elemenîs may be invoked at 
different times; e . . e o u s  material may be invoked as well and incorporated 
into the memory,16 

The findings fiom these and many other queries inform the following three 

general theories offered to elucidate the phenornenon of forgetting. 

Two conventional paradigms, trace decay theory aad imerference, have 

been employed to outline how forgethg may occur: 

The typicd explanation in cognitive psychology for why forgeahg occurs does 
not assume that forgetting is motivated Insiead the traditional focus bas been on 
decay and interference as reasons for forgetting Decay is the passive and 
gradual erosion of information in short-term and semsory memory. if 
information is not actively nmimahed, it dissipates rapidly--.The evidenœ for 
decay in long-tenn memory is less clear. Instead it appears ibat ùitetj4erence can 
account for most decay-like loss of information in long-tenn memory. 
interference has ciassically been divided into two categories: proactive and 
retroactive. Roactive interference occus when memories and erosting 
knowledge interfere with the creation of new memories..&troactive 
interference occurs when newly acquired information interferes with the 
retrievai of old information" 

More recently, retrieval cue theories, "maintain@g] that the ability to retrieve 

information depends on the availability of appropriate cues (reminders),"18 have 

been developed to account for forgetting- These ttieories emphasise the dzerence 

between recall and recognition; recall involves the retrieval of information 

directly ftom memory. Recognition, on the other hand, is more indirect. It 

involves the identification or acknowledgement of a piece of information as 

corresponding with information previously stored in memory. For example, if you 

l6 Julia Golier, Rachel Yehuda & Steven Southwick, "Memory and Posttraumïîic Stress 
Disorder," in Trouma and Memory: Ciinical and Legal Controversies, Paul Appetbaum, Lisa 
Uyehara and Mark Elin, eds. (New York: Odord University Press, 1997) 225 at 234. 
" Freyd, supra note 11 at 1 12 [emphasis in originatl- 
'* Gray, supra note 3 at 350. 



were given a list of words, and later asked to recount them, this would be a test of 

your recail. However, if you were asked to choose the words fiom that List 

appearïng amongst words on another List, this would be a test of recognition. 

Retrievd cues, which you may recognise as part of a given memory, may help 

locate or trigger the recail of other parts of memoxy for that event. 

Another concern of scientists who study memory is the accuracy of 

memory. Hi storicall y, psyc hology has endorsed two dominant paradigms 

according to 'khether or not a memory representation actually corresponds in any 

veridical way to the actual extemal stimulus event for which it has been 

created."lg However, this immediately raises the following question: 

lIfJ there can be no correspondence between memory and remembered ment 
because thece is no single valid interpretation of the originai event; if reaiity 
itself is elusive, slippery, forever beyond our grasp, and a p p e a ~ g  differently 
according to out position - then what sense is there in the question of whether a 
memoxy is true or Mse? 

However, the solipsia aspect of this question is well beyond the scope of this 

thesis. In order to continue, we must assume that it is possible to sufEciently 

determine objective facts, according to the way we understand things to happen 

and the facts remembered by the participants. This is a fundamental assumption 

made in law, and indeed in everyday Life, and will not be challenged in this thesis. 

l9 Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 66. 
" Phii Moiion, Remembering Trauma: A Psychotherq&t's Gui& to Memoty and Illusiion (West 
Sussex, England: John Riley & Sons, 1998) at 13-14. 



TRACE THEORY 

The trace theory of memory posits that memory acts iike a tape or video- 

recorder which is capable of replaying "a more or less exact copy of an event."' 

This account of memory also accords with the "wnceptualiz[ation] [of] memory 

as the records of sensory experïences etched ont0 the minci, which was regardeci 

as a tabula rasa, or blank tablet. These memory traces were thought to be more or 

less permanent.'722 This theory often mens memory to a cornputer, creating, 

storing and retrieving files methodicaily and efncientiy. Unfortunately, such an 

analogy is misleadhg as to memory's proficiency and accuracy. As we aii know 

fkom personal experience, hurnan memory is not capable of recalling memories at 

the simple push of a mental button. However, although the scientific community 

has long since abandoneci this theory of memory, "[tlhe idea that the mind is like 

a video canera, passively recording the scenery and storing tapes in a vast storage 

bin, hangs on with a dogged persistence in popular parlance, perhaps in piut 

because it seems to appeal to common sense (which dso seemed to suggest that 

the Sun revolves arouod the earth and that the earth is flat)? 

CONSTRUC~MST TBEORY 

Constructivists advocate that memory recall is not a passive and neutral 

process but an active, reconstnictive process resulting in a fictionalised version of 

the original event: 

" Brown, Sch- & Hammood, supra note 4 at 21. 
" Yarmey, supra note 5 at 3. 
'3 Pope & Brown, supra note 2 at 30. 



Rememberhg is not just a process of retrievhg traces that were laid down 
during the original encoding instead, it is an active, inferential process guided 
by a person's general knowledge about the world When you hear a story or 
expenenœ an event, your mind encodes into long-term memory only some parts 
of the available information Later, w h a  you try to reoount the story or event, 
you retrieve the encoded hgments and n1l in the gaps through your logic and 
knowledge, which teLi you what must have happened even if you can't quite 
remember it. With repeated retelling, it becomes harder to distinguish what was 
present in the original enooding h m  what was added later- Thus, memory of 
the story or experience is not a simple readout of the originai information, but a 
comtruction b d t  and rebuiit h m  various sources of information, Our abitity to 
constnict the pst is adaptive because it aiiows us to make sense of our 
incompletely encoded experiences. But the prucess can aiso tead to dist~rtions.'~ 

This more realistic view of memory's ability to disgorge an account of a past 

event or experience, not only recognises problems of reconstruction and recali, it 

aiso accepts that "[mlemory is no more wmprehensive than perception, and it is 

arguably less comprehensive, if by 'less' we mean a discrepancy between extemai 

and interna1 reaiity. Memory is limiteci by perception, and is M e r  iimited by 

distortions caused in the storage and retrieval of information."25 

A more moderate strain of this theory, known as the partid constmctivist 

or reconstructivist view, also assens that memory is a constructive process but it 

is much more temperate in its emphasis on the amount of fiction generated during 

recall. On this view, "memories are understood to be amalgarnations of both 

historicaI mrrh and narrative rnith - of what actually happened and the subjective 

interpretations, fantasies and contextual det exminations surrounding an occurrence 

and its re~all."*~ The difFerence between the constructivists and partial 

constnictivists can be charactensed as the difference between construction and 

'%ray, s u p  note 3 at 354-55 [emphasis in onginai]. 
Freyd, supra note 14 at 82. 

26 Howard Levine, "PsychoanaIysis, Reconstniction, and the Recovery of Memory," in 
Appelbaum, Uyehara Bt ELUS supra note 16,293 at 303 [emphasis in originai]. 



reconstruction; the former infer that memories are largely constructed, that is each 

time memories are manufactureci fiom new materials during each apparent 

'recall'; whereas the latter contend that memories are rebuilt or  reassembted 

Iargely fkom materials containeci in the original structure. Basically, the moderate 

view, which is the currently accepted theory of the accuracy of memory recall 

maintains that "[wlhile each successive r d 1  may preserve the gist of the 

memory, some portion of the details will inevitably be different on each 

CONCLUSION 

The preceding outline of memory fiom the psychological perspective, although 

briet: is intended as an introduction to the psychologicai approach to memory. 

However, "[wlhilst fiameworks for memory are necessary to organise our 

understanding and to give direction to theory and research, it may not be possible 

to generate a single fiamework which adequately captures the multiple facets of 

r n e r n ~ r ~ . " ~ ~  Therefore the purpose of the preceding discussion is only to provide a 

conceptual starting point for understanding the scientific and legal controversy 

surrounding recovered mernory. The next chapter will examine how the law has 

turned to psychology for explanations of how memory works, and for guidance on 

how to approach memory in the context of testimonial evidence. 

- 

" Brown, Scheflin & Hamuionci, supra note 4 at 21. 
Molion, supra note 20 at 40. 



These scientific theones, which may or may not accord with legal 

principles and rules regarding memory, suggea that there is "difficulty in 

knowing what originally was stored in memory compared to the materials 

reconstnicted or refabricated in an individual's recall. A person's redintegration 

of events tiom his or her past will contain factual tmth, inferences, and 

conclusions of what 'probably' must have happened."" This conclusion has 

important legal ramifications, which will be examined in the next chapter and 

throughout this thesis. 





Trials, iike memory, are reconstructive. When recreating a past event, the 

court cds upon witnesses to give their recollection of what they saw, heard, or 

otherwise experienced. The testimony of witnesses, dong with physical evidence, 

form the two main classes of evidence upon which ûiers of fact determine the 

guilt or innocence of the accused. This chapter will discuss how memory, in the 

form of testimonial evidence, has been regardeci by the law in generai and 

specifically with reference to the issues involved in eyewitness and children's 

memory. It wili compare and contrast the law's position on these memory issues 

with psychotogical findings: 

To date, the scientific literaîure on witness memory bas not been a driving force 
behind the legai system's assumptiow procedures, and decisions regarding 
witness testimony. in part, this is probably because scientifk research on 
witness testimony is relatively recent when compareci to how Iong Ihe legal 
system bas relied on memory testimony h m  wirnesseS?* 

It is not surprishg therefore, to find that the law may be premised upon cornmon 

misconceptions of how memory functions. 

A. THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH 

Criminal litigation, in both jurisprudence and popular discourse, is 

portrayed as a search for tnith. The law's purpose is to attempt to ascertain the 

true facts of the matter in dispute, or ''what really happened." The Suprcme Court 

30 Gary Wells, "Scientioc Smdy o f  Witness Memory: Implications for Public and Legai Policy" 
(1995) 1 Psychol., Pub. Pol, & L. 726 at 730. 
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r, 31 c of Canada has alternately described this search as: "the ultimate goal ; 'the 

essential principle of every criminal and "the principal aim of our 

adversanal trial process".33 Moreover, the Court bas asserted t h a ~  "[tlhe ultimate 

aim of any triai, crimind or civii, must be to seek and to ascertain the tnrth. In a 

criminal triai the search for truth is undertaken to determine whether the accused 

before the court is, beyond a reasonable doubt, guilty of the crime with which he 

is charged? However, it must be acknowledged that this search for tnith is 

somewhat circumscribed, as it can only be gleaned fiom relevant evidence 

properly admitted into trial : 

m] the threshold inquiry into relevancy, basic principles of the law of evidence 
embody an inclusionary policy, aamely, that any item of evidence which, as a 
matter of common sense, logic or hiiman experience, has any tendency to prove 
a f5ct in issue ought, prima facie, to be admitted to assis in the discovery of 
tmth because the cumulative eaect of such evidence may be sdkient  to prove 
a fact in issue.3s 

Evidential rules govem the tnith-seeking process and defme the parameters of 

fact-finding. However, tmth is not the only value at play in our criminal justice 

system: 

While the objective of the judicial pim;ess is the attainment of truth-..the 
pnnciples of I5ndament.l justice require that the cnmiaal process be a fair one. 
It must enable the trier of fact to "get at the tmîh and properly and fairiy dispose 
of the casen wMe at the same time providing the accused with the opportunity 
to rnake full answer and de fen~e .~~  

- . - - - . . 

R. v. O 'Connor. [1995] 4 S.C.R 4 1 1 at 439 per Lamer C.I. and Sopinka J. 
32 

33 
R v. B.(G.). [1999] S.C.J. No.29 at -37, per BastaraChe J. 
A.(L.L) v. B.(A.). [1995] 4 S - C R  536 at 575, per L'Heureux-Dubé J- 

Y R v. Nikolovskï, [1996] 3 S.CK 1 197 at 1206, per Cory I. 
35 R v. Corbett, [1988] 1 S C R  670 at 720, per La Forest I. 
36 R v. Levogiannis. [1993] 4 S-CR 474 at 486, per L'Heureux-Dubé I. 



Therefore, the notion of fairness often underlies exclusionary rules which may be 

viewed as thwarting the court in this objective. On this point it has been 

commented: 

The objective of a crimiaal iriai is justice. is the quest of justice synonymous 
with the search for t . ?  In most cases, yes. Truth and justice will emerge in a 
happy coincidence, But not always. Nor should it be thoughî that the j u d i d  
process has necessarily fàüed if justice and ma6 do not end ug in p e d i  
harmony. Such a result may foiiow h m  the Law's deiiirate policy. 

Pragmaticaily speaking, the search for tndh mi-ght be more reaListically discussed 

in terrns of "the goal of accurate fact determinati~e"~' It must be recognised that, 

because we will never know al1 the facts about an alleged past event, our 

judgments are necessarily based on "the superior probabilities of t r ~ t h , ' ~ ~  or 

suEcient factual certainty (Le. beyond a reasonable doubt), in favour of a 

particular version of a past event. 

Our courts have traditionally relied on the testimony of witnesses as a 

source of facts, for "[iln the common law world, the accepted wisdom is that the 

tmth d l  corne out through a public adversarial process during which witnesses 

are required to tell their %tory" through answers to questions put to them by the 

37 Justice S. Freedman, "Admissions and ConfesJions," in Roger Salhany and Robert Carter, 
Studies in Canadian Criminal Evidence (Toronto: Butterworths, 1972) 95 at 99. 
38 Marilyn MacCrimmon, "Developments in the Law of Evidence: The 1991-92 Tenn: Tnrth, 
Fairness and Equaiitf (1993) 4 Sup. Ct L. Rev. 225 at 226. 
39 Earl Thomas, "Crosse.vamination and Rehabiiitation of Witnesses" [1%5] Defense Law 
Journai 246 at 219. This point has fiirther been explaiued as, "[plcesent knowledge about pst facts 
is pos%le but kcause it is based on incomplete knowledge establishing the tndh about the pst is 
typicaiiy a matter of probabiiities." : John Jackson, "Evidence: Le@ Perspective," in Handbook of 
Psycholqy in Legal Contexts, Ray Bull & David Carson, eds (West Sussex John Wiley & Sons, 
1995) at 169. 



competing parties.''a Further, the rnemory of those witnesses is relied upon to 

provide accurate, or sufficiently accurate, recollections so that the 'tnrth' or the 

' facts' can be ascertainecl in order to arrive at proper judgment : 

The memory of individuai wimesses, as it is reported in the courtroom, is the 
Iargest hct-substance of jundical decisions. It is fiequenîiy intendeci as the 
vehicfe for the accurate reconsûuciion of the past events which fonn the subject 
matter of litigation A presumption may generally be said to exist that the 
memory upon which a person bases his testimony is reliable. A randorn person, 
given accurate initial perception, will, in the ordioary course of events, reflect a 
memory comment to seme most of the puposes for which it is Qrnandedq' 

However, anyone who has spent any time in a courtroom, and has had the 

opportunity to observe two witnesses testfi to different versions of the same 

event, knows that witnesses may not be as accurate as the law might expect. 

Further, there is Little to guide the trier of fact on the matter of whether a given 

witness, and his or her recollections, are accurate or not- In the courtroom, 

"[s]tandards of memory accuracy and reliability are implicit and non-specific, and 

are presumably reflected in the common sense experience and impressionistic 

judgments of judge and jury"" In directing triers of fa& on how to assess the 

credibility and reliability, or perceived accuracy of witnesses, the Supreme Court 

has endorsed a rather genenc and unhelpfûl instruction to the jury: 

in deciding what the facts are in this [and other] case[s] you will be the sole 
judges of the tndNulness of the witnesses and of the weight to be given to the 
testimony of each of them ln deciding whether a witness is worthy of belief you 
should bring your own common eve@ay experience to such Lnatters. Simply, in 
egect, exercise your good common sense, 1 teii you thaî you are entitied to 
believe ai i  of the aidence given by a witness, part of îhaî evidence or none of i t  
in determining whether to believe that witness you should consider such thiags 
as his or her ability and opportunity to observe, his appearanœ or her 
appearanœ in the manner while testifjing More you, his or her power of 
recoiiection, any interest, b i s  or prejudice that he or she may have, any 

"O R v. Toten (1993), 83 C.C.C. (3d) 5 (0uK.A) at 16, per Doherty I.A 
" Robert Redmount, T h e  Psychologid Basis of Evidenœ Practices: Memory" (195960) 50 J. 
Cr in  L., C. & P.S. 249 at 249. 
'* Ibid at 250. 



inconsistencies in the testimony and the reasonableness of tbat testimony ought 
to be considered by you when considering the light of ai i  the evidence in the 
case. You are not obliged to accept any part of the evidence of a witness just 
because there has k n  no denial of it" 

Thus, issues relating to the normal tùnctioning and fallibility of memory are 

consigned to the determination of the jury, in the belief that jury is already 

sufficiently cognisant them, 

Theoret idy,  the law's generd approach to memory is captureci in the 

concept of testimonial cornpetence which determines whether a witness wiil be 

heard by the corn. Competency, assessed at the time of trial, addresses the 

witness's capacity to (1) observe the event in question, (2) record their 

observations of that event, (3) recall those observations when asked to do so in 

court, and (4) effectively communkate those observations at that tirne? In 

addition, competency also concerns whether the witness can appreciate the duty to 

tell the tmth. Although conceptually it operates as an initial threshold to 

testimony, practically speaking, it rarely receives much attention because 

competency is presumed unless otherwise challenged. In general, the way in 

which the Iaw approaches the issue of competency reflects "the comrnon-sense 

belief that testimony will be correct as long as the witness is mentally normal and 

has the intention of telling the truth?' For the most part, competency is tested 

only with respect to certain kinds of witnesses, such as children As the Supreme 

Court has stated, "[tlhe policy behind s.16 [of the C d  Evidence Act] is to 

43 

44  
£2. v. W. @.). [1991] 1 S.CK 742 at 747, per Cory J. quoting the triai judge [emphasis added]. 
Cana& Evidence Act, RSC 1985, c. C-5, s.16. 



ensure that witnesses who take the stand are able and iikely to be telling the tnitIi. 

The section renders certain potentiai witnesses incompetent to give testirnony 

because the law doubts their testimonial ability to enhance the search for t r ~ t h . ' ~  

However, the law gives but a cursory consideration of the potential reliability and 

accuracy of the memory of 'normal' and therefore unchailenged witnesses. 

Here the law is not concemed with the potentidly pejurious witness, but 

the t ruthfùl witness who may, inadvertently, provide inaccurate testimony : 

The vast majority of testimonial errors - and wery trial lawyer kuows they are 
numemus - are those of the average, normal hoaest man, errors unknown to the 
witness and wholiy unintentionai, represenîed in the great body of testimony 
which is subjectivet'y accurate but objectivefy e.47 

Psyc hology cautions that in addition to percephrd inaccuracies, "[w Ji tnesses rnay 

distort their memory at the time of their original observations of an incident, or 

distortions may occur later at the time of trial, or both. In any event, memory is 

not an exact replica of the original perceptions and is influenced by a number of 

factors.'A8 Unfortunately, this is often exacerbated because the law ofien regards 

the credibility of witnesses as synonymous wiîh the reliability of their 

recollections. This problem can be addressed by understanding a distinction 

between credibility and reliabiiity. Further, the law must rely on certain 

safeguards to test the accuracy of witness recollections, chef among these is 

cross-examination. 

Brian Clüford, "Towards a more Redistic Appraisal of the Psychology of Testimony," in 
Psycho/ogy in Legd Contexis: Applications and Limitations, Sally Lloyd-Bostock, ed (Hong 
Kong: The Macmülan Press, 198 1) 19 ai 20. 
* R V. Hawkins, [19%] 3 S-CR 1043 at 1 1 17, per Major J. [emphasis added]. 
47 Dillard Gardner, "The Perception and Memory of Wïtnessesn (1933) 18 Comeii L.Q. 391 at 391 
[emphasis in originai]. 



C. SEEKING TRUTH/ TESTING MEMORY: 
CROSS-EXAMINATION AND THE RULE AGAINST ~ A Y  

While the testimony of witnesses is considered a primary source of 

evidence in criminal trials, cross-examination is beralded as an important, if not 

the sole, instrument available to test the truth or accuracy of facts containeci 

within such testimony: 

P o )  safeguard for testing the value of human statements is comparable to thaî 
fiirnished by crossexamination,--A is beyond any doubt the greatest le@ 
en* ever invented for the discovery of 

The law recognises that objective truth may be discoverable only in theory and 

that human beings, while not intending to deceive, may nevertheless be in error in 

their perceptions and recollectioos. As the Supreme Court commented in R. v. 

There can be no question of the importance of cross-examiaaîion It is of 
essential importance in determinhg whether a witness is &%le. Even with the 
most honest wibiess cross-examination can provide the means to explore the 
frailties of testimony. ... Its importaace cannot be d e n i d  It is the ultimate 
means of demonstrating tmth and of testing ~erac i ty .~  

Further, in that case as weli as R. v. ~eabo~er.'' the Supreme Court held that the 

search for truth and a fair tnal are predicated upon a defendant's right of cross- 

examination (derived fiom the nght to a fair trial and to make h l 1  answer and 

- - - - - - - - 

Yanney, supra note 5 at 63. 
49 John Henry Wigmore, Eviknce in Tnals at Common h, vol.V, rev. James Chadbourn 
(Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1974), at 32, § 1367. See also John W. Strong, gen ed., McCormick 
on Evidence, v. 2,Jth ed (St Paul: West Publishuig, 1992) at 120, where he states: T h e  witness 
who has told one story doretirne and another today bas opened the gates to aii  the vistas of tmih 
which the cornmon law practice of cross-examhtion and re-e.vaminaiion was meant to explore. 
The reasons for this change of face, whether forgettiilaess, carelessness, pity, terror or greed, may 
be exploreci by the two questioners in the presence of ihe trier of fact, under oaîh, casting Light on 
which is the m e  story and which the false." 

[1993] 4 S.C.R 595 at 663, pet Cory J. 
[1991] 2 S.CR 577. 



defence contained in ss.7 and 1 l(d) of the ~ h a t r e 2 ~ ) .  However, the court siresseci 

that cross-examination is not an absolute right and that at times it must give way 

to other values and ~ i ~ h t s . ' ~  

The clearest example of these 0th- nghts are often revealed in exceptions 

to the rule against hearsay. This rule has been defïned as: 

Written or oral statements, or commlrnicatnre conduct made by persons 
othenvise than in testimony at the proceeding in which it is offered, are 
inadmissiile, if such statements or conduct are tendered as proof of their uuth or 
as proof of assertions Unplicit thereins 

Therefore hearsay, as an iderior form of evidence, is rejected primarily because 

there is no opportunity to cross-examine the author of the statement: 

The right to crosse.uamuie is of the greatest importance to the integrity of the 
factnnding process and is the keystone of both the hearsay mie and the righî of 
confiontarion Blunt though it may be for the discovery of subconscious 
distortion, cfoss-examhation is the principal legal insirument for testing îhe 
accuracy of a witness's perception, memory, and communication By means of 
cross~uamination the witness may be required to explain ambiguous, unctear, 
or inconsistent testimony; personality traits that influence cognitive fiiactioaiag 
may be disclosed; the dTiect of the wimess's mental set at the t h e  of the 
perception, possi'ble suggestive influences, and numerous other factors which 
a.fZect a wimess's mentai proceses may be investigated Obviously, a witness 
who testifies to hearsay can usually provide the trier of hct with none of the 
same informationss 

However, the law redises that evidence in the form of direct oral testimony may 

not always be possible. Therefore, exceptions to the hearsay rule have been 

recognised by the courts. This is justified where the benefits of  being able 

cross-examine the author of the statement, are displaced by "the criteria 

52 Canadjan Charier of Rights and Freehms, Part 1 of the Constituiion Ac& 1982, king Scheduie 
B to the Canada Act 1982 (UJC), 19û2, c. II, 
53 For a more comprehensive discussion of Osofin and Seaboyer on the matters of tnrth and 
faimess see Paul PereU, "Section 7 of the Cbarter, the Adversary System, the Fair Triai, and 
Truth" (1997) 19 Advocates' Q. 393. 

John Sopinka, Sidney Lederman & Alan Bryant, The Law of Evidence in Canada, 2d ed. 
(Toronto: Buttemorths, 1999) at 173. 



necessity and reliability [and where these] are satisfied, the lack of testing by 

cross-examination goes to weight, not admissibility, and a properly cautioned jury 

should be able to evaluate the evidence on that basis."" These exceptions have 

become increasingly more acceptable as the law has adopted a more inclusionary 

approach, "[slince it is generally a better policy to decide disputes upon the basis 

of evidence, even of questionable reliability, than on the burden of prooc it is 

logical to resolve the issue of adrnissibility by viewing the need for hearsay 

evidence in something of an inverse ratio to the circumstantial probability of its 

Touted as ''the greatest touchstone of tnnh ever de~ised,"'~ what is cross- 

examination and how does it extract faas contributing to ascertaîning the tnith? In 

cross-examination leading questions are used, which in effect suggea the a m e r  

to the question desired by the examiner. In a sense, the cross-examiner often 

reconstruas the facts and poses them to the witness for their acknowledgement or 

The Law assumes that reports are more Iikely to be tme and accurate when 
witnesses are cross-examined on bmd issues including counseI's presentation 
of alternative euplanations of what was observeci- Suggested amwers h m  
counsel are not considered as biasing recalï, but rather are seen as tests of the 
veracity and validity of memory- In hct, crossexaminers seldom ask questions 
regarding information which is not already known by them, Furihermore, they 

- -- 

55 1. Daniel Stewart, Ir., -Perception, Mernory, and Hearsay: A Criticism of Present Law and The 
Proposed Federai Rules of Evidence* [1970] Utah L. Rev. 1 at 22. 
56 R. V. Smith. [1992] 2 S.C.R 9 15 at 935, per Lama C. J., disciming R v. Khan [1990] 2 S.CR 
53 1, which aiIowed the admission of a child's heatsay statement tendered by her mother in c o w  
Moreover, inR. v. Potvin. [1989] 1 S.CR 525, the court aiiowed the testimony of a wimess given 
at the preiimhaq inquhy to be admitted at !riai, pursuant to s.643(1) of the Criminal Code, 
hding  that the hearsay d e  had been satisiied as the defendant had an opporhinity to cross- 
e.uamine the witness during the p r e h h a q  inquiry. 
" Stewart, supra note 55 at 23. 
' Thomas, supro note 39 at 247. 



are reasonably sure that their knowledge will be coafirmed by the questioned 
witness. ,.if a wimess gives an 'inappropriate' observation, meaning that it nms 
courtter to the theory of the examiner, the witness may be accused of lying or 
dist~rtion~~ 

The witness's responses and reactions to a version of events which connicts with 

his or her testimony are regarded as the key to determinhg which version is more 

likely to be correct. On its own, cross-examination is no more h i t fù l  than 

examination-in-chief. On this subject psychological studies have reviewed the 

effectiveness of the two types questioning and found: 

Forced memory (answers to questions) is less aocltrate than nafurai recall (fiee 
narration), but the interrogatory covers a much greater range and brings out 
much information that the nanative does not yield, the increase in range 
bringing a resulîing loss in accuracy due to the 'forcing of the rnem~ry'.~" 

in baiancing accuracy and completeness, while at the same time testing the 

witness's recoiiection, and given the fiaiities o f  memory, therefore the adversariai 

method may in fact be the most effective mechanism for approximating objective 

truth. 

With the advent of near conclusive physical evidence in the form of 

D.N.A testing, it has become possible to show, to the wime degree of proof; that 

eyewitnesses can be surprisingly unreliable in spite of their confidence and 

credibility. Psychoiogical studies have also shown the fallibility of eyewitness 

identifications, and have fùrther demonstrated that such fallibility is nevertheless 

ignored by lay persons, who as triers of fact are highly persuaded by this kind of 

59 Yanney, supra note 5 at 190-9 1. 



testimony. Moreover, it appears that the Iaw does not adequatefy instruct triers of 

fact on the fallibility of eyewitness testimony, but instead provides a nominal 

warning and encourages them ta employ common sense assumptious when 

assessing the credibility of eyewitnesses and the reliability of their recolle~tions.~' 

Arguably, the law itself places no inhereat premium on the evidence given 

by eyewitnesses to the events in question62 In fa* the Supreme Court bas 

repeatedly stated that the Crown is under no obligation to cal1 certain witnesses to 

provide testimony in a given a case, including cornp~aioants.~~ In addition, the law 

does not seem to make any qualitative distinction between the evidence of 

witnesses who have directly observed events and other witnesses who have not 

had that opportunity- The Crown need only adduce witness testimony deemed 

"essential to the narrative," which the Supreme Court has defined as: 

mean[ing] no more and no less than tbat the Crown has to put forward enough 
witnesses so that the essentiai elements of the crime couid be adequately p m a  
Hence, if the Crown decided not to caiï a witness it risked Biling to meet the 
burden of proof incumbent on it and losing the caska 

Gardner, supra note 47 al 404. See also Yarmey, supra note 5 at 194, who sïmüariy asserts that 
"fixe narrative [as used in direct eumination] is more accurate whereas testimonial interrogation 
a!ypicaliy employai by cross-exami.uers] is more complete-" 

Arguably, many lay persons subscnbe to the trace theory of rnemory, discussed in Chapter One, 
and believe t h ,  eyewitnesses have access to a mental a video replay of the event 
a AithOugh some sixty years ago, in R v. Wu. 119341 S C R  609 at 621, per Lamont J,, the 
Supreme Court felt chat the Crown, as an offiœr of the cowt, had a duty to caIl ali eyewimesses it 
was aware of so that the jury could thea decide "which of the witnesses ihey wïii believe and how 
much of the testimony of each they will accept" 

Lemqy v. The King, [1952] 1 S.C.R 232, R v. Yebes, [1987] 2 S.CK 168, ami R v. Cook, 
[1997] 1 S . C E  1113. However, if ihe defence is forœd to cal1 such wiînesses they lose the 
opportunity to crossexamine h m ,  a resuit which the Supreme Court addressed in Gwk at 1 133, 
holding that cross-examhation may not be necessary for a fair trial 

R V. Cook, ibid at 1128, F r  L'Heureux-Dubé, refeming to R v. Yebes, ibid at 190-91. 



However, regardless of whether or not the law favourably distinguishes 

eyewitness testimony fiom that of other witnesses, eyewitness testimony is 

particulariy persuasive to the trier of fact. Lay persons appear to believe that an 

eyewitness to a crime would be in the best position to identi@ who cornmitteci the 

crime, and therefore such testimony can be extremely influentiai, if not 

dispositive, in the outcorne of such cases. It appean that the law is cognisant of 

this fact: 

The auihonties have long recognized that the danger of mistaken visual 
identification Lies in the fact thai the identification mmes from witnesses who 
are honest and conMnred, absolutely sure of their identification and getting surer 
with tirne, but nonetheles mistaken Because they are honest and convinrpd. 
they are convincing, and have been respoasiile for many case of miscarriages of 
justice through mistaken identifi~ation~ 

Psychoiogical studies of eyewitness identification variables have fouad 

that lay persons, as triers of fact, generaily believe that certain factors are 

indicative of the accuracy or inaccuracy of eyewitness testimony. A few of these 

factors include: the witness's confidence in their recoliection; the amount of detail 

contained in the re~ollection;~~ the age of the ~itness;~ '  as  well as any 

discreditation of the witness usuall y occurring during cross-examination. 

Moreover, tners of fact are ofien encourageci in their erroneous assumptions by 

" R v. ArJeid (1983), 25 Alta LA. (2d) 97 at 98-99, pa Belzil J., quoted with apprwal by the 
British Columbia Court of Appeai in R v. M o m s  (1998) 14 C K  (5th) 353 at 36041 .  
" Research has also show Wwt people are more comrinced by pfosecution witness testimony tbat 
contains specinc details, even if these deta& are unrelateci to the description of the suspect [or the 
crime itselfl . . .suggest[ing] that people assume that those who remember trivial details possess 
better memones in general and hence are more d i l e - " :  Kipling Wiliiams, Eiizaôeth Loftus & 
Kenneth DeEenbacher, "Eyewitness Evidence and Beliefk," in Handbook of Psychology and Law, 
Dorothy Kagehiro & William Lader, eds. (New York: Spriager-Veriag, 1992) at 153. 
61 Please see the discussion regarding child wimesses in the foiiowing section 
" Williams, Loftus & Deffenbacher, supra note 66 at 152- 



lawyers, in the questions that they put to such witnesses, and by judges who 

instruct jurors to rely on their cornmon sense to assess the credibility of 

witnes~es,6~ and who may specifically refer to their own sirnilar assumptions in 

charging the jury. 

Partly to facilitate the trier of factys evaluation of eyewitness testirnony, the 

United States Supreme Court has tisted five witness factors the trier of fact should 

consider: 

1. opportunity of witness to view (dayhight, distance, t h e  duration); 

2. the witness's degree of attention; 

3. the accuracy of the witness's description of the perpetrator given prior to 
the identification; 

4. the witness's level of certainty; and 

5. the length of tirne that has elapsed tiorn the t h e  of the crime to the 
identificati~n.~~ 

Canadian trial judges have referred to similar factors, for example, "length of 

observation, the distance fiom which the observation was made, whether there 

were visual obstructions, the lighting conditions, whether a witness had a good 

memory, the time between observation and identification, and the ability of a 

witness to describe [physical] features [of the ac~used]."~' Oddly enough, 

psyc hological studies have drawn quite different conclusions: 

69 See supra note 43. 
70 Neil v. Biggers, U39 US 188 (1972) at 199, endorsed in Manson v. Braithwaite 432 US 98 
(1 977) at 1 14-1 16. 
R v. Bardales (LWS), 101 C.C.C. (3d) 289 (B.C.C.A) at 293, pa Macfkiane LA, quoting with 

appmval the triai judge's charge to the jury. The decision was afîïxmed by the Supreme Court: 
(1996), 107 C.C.C. (3d) 194. 



in ~ummaey, aspects of eyewituess testimony are poor indicators of 
identification accuracy- A large body of studies have demonstrated that 
accuracy, completeness, and wngnienœ of prior descriptions of the perpemtor 
are weakiy relatai to identification accuracy. Memory for details is inversely 
(though weakly) relaied to identification accuracy. Consistency of t e . o n y  (of 
crime details and person descriptions) is unrelated to identification accuracy. 
Confidence in ability to iden- a perpetrator is unreiated, but con6dence in 
having made a correct identification is modestly ass0ciated with identitication 
accuracy.., Overall, aspects of the eyewimess's testimony shodd not be used to 
evaluate the accuracy of the eyewitness's identificationn 

In sum, the factors which the law and triers of fact assume are indicative of 

eyewmiess accuracy, have been found by psychology to have no or oniy 

insignificant correlation with eyewitness acuacy? 

Moreover, the legal system itself may contribute to a witness's false sense 

of confidence, reinforcing both accuracies and inaccumies, due to the manner in 

which crimes are investigated and prosecuted. It bas been noted that: 

Confidence in memory is a social phenomenon, as weli as a memory issue, anci 
as su4 is subject to socid influence, M e r  repeatiag the same story several 
rimes, one's confidence about the accuracy of the story increases. This is partly 
due to wanting to maintain consistency after publicly committing oneself to a 
specifïc rendition of what one witnessed Social psychologid research in 
cognitive dissonance infonns us that asserthg sometbing publicly increases our 
belief in what we say and that the more important the coaSeQuences of such an 
assertion, the stronger our confidence wiii be.74 

Therefore, witnesses who are questioned repeatedly during the investigation of a 

crime, and then again in preparation for trial (not to mention the number of times 

they are likely to recount their experience to family and Wends), may become 

more confident in their recollection due to the repeated reteüing and the inevitable 

72 Brian Cutler & Steven Pemâ, Mistaken Identijcation: nie E ~ î n e s s ,  Psychology, ami the 
Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995) at 950%. 
73 ' ' [ S ] u ~ e y s  of prospective jurors on three continents converge on the conclusion îhat they are 
insensitive to many of the factors that influence eye-witness memory." : Brian Cder & Steven 



result that the narrative will bewme more coherent. Moreover, "'the feeling that 

'1 was there so 1 should know' rnay prompt eyewitnesses to fil1 in details they do 

not remember clearly or to overstate their confidence in their memories ... 

substantiaily attenuat[-mg] the correlation of accuracy with confidence."" Of 

course, this unwarranteci confidence is exactly what cross-examination is intended 

to target, but challenging the witness's story at this point may be futile if pre-triai 

repetition has made the witness's confidence unshakeable. 

The combined frailties of eyewitness evidence and the inability of triers of 

fact to properly assess such evidence have caused some to suggest that 

"eyewitness testimony alone should not suffice to convict a criminai defendant. 

Such a remedy, however, is at best impracticai. Even given the implicit dangers in 

dlowing an eyewitness to testie when his memory of an event is blended with 

other events, the meriîs of eyewïîness lestrnony still greatly outweigh the t-isk~"'~ 

Therefore, the law, at least at the trial stage, must necessarily take notice of 

psychology's wamings of the problems associated with eyewitness evidence and 

establish appropriate safeguards. Thus far, two options have been suggested to 

educate triers of fact and make them more sensitive to the factors infiuencing the 

accuracy or inaccuracy of eyewitness testimony: (i) through judges' instructions 

and (ii) through expert testimony on eyewitness identification. 

Penrod, "Assessing the Accuracy of Eye-Witness Identi6cationsn in Bull & Carson, supra note 39 
at 207. 
l4 Williams, Loftus & Deffenbacher, supra note 66 at 152-53. 
" Ibid at 153. 
'' Thornas Tomlinson, "Pattern-Based Memory and the Writing Used to Refreshn (1995) 73 Texas 
L.R. 146 1 at 1477 [emphasis added]. 



As noted earlier, judges can and do provide jury instructions on these matters: 

The cases are replete with warnings about the casual acceptame of identification 
evidence even when such identiiïcation is by dLrect visual conûontation of 
the accused By reason of the many instances in which identification bas proved 
erroneous, the trier of hct must be c o ~ ~ n t  of ï h e  inherent Erailties of 
identification evidence arisiag b m  the psychological hct of the unreliability of 
human obsemtion and reco~ection"," 

In the United States a mode1 instruction, known as the Te&ire insûuction, is 

employed to assist judges in directing jurors to pertinent factors to be considered 

in assessing the evidence of an eyewitness where identification of the defendant is 

at issue." However, such instructions rnay not be e f f d v e  because, as they corne 

at the close of the case, jurors rnay have aiready concluded upon their acceptance 

of the eyewitness evidence in the case; and as these directions are included dong 

with instructions regarding other aspects of the case, triers of fact rnay ignore or 

not appreciate the general warnings given about eyewitness identification. In 

addition, as judges are required to be impartial, they rnay not be able to 

adequately caution about certain aspects of evidence which rnay be significant in 

a given case. Finally, judges rnay simply not have the expertise or background to 

provide adequate instructions on these matters in any event. 

How can expert psychological testimony assist triers of fact on issues of 

eyewitness identification? What kind of information could they impart? 

" R Y. Burke [19%] 1 S C R  474 at 498, per Sopinica J. [derences omitted]. 
UniteciStates v. Tel/ïre 169 F2d 552 (D.C.Cir. 1972) at 558-59. 



In general, an expert mi@ - i f  given d c i e n t  latitude by the judge - bridy 
l e m  the jury on the psychology of memory processes ... The expert might 
explain the encoding storage, and cetrieval processes of memory and the faclors 
that influence each Encoding tactors are those relatiag to the crime, the 
perpemtor, the crime environment, and the eyewitness. Storage factors are 
phenornena that occur between the crime and the identincation test, and retrieval 
factors are those associateci with the identification test it~elf.'~ 

In addition, they could warn triers of fact that a witness's coniidence in their 

identification does not attest to the accuracy of their identification. On this point, 

studies have indicated that "hluror reliance on witness codidence appears to be 

unaffected by traditional safeguards such as cross-examination and judges' 

instructions in eyewitness cases. Expert psychologid testùnony on the factors 

that influence eyewitness memory, in contrast, appears to reduce juror reliance on 

confidence and enhance use of other factors known to affect rne rn~r~ . "*~  

There are some concerns, however, which seem to be true of expert 

evidence in general, b a t  litigation would become more expensive and result in a 

"battle of experts" if such evidence was routinely admitted. Three more specific 

concems of the possible effects of expert testimony on eyewitness identifications 

have also been voiced: (1) that jurors will become connised by the expert, thereby 

disregarding or misapplying his or her testimony; (2) that jurors may becorne 

sensitised to factors which do and do not influence witness accuracy; and (3) that 

jurors may simply become sceptical of witness testimony in general.81 Moreover, 

expert testimony about the dangers of eyewitness identifications, likely tendered 

by the defence, would necessarily follow some t h e  after the witness had testif~ed. 

Cutter & Penrod, svpm note 72 at 213-16. 
Steven P e n d  & Brian Cuiier, "Witness Confidence and Wiîness Accuracy: Assening Their 

Forensic Relation" (1995) 1 Psychol., Pub, Pol. Bi L. 817 at 817. 



Therefore, like judicial instructions, it may not be able to counteract the opinions 

formed by the trier of fact regarding the witness's credibility and the reliability of 

their identification. However, as it stands on its own, and is not buried dong with 

directions on other issues in the case, it may have a better chance of providing 

assistance to triers of fact. Uafortunately, some judges may deplore this type of 

'assistance': "the courts are overly eager to abdicate their fact-finding 

responsibilities to 'experts' in the field of the behavioural sciences- We are too 

quick to Say that a particular witness possesses knowledge and experience going 

beyond that of the trier of fact without engaging in an analysis of the subject- 

matter of that expertise."82 

Given that eyewitness testimony is ineradicable as a basis of prosecuting 

criminal acts, "the need for dealing with identification evidence with caution, 

particularly when the evidence depends on only one witness,"" is apparent. 

Moreover, it is obvious that both lawyers and judges need to be educated on these 

issues, and that where appropriate in the circumstances of the case, expert 

evidence on eyewitnesses should be welcomed. 

E. CHILDREN'S MEMORY 

Another area where it is clear that both lawyers and judges need to be 

more informed is in relation to children as witnesses. The evidence of children has 

historicall y been regarded with suspicion, a view bol stered b y early psychological 

- - - -- 

'' Cutler & Penmd, supra note 72 at 216. 
gl R v. Mdntosh (1997), 35 0.R (3d) 97 (C.A.) at 102, per Fiakyson J - A  
a R v. Lucciano (1998), 114 B.C.A.C. 151 at para 5. 



studies of child ~ u ~ ~ e s t i b i l i t y . ~ ~  Around the tum of the century, the Belgian 

psychologist Varendonck questioned: 

When are we oing to give up, in al1 civilisai nations, listening to chiidren in k Courts of law . 

The distrust of children's testimony, discarded only too recently, was based on 

antiquated and in some cases outrageous assumptions: 

mhey are not as good as adults as fâr as observing and reporting events is 
concerne& they are prone to fantasise about semai matters; they are higbiy 
suggestiile; they are reiatively unable to distinguish reality fbm f m ,  and 
they are prone to c~nfàbulate-~~ 

More recently, interest in the question of children's memory, and their ability to 

provide relevant and reliable testimony, has been spurred by the marked krease  

in the awareness and prosecution of child sexual abuse cases." These cases have 

highlighted the unique problems of child witnesses and their diEerentia.1 treatment 

in court. Politicai motivation and pressure has grown fiom the problems in 

securing convictions, where those convictions play an integral role in reducing the 

incidence of this crime. Moreover, the traditionai asnimptions made by the law 

have been demystified by psychologists, and evidential rules regarding children's 

testimony have accordingly been arnended to reflect the psychological findings, 

which indicate that such evidence is much more reliable than it was onginally 

" See G d  S. Goodmaq 'Children's Testimony in Histoncal Perspective" (1984) J.Soc.Sci. 9. 
1. Varendon& Zes témoignages d'enfants daos un pro& rneotinam" (191 1) 11 Archiws & 

Psychologie 129, cited in James C, Robb & Lynda J. Kordyban, Whe Child Wiîness: Reconcilllig 
the Irreconciiable" [I989] Alta. L. Rev. 327. Varendonck's study is discussed together with 0 t h  
twentieth œntury research in Stephen J. Ceci & Maggie Bmck, Jeopardy in the Courtroom: A 
Scientific Andysis of Children 's T e s t i m y  (Washington: American Psychologid Association, 
1995) c- 5. 
86 Andrea~ Kapardïq Psychology and Law: A Critical Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997) at 100 (citations omitted). 
" The reasons for the interest in diüdreo's testimony are huther dirursed in Ceci & Bmck, supra 
note 85 at W-65. 



assumeci. M e r  a brief consideration of the historical mistrust of children by the 

courts, the conclusions of recent research into the development of memory in 

children and their impact on the law will be briefly examined. These conclusions 

shed light on the grounds of mistrust and indicate methods of ailaying fears about 

children's testimony. Recent developments and the present state of the law are 

reviewed against this background. 

HISTORICAL APPROACH 

In the past, children have been regarded by the law as incapable of 

providing accurate and reliable re~ollections.~~ Pnor to recent amendment, 

Canadian federal and provincial statutes placed two major conditions on the 

reception of evidence from children. First, children "of tender years", that is, 

persons under the age of fourteen years,89 must undergo an inqujr  into their 

intelIigence and understanding conducted by the presiding judge. This 

prerequisite, which remains in force, gives the court a discretion in determining 

whether the child's cognition is such that their evidence ought to be received. In 

addition, this inquiry also examines whether the child in question understands the 

nature of an oath, or at least the duty to tell the tnrth, in order that their evidence 

may be taken under oath or unswom. 

If the child is wnsidered able to take the oath, his or  her swom evidence 

may be received, Under the common Iaw, however, the child could not to take 

" See R v. B.(G.). Il9901 2 S.C.R.. 3 at 13-15, per Wilson J., for a historiai oveMew of 
children's evidenœ. 



the O& uniess it was shown that he or she could understand "the nature and 

consequences of an O-" as well as believe in ~ o d ?  However, unswom 

evidence could be  received on conditions set out in S. 16(1) of the C d  

Evidence Act. Under that section, the presiding judge had to form the opinion that 

"the child is possessed of sufficient intelligence to jus te  the reception of the 

evidence, and understands the duty of speaking the tnith." 

Second, no conviction could be entered which was based solely on the 

unsworn evidence of a ~hi ld .~ '  Cormboration was statutorily required. This 

requirement is perhaps the strongest indicator of the law's historicai mistrust of 

children as witnesses- Afthough this requirement has now been removed Born the 

Cm& Evictence Act, it remains in force today in some provincial statutes." 

A third condition, received Corn common law, required a judge io warn 

the jury about the dangers of convicting a defendant on the basis of a child's 

uncorroborated evidence." In affirming the rule in the 1961 Supreme Court 

decision in R v. KenabII, Judson J., for the Court, set out its justification: 

89 R V. Brasier (1779) 1 Leach 199,168 E R  202; R v. Bannennan (1966) 55 W - W R  257 (Man. 
CA), a f f c i  [1966] S.CE v. The age is now set out explicitly in the statute 
R v. Brananer, ibid , applied in Canada in R v. Antrobus (1946) a7 C.C.C. 1 18 (B.C.C. A); the 

religious requirement was initialiy settled in R v. Bannermun, ibid, but not firlly settled d the 
1988 amendmem. 
91 Canaab Evidence Act, S. l6(2) and Criminal Code, ~ 5 8 6 .  Unsworn evidence was allowed under 
S. 16; previously, a chiid could not give evidence d e s  swom 
91 In the Cauadian provinces, the requirement o f  corroboration has been repaled in Ontario, where 
the statute explicitly abrogates the nile (Evidence Act, RS.0. 1996, CE-23, S I S ) ;  as well as in 
British CoIumbia and Saskatchewan It is di in force in Alberta Ulberta Evidence Act, R S . A  
1980 c.A-21, s.20(2)); New Brunswick (Evidence Act, RS.N.S. c.74, s.24(2)); Northwest 
Temtories (Evidence Act, RS-N. W.T. 1988, CE-8, S. 19); and in the Yukon (Evi&nce Act, RS-Y.  
1986, cS7, S. 16). The requirement was never enacted in Prince Edwad ïsland 
93 R V. Kendall, [1%2] S . C E  469. 



The basis for the d e  of practice which requires thejudge to wam the juxy of the 
danger of convicting on the evidenœ of a child, even when sworn as a wiîness, 
is the mental immahuity of the child The diflïculty is foudold: 1, His capacity 
of observation. 2. Hk capacity of recoiiection 3, His capacity to undersîand the 
questions put and fiame intelligent answersfS 4. His moral respollsliilitytygj 

This condition was eventually abrogated by the Supreme Court in R v. CY.(R)~~ 

(discussed below), and a prohibition on mandatory warnings was enacted in 1993 

as s-659 of the Crïrnilt~~I Code. The applicable rule is now that set out in R v. 

~etrovec.~~ R v. Vetrovec related to corroboration warnings in generai, holding 

that the need for a warning is not dependent on the ciass of witness but must be 

given if warranted by the circumstances of the case- However, failure to give a 

warning, where one is warranted, remains a ground of appeal. 

In order to understand the new approach to children as witnesses, it is 

necessary to review some of the conclusions of  recent studies relating to the 

development of memory fùnction in chiidren. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVUOPMENTS 

The key to understanding how to deal with children's evidence is to 

appreciate the development of a child's intelligence. Research has shown that 

while there are some differences between children and adults in the operation of 

memory, these difYerences indicate that children ought to be understood as 

developing aduIts and not presumed to be deficient or  untnistworthy. 

Every child is naturally at a different stage, and the stage a particular child 

is at necessarily affects the manner in which he or she perceives and processes 



information fiom the environment. The following is a brief examination of the 

psychological approach to chiIdren which considers in tum: one, the perception of 

events and information; two, the encoding and recall of information; three, the 

effect of suggestion on children's memory; and four, the unique difficulties which 

children experience as witnesses. 

(i) P E R ~ O N  AND U ~ E R S ~ A N D M G  

First and foremost, because of their wmparatively limitai knowledge and 

understanding of the world, children do not perceive and process information in 

the same way as adults. A child may recognise only a red car where an adult 

wodd notice a red hatchback or a red Corvette. This necessarily affects the way 

in which information is encoded for recall, which in tum affects what is able to be 

recalled on demand. 

Second, the amount of information which a child can perceive and 

register, in a memory of an event or series of events, advances with age. As a 

child matures, the ability to record details for Iater recall becomes more 

sophisticated. 

Third, children are in the process of developing a sense of the passage of 

time. This includes the passage of minutes and hours as well as the passage of 

months and even years, and can be of particular difficulty in relation to both adult 

and child witnesses test*ing to events which occurred a number of years earlier. 



When giving evidence, events of importance in a case must ofien be tied to 

significant events in the child's life, such as birthday parties and other festive 

celebrations, visits, trips, school years, and other locators which c m  be k e d  in 

hme by other evidence, if necessary." A sense of time is estimateci to develop at 

the age of ten years.98 

Fourth, children are capable of distinguishing fantasy h m  reaiity. What 

M e r  puts the lie to this fallacy is the fact that children are unlikely to fantasise 

about rnatters which end up in court and are usually incapable of doing so due to 

lack of experience; "[t]he cognitive and imaginative capacities of young children 

simply do not enable them to fantasize about sexual episodes, particulady in ... 

explicit detail"." 

(ii) ENCODING AND RECALL OF MEMORIES 

The encoding of memories, as they move fiom short-term memory to 

long-term memory, is aiso understwd to be much less effective in children than it 

is in a d u ~ t s . ~ ~ ~  Encoding strategies, the ways in which the brain categorises and 

files the memories, commence with the selection of the salient aspects of an 

event. Whether a detail is considered salient and therefore enwded will depend 

on the mahirity of the child. 

97 Susan C. Potts, The Child Witness and the Search for Truthn (1993) 17 (2) Prov. ludges 1. 17 
at 19. 
99 Oniario Law Reform Commission, Report on Child FYimesses (Toronto: Ontario Law Reform 
Commission, 199 1) at 17. 
99 &id at 13. 
lm Ceci & Brudg supra note 85 at 255. 



In one study children were in te~ewed about important events, including 

a visit to the doctor, and the following hdings reported: 

[TJhere were simiificant age difEerences in children's humediate and delayed 
r d  .,,, [AIS the delay intervals increaseü, there was notable forgetting among 
the youngest children; they were increasingiy inaccurate ... [However, sleven- 
year-olds did not show impairment mtil a delay of between 6 and 12 weeks 

101 

Therefore, i n t e ~ e w s  conducted shortly after an incident has occurred are Iikely 

to be more comptete than those conducted at later dates. Based on this finding, 

videotaped interviews with a child may be admissible where the recorded 

interview took place 3vithin a reasonable tirne" of the incident.'02 The inference 

here is that the child's recdl is likely to be more complete and therefore more 

accurate as an overall picture of what occurred. 

The way in which children recall events also develops as they mature. 

Encoding strategies dictate the way memory can be accessed, and the information 

contained within retrieved, and fonn part of both the recordhg and recalling of 

events. Furthemore, knowledge of cause and effect assists in recalling the 

memory in the correct order: 

The amount and structure of knowledge cm lead to differenî inferences about 
witnessed events. UsuaUy, inaeased knowledge facilitates accurate recall 
(although not invariably). For example, cbildren's memory for events tbat 
transpirai during a doctor's visit is related to their knowledge of the types of 
activities that usually occur in a doctor's office ..- Another example of this 
principle is provideci by a recent study of pre-school chiidren's recall of a fire 

'O1 lbid at 71-72, d i s d g  research pubLished in P.A Ornstein, LA. Sbapiro, P.A Clubb & A 
Folimer, "The Influence of Prior Knowledge on Children's Memory for Salient Medical 
Experiences," in N, Stein, P.A Omstein, C.J. Brainerd & B. Traversky, eds., Memoty fir 
evetydq and emotionuf evenrs (Hillsdale, N.1: Erlbaum, in press). 

See Lucy S .  McGough, Child Wiûtesses: FagiIe voices in the Americm legal system (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1994) c. 9. The arguments on vide0 recording for this and other 
reasoas are also discussed in Ceci & Bmck, supra note 85 at 248ff- 



drill at their day carelm ... tn this study, very young prexhoolers, but not older 
ones, erroneously recoUected some of the events because of their lack of 
understanding of the causal structure of the event For instance, younger 
children recollected that they first I& the building and then heard the fire 
drill. '04 

Moreover, psychological studies suggest that the difficulties that children 

experience in recall can also be a matter of linguistic development and 

understanding, rather than simply attributable to memory. At the simplest level a 

child may not be able to articulate what happened. Drawings or acting out events 

can circumvent this problem. At a more complex level, it will affect the operation 

of the child's memory. If a child is asked a question in a way which does not 

correspond with the child's understanding of an event, the child will not be able to 

recall as completely as when asked a question which reflects the way the child 

would have thought about an incident when it occurred. However, it is also an 

issue of how children reference and attempt to retrieve memories. Studies in the 

United States have shown that children are able to recall more completely if they 

receive "cues", either by the use of background questions or by revisiting the 

scene.105 Therefore, it would seem that investigators and examiners need to be 

carekl or cognisant of the way they fiame questions to a child witness, in order to 

elicit the desired information. 

'03 DB. Pillemer, UL. Picariello & I.C. Pruett, "Very Long-term Memories of a Salient Eventn 
(1994) 8 Appl, Cog. Psychol. 95, cited in Ceci & Bruck, ibid 
'04 Ceci & Bmck, ibid. at 254. This concerns the constructive or reconstnrctive nature of memory 
discussed in Chapter One. 
lo' Kapardis, supra note 86 at 103. 



(iii) SUGGESTIBIL~ AND INTERVIEWMG TECANIQUES 

One of the strongest allegations made against children as witnesses is that 

they are exîremely suggestible. The implication is that if an adult strongly 

suggests that something happened, the child will believe that it did. Psychological 

research on this matter is somewhat ambivalent, indicating that although children 

may be misled, particularly by aggressive, leading questioning, they rnay in fact 

be oniy marginally more suggestible than a d ~ l t s . ' ~ ~  Again., the younger the child, 

the more suggestible he or she may be. 

The most effkctive suggestions achieved in psychological studies seems to 

be to convince subjects (incorredy) that minor extraneous events took place 

during a major event; but not that the major event did or did not take place. 

Research conducted in 1995 showed that misleading questions in i n t e ~ e w s  could 

lead some children to mistake which of two doctors gave them shots, and whether 

or not minor checks (eSg of nose and ears) took place.'07 However, in other 

studies, children, particularly younger children, responded to questions of a sexual 

nature with horror, embarrassrnent and amusement: 

p]oth Onistein and ~ o o d m a n l ~  have commented on the behaviors of children 
when they are asked misleading or süly questions. in defense of the position 
that chïidren carmot be easily led to make faIse allegaiions about "sexuain 
events, tbey note ibat the children often laughed at these questions, r e f i g  to 
take hem seriously. .... [A]t times their aoswers to some of the interviewers' 

'O6 This is discussed at length in Ceci & Bmck, supra note 85, particularly c. 9-17. 
'O7 M- Bmclc, S.J. Ceci, E. Francoeur, & A Reniclq " '1 M y  cried when 1 got my shot!': 
Infiuencing cbildreo's reports about a visit to their pediatrician* (1995) 66 Child Development 
193-208, cited in Ceci & Bru& supra note 85 at 75. 
los Omstein, Shapiro, Clubb & Foümer, supra note 10 1. Gai1 Goodman, "Commeniary: On Suess 
and Accuracy in Research on Children's Testimony", in J. brts,  ed., The Suggestibilify of 
Children 's Recollections (Washington D.C.: American Psychological Association, 199 1) 77-82 



^abuse questions" s e e m  phyiid, and at times they seem honified îhaî an adult 
would even ask such questions.'0g 

It is not therefore clear what conclusions can be drawn about children's 

suggestibility in relation to aliegations of sexuai abuse. Current research is 

focussing more on the structure of interviewing techniques and the effect on 

children's memory of particular meîhods of asking questions and discussing 

events, to determine the extent, if any, to which suggestibility is a factor in the 

recollections of chiIdren- 

(k) D I F F I ~ T I E S  EXPERIENCED BY TBE C'HILD WITNESS 

The problems experienced by children in remembering events are M e r  

exacerbated by the conditions of testQing. The solemnity of the courtroom, 

isolation in the witness-box, presence of the accused, and the attention of a 

number of adults often combine to make giving evidence a stressfùl experience 

for the child. This in turn can interfere with the child's comprehension and recall. 

A fbrther factor in children's testimony is the fact that children may not be 

able to understand the same forms or phrasing of questions as adults. Depending 

on their age, they may lack the confidence to explain their connision or to ask the 

interrogator to rephrase, resulting at best in silence or a response of "1 don't 

know". These responses are, in an adult, considered as undermining credibility. 

Moreover, some children will incorrectly assent to questions because they sirnply 

'O9 Ceci & Bnick, supra note 85 at 72. 



do not understand them, * I o  rather than risk embarrassing themselves, the 

interrogator, or bottL Researchers have, however, concludeci that coaching a child 

to indicate when she does not understand a question can be effective."' Finally, 

when recounting memones, just as it is when recording, children may not 

appreciate the importance of details which are nevertheless within recall. In the 

courtroorn this can result in potentially embarrassing omissions. Studies have 

shown that such omissions can be rectified by alternative and innovative 

questioning, such as asking the child to recount the events backwards, or through 

the imagïnary eyes of a third '12 

A FUR- CONSIDERATION - LIES 

Finally, unrelateci to memory at di, it must also be remernbered that 

children, like aduhs, may lie for particular reasons. in studies, these reasons have 

included (i) helping an adult avoid "getting into trouble"; (ii) because they were 

told it was part of a garne; (iii) to avoid punishment; (iv) for personal reward; and 

(v) to avoid embarrassment."' Research is still being conducted into the question 

of children's motivations to tell the t~uth.''~ Some studies have suggested that 

younger children may be less likely to lie than adults because they believe the 

"O lbid at 257-58. 
"' Ibid at 120, 
"' These techniques were successfiilly imptemented in a United States study: Ronald P. Fisher & 
R Edward Geiselman, Evafuation and Field Implementatîon of the Cognitive Interview (Final 
Report for National ïnstitute of Justice, 1987), cited in Potts, supra note 97 at 21- 
'13 A series of studies is discussed in Ceci & Br& supra note 85 at 262-266. 
""e 19% study indicated that children aged 7 to 9 seemed to perœÏved t e h g  the tmh in court 
as a way to avoid piinishment, whereas children aged 11 to 13 seemed to appreciate the 
importance of upholding the laws and des  of society. Kapardis, supra note 86 at 95%. 



judge will know; adults are more cynical. ' l5 However, as the focus of this thesis 

is memory this point will not be talcen any fùrther. 

A LEGAL RE-APPRAISAL OF -DREN'S EVIDENCE 

The divergence between the conclusions of psychology in relation to 

children's memory and the approach of the law was recognised and formalised in 

a report to Parliament in 1984, known as the Badgley ~ e p o r t " ~  nie simple 

effect of the report was to suggest that the evidence of children was much more 

reliable than the law aiiowed, and recommended amendments to the law of 

evidence to reflect this. Courts and legislatures in England, the United States, 

Australia and New Zealand, as well as in Canada, have taken steps to rectw the 

law's approach to children as witnesses, and to assist in reducing the problems 

associated with the way they had been expected to test*. Other reports, both 

federal and provincial, have followed- 

Arnong the statutory amendments brought about as a resuit of the Report 

were several which çoncem this thesis. The requirement that a child's unswom 

evidence be corroborated was repealed nom federal statutes."' A new s.16 was 

inserted into the Cana& Evidence Act, requirïng that witnesses under fourteen be 

examined to determine whether the witness understands the nature of an oath or 

115 Ontario Law Reform Commission, supro note 98 at 17. 
Il6 Report of the Committee on Sexrral Offences Against Chiraken and Adolescenis (Ottawa: 
Supply & SeSeMces Canada, 1981). The Report was foiiowed in 1990 by a fiirther report 
recommending similar legal changes: Reoching for &lutiom: The Repori of the Special Advisor fo 
the Minister of National Healrh and Welfare on Child &rual A b e  in Cana& (Ottawa: H d t h  & 
WeKare Canada, 1990). 

For the provincial statutes, which have and have not made similar amendmen& see note 92 
supra. 



affirmation, and whether the witness is able to communicate the evidence. If the 

witness cannot be swom but is able to communicate the evidence, the witness 

must promise to tell the truth. Unswom evidence is therefore aliowed on the basis 

of ability to communicate the evidence. ' l8 Second, aitemate way s for children to 

give their evidence were put in place. These are discussed in M e r  detail below. 

The mandatory warning to triers of tàct, to the effect that care be taken in 

convicting on the uncorroborated evidence of a child, was abrogated by s.659 of 

the Criminai Code. Other proposais, such as reform of the hearsay rule, have not 

been enacted. ' Ig However, as discu ssed below exceptions have developed at 

common law. 

The attitude of the courts toward child witnesses bas foiiowed the Iead of 

the legislature. In a senes of decisions the Supreme Court of Canada has 

reinforced the conclusion that children's memory and testimony permits much 

more reliability than previously thought. First, the Court has recognised the 

problems faced by children in the courtroom: 

[In R v. McLachlin J. acknowledged that the peculiar perspectives of 
chiidren can affect their recoLiection of events and that the pcesence of 
inconsistencies, especially those related to paipheral matters, shodd be 
assessed in conteut A skiitüi cross-examination is almost certain to confuse a 
child, even if Sie is t e h g  the tmth That confision can lead to incoosistencies 
in her testimow-'~ 

This recognition by our leading court has set the tone for a new approach to the 

reception of children's evidence. 

I l 8  The amendment bas k e n  critiased on the gromds cbat (bere is efkctively no distinction 
between sworn and unsworn widenœ. See Ontario Law Refonn Commission, supra note 98 at 33. 
I l 9  Although, in cornparison, some 27 states in the United States have enaded special exceptions 
relating to children. 



Second, the Court has confÏrmed that there need be no corroboration of a 

child's unsworn evidence- In R v. K( lL) ,  the defendant's appeai against 

conviction had been allowed by the Court of Appeal of Ontario on the grounds 

that the evidence of the three young female complainants was un~onfimied.'~~ In 

ailowing the Crown appeai to the Supreme Court, and restoring the conviction, 

McLacMin f. stated: 

The Law affecthg the evidence of children has undergone two major changes in 
recent years, The fïrst is removal of the notion, found at cornmon law and 
codified in legislation, that the evidenœ of children was inherently unreliable 
and thetefore to be tfeated witb speciai caution Thus, for example, the 
requirement that a chiid's evidence be corroborated has been removed ... The 
repeai ... does not prevent the judge or jury h m  treating a child's evidence with 
caution where such caution is merited in the circumstances of the case- But it 
does revoke the assumption formerly applied to ail evidenœ of children, often 
unjiistly, that children's evidence is always l es  diable than the evidence of 
aduits. 

The second change in the attitude of the law toward the evidence of chiidren in 
recent years is a new appreciation that it m y  be m n g  to apply adult tests for 
crediiility to the evidence of children. ... Since children may experience the 
world merently i5om adults, it is hardly surprising that details important to 
aduits, Lüre Mie and place, may be missing h m  their reco l lec t io~ '~  

Third, the Court has indicated that warnings to the jury of the dangers of 

convicting on the basis of a child's evidence are no longer xnandatory, but may 

still be used where the judge considers them appropriate.lz Whether or not a 

warning ought to have been given remains a question of law and can form the 

basis of an appeai. No particular phraseology is required. 

ln, R V. F.(C.) [1997j 3 S.CR 1183 at 1205 pu. Cory 1. 
"' Supra note 95 at 128. 
'" Ibid at 132-33. 
lzi R v. W. (R). ibid; R. v. Verrovec, supra note % at 83 1, per Dickson J. (as he then was). 



Fourth, the inquiry into the capacity of the child remains largely 

unchanged. The court must still ody detemine capacity and cognition. As with 

adult witnesses, no inquiry need be made as to the witness's capacity at the tirne 

the incident occumed. McLachlin J. recognised this in R v. Mwquard: 

It is necessary to explore in a general way whether the witness is capable of 
perceiving events, remembering events and communicating events to the court. 
.... It is not necessary to determine in advance that the child perceived and 
recoilects the very events at issue in the trial as a condition of nilùig that her 
widence be received. That is not required of adult witnesses, and should not be 
required for ~hildren"~ 

For the most part, the major concern of such inquiries is whether the particular 

child understands the duty to tell the truth when testfiing. 

Fi& the court has in one instance gone so far as to mate an exception to 

the hearsay rule in order to admit the testimony of a child. The exception, set out 

in R v. Khan, '" allows hearsay evidence of a child's statement where it is 

reasonably necessary and reliability can be uiferred fiom the circumstances of the 

statement. This cornes close to allowing surrogate evidence. The court allowed 

hearsay evidence of a child's statement of what had occurred as told to her mother 

where the child had been mled incompetent to t e e .  This exception has since 

been extended to other witnesses and is not limited to children, 

With these changes in mind, the ways in which children can be 

accornmodated in the courtrwm will be briefly outlined, followed by a discussion 

of the issue of expert evidence. 

I z 4  [1993] 4 S.CR 223 at 236-237, per McLachlin 1. 
'= Supra note 56. 



NOVEL MEANS OF ACCOMMODA~G CHILDREN AS WITNESSES 

As previously noted, a nurnber of factors in the environment of the 

courtroom may affect the completeness and accuracy of the testirnony of children. 

They relate to mernory ody  inasmuch as the environment affects the ability of the 

recall function of memory, although this is considered a serious problem: 

There is a growing realization that a legal system which exacerbates rather than 
m h h k s  the arYriety of a chiid, may be responstble for incoherent or 
incomplete testirnony. Ixi 

Much of the wurtroom pressure experienced by a child is part of the environment 

intended to bring home to aLl witnesses the necessity to tell the truth and the 

solemnity of the situation. The messes of the environment include the following: 

the presence of the defendant, who has a nght to confkont 
witnesses; l3 

examination and cross-examination by lawyers (with 
consequent roblems of communication and 
understanding); and 

the presence of other strangers. 

These pressures can be overwhelming to a child and affect him or her to the 

detriment of the child's testimony. 

Solutions recommended and enacted following various reports include 

allowing evidence-in-chief to be given by way of previously recorded videotaped 

Iz6 Onfafio Law Reform Commission, supra note 98 at 5. 
'" Merred h m  the Charter of Righcr md Freedoms, s.7; LiS. Const amend VI. Co- have 
found that the right is not iafiinged by the solutions set out here. k R v. M E R  (1989), 19 
C.C.C. (36) 475 (N-S- S.C.). 
'" "Many social workers and psychologists contend thaî the adversarial rynem is responsible foe 
the short or long term psychological damage suffered by children as a resuit of testmg in courtn 
Ontario Law Reform Commission, supra note 98 at 7 1, 



interview;lW allowing the witness to give evidence by video S i  (sometimes one- 

way ~ n l ~ ) ; ' ~ ~  or allowing the witness to give evidence h m  behind a screen- "' 
Cross-examination may even be limited or regulated."2 Simple measures such as 

clearing the courtroom and allowing a loved one or favourite toy to be near or in 

the witness-box have been effe~tive."~ Not unimportantly, preliminary studies 

suggest that the effects of these measures on the interests of defendants rnay be 

benign. Two studies using mock juries, in the United States and in England, 

concluded that there was no discemible effect on the verdict of removing the child 

physically fiom the courtroom, or usuig a videotape of the child's evidence. Data 

in one actually suggested that it may reduce the likelihood of a guilty verdict.L34 

PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERTS AND THE CHILD WITNESS 

The law must also address the prejudices of the jury, which reflect in part 

the erroneous assumptions on which the law was previously based. The defence 

will oflen attack the evidence by building on those prejudices, bringing hto 

question the child's ability to recall correctly, underminhg the child's credibility 

by questioning his or her ability to tell fantasy fiom reality, and so forth. In these 

instances, whether the matter has been raised by the defence or not, the court must 

12' Criminal Code, RS.C. 1985, c.C-46, s.7 15.1. Note that the child must sîîü give evidence at 
triai, adopting the contents of the videotaped statement and is then subject to cmsslexamiaation. ln 
some jurisdictions arrangements may be made for the chiid's evidence, inducihg cross- 
examination, to be videotaped in advance of trial and the tape played instead of requirîug the chiid 
to be present. 
130 Criminal Code, RS-C. 1985, c.C4, a486(2.1). 
13' Criminal Code, RS-C. 1985, c . C 4 ,  sJ86(2.I). 
'" Under s.18.6 of the Ooiario Evidence Act, RS.0. 19%, CE-23, the couit may altogether 
prohi'bit cross+Vamination of a child witness or prwide alteniate means of puttuig questions to 
the child witness. 
'" Ontario Law Reform Commission, supra note 98 a< 92. 



determine whether expert evidence ought to be ailowed where the prosecution 

seeks to rehabilitate or reinforce the child7s testimony (e-g. by caiiing evidence as 

to the efficacy of children's memory or the reasons for delayed reporting) or 

where the defence seeks to undermine the child's testimony (e-g. by calling 

evidence as to the fdlibility and suggestibility of children's memory). in many 

cases, if left unchecked, it can become a "battie of experts". 

Moreover, the use of expert evidence in these circumstances may 

unnecessarily contuse whar are otherwise clear questions of credibility. The 

solution appears to require no more than an assessrnent of utility. Thus, where the 

case has not raised dificult scientinc issues there is likely to be Little need for 

expert evidence. In quidiQing an expert, which will be discussed more 

thoroughly in Chapter Five, the two critical questions are whether the opinion to 

be given by the expert is accepted by the scientific comrnunity, and whether the 

evidence wouid be of assistance to the trier of f a ~ t . " ~  While expert evidence on 

children's mernories and recall can therefore be extremely usehl to the trier of 

fact, the expert must not give evidence on the ultimate issue of whether or not the 

child is being truthfiil and accurate. L36 

The law's new found inclusionary approach to children's evidence is an 

obvious and necessary step forward in prosecuting cases of child sexud abuse. 

The law has made great efforts to apprehend and the unwarranted distnist of 

l" Kapardis, supra note 86 at 99. 
13' R V. Mohm, [1994] 2 S.CR 9. 
136 Ibid; R. v. Burns, [1994] 1 S.C.R 656. 



children as witnesses. What has replaced it is not a complete trust in children, but 

the common sense approach advocated by Wigmore almost 60 years ago: 

A rational view of the -tics of child nature, and of the daily course of 
justice in our cowts, must Iead to the conclusion that the Mon to measure the a 
priori de- of untmtworthiness in chiidren's statements, and to distinguish 
the point at which they case to be totally încredlble ... is fWe and unprofitable. 
Recogpkhg on the one hand the childish disposition to weave romances and to 
mat imaginalion for verity, and on the other band the mted ingermousiess of 
children and their tendency to speak straightforwardly what is on their niin&, it 
must be concluded that the sensible way is to put îhe child upon the stand and let 
it teil its story for what it may seem to be ~orth'~'  

However, it is cIear that no justifiable generaiisations can be made about the 

testimony of cbildren. There are simply too many dynamic factors involved in 

determining whether a child's memory of an event is reiiable or not. Each 

potential witness must be considered individually, with the understanding bat he 

or she may provide accurate and reliable evidence. However, these are child 

witnesses, and îheir ability to testify coherentty and comprehensiveIy should not 

be subjected to the standards of credibility to which adult witnesses are exposed. 

It is clear that it is not at al1 conducive to group witnesses into discrete 

classes, such as eyewitnesses, children, and even recovered memory 

complainants, and then apply generalisations about rnemory to d l  members of the 

class. Generalisations must only be employed as a basis for investigating each 

individual witness rather than directly drawing conclusions about the reiiability of 

the witness' s evidence: 

13' John Henry Wigmore, Wigmore on Evi&nce, 3d ed. (Boston: Littie, Bmwo, 1940), discwing 
Hughes v. R Co. 65 Micb 10'3 1 N. W. 605 (1887), cited i .  Ceci & Bnxck, supro note û5 at 48. 



The logic beneath this i .  readily apparew if the trial process is a search for the 
tnitb, then misplaced assumptions about human bebaviour which drive the trier 
of fhct to draw incorrect inferences h m  the evidence must be unmasked if this 
process is not to be subverted raîher than fbthered-'" 

The same applies to asnimptions about memory; the "courts should recognise that 

mernory is not an entity, and should recognise that one part may be accurate, 

another inacc~rate."'~~ Like eyewitness and children7s mernory, the recovered 

mernory/ false memory controversy is currently presenting a challenge to the law. 

In annuering that challenge, the law must determine which of the conclusions of 

psychology it will accommodate. Although "[mJemory in both law and 

knowledge is uncertain, [the] law can be made to conform to the knowledge of 

memory with greater fahess and precision than it bas so far dernon~trated."'~ 

The next two chapters sketch out the contours of the recovered memory 

and false memory positions. When considering the ments of the two views, it 

should be kept in mind that the law, like memory, is reconstructive. Although the 

Iaw stnves for the ideal of2 or searches for, historicai tnith, in reality it will always 

fa11 short of that ide& Ultimately it must cLrec~nstnict" the event or events in 

question by piecing together the testimony of various witnesses with their 

personal narrative tnrths, the various forms of physical evidence, and expert 

evidence. The law, like memory, must also infer details to construct a 

'" R v. Mnrqumd, supra note 124 at 265-266, p r  L'Heureux-Dubé J., ~ f h g  to the use of 
expert evidence to explain to the trier of bct the normal responses of chikiren to certain types of 
situations. 
'39 Gardner, supra note 47 at 407. 
140 Redmount, supra note 41 at 264. 



comprehensive narrative of a past event upon which guilt or innocence can be 

found. 





There are essentially two sides to the recovered memory/ false memory 

debate. This chapter will outline the repressed/recovered memory position, which 

argues that certain mernories may become inaccessible to consciousness for a 

period of time and later re~overed.'~' The tàlse mernory position, which argues 

the other side of the debate, witl be discussed in Chapter 3. 

1 begin by discussing the Freudian origins of the theory of repression and 

how the concept has developed into its present form. 1 also look at dissociation, 

the main alternative explanation for how memory may become inaccessible, 

which threatens to displace repression as the dominant paradigm. AIthough 

consideration of these and other defence mechanisms is an important part of the 

debate, the preoccupation with the way in which memories beco me inaccessible 

has moved the focus away fiom the phenornenon of recovered memory itself 

The question is not how memories may become inaccessible but whether in fact 

they do become inaccessible. 

Resolving this question is initialIy a matter of labels and definitions The 

terms "repressed", ccrecovered", and "false" are too emotive to be usefùl - in part 

due to their particular uses and partisan alignments. Therefore in this chapter 1 

will sometimes employ the term "traumatic memory" to denote memory related to 



traumatic events. The question then becornes whether traumatic memory 

fùnctions differently fiom "normal" memory. 

Conîrary to the implications of the m e n t  legai and psychological 

controversy conceniing recovered memories, repression is not a novel concept. It 

was first made popular by Sigmund Freud in the early part of this century when 

he postulated that adult psychopathology originated in childhood or premature 

sema1 experiences. According to Freud, the mind of the individuai wodd repress 

memories of these traumatic encaunters in an attempt to control the 

overwhelming anxiety accompanying such e ~ ~ e r i e n c e s . ' ~ ~  Freud conceived of 

repression as a deferne mechanism, which he alternativeiy referred to as 

"amnesia" and "unconsciously motivated forgetting," and which he described as 

... rhe essence of repression lies sim l in rumbrg something may, und keeping if 
ut a disrance, fiom the conscio us... V 

The repressed memories wodd then become manifesteci as psychological and 

physical symptoms in adulthood. To treat or alleviate these symptoms, Freud 

-- - - 

141 1 will be limiting my discussion to cognitive theones of aiemory although neurobiologicâi 
differences have been noted between normal memory and traumaîic memory. 
142 Sigmund F m 4  On Psychopathology Inhibitions, Spipfoms and Amieîy and Other FVorh, 
Angela Richards, d, James Smchey, orans (London: Penguin Books, 1993) at 77, 214. For a 
brief ouuine of the historical development of the theory of reptession, see Brett Kbar, "The 
Psychoanaiytic Concept of Repression: Historical and Empincal Perspectives," in Siaasoa, supra 
note l, at 5 1. 
143 Sigmund Freud, Repression (19 15). in The Standard Edirion of the Complete PsychologrogrcaI 
Workr of Sigmund Freud, James Strachey, ed, vol. XIV (London: The Hogarth Press, 1957) at 
147 [emphasis in original]. 



believed that one simply had to make "the unconscious con~cious,"~" and bring 

about the return of the repressed. And such was the birth of psychoanalysis. 14' 

Ironically perhaps, later in his career Freud revised bis theoryP1" now 

commonly referred to as the seduction theory, declaring that repressed material 

pertained not to childhood sexual experiences as he had originally thought, but to  

"memorialùed childhood fantasies and wishes which, being unacceptable to the 

more mature child, the child repressed."'" Having embodied each of the positions 

in the current controversy, Freud is ofken cited in the recovered memory/ Mse 

memory literature: by recovered memory advocates who herald him as the father 

of repression and the one who brought the issue of childhood sexual abuse to 

society's attention; and by false memory supporters who, although they hold him 

out as a bit of a fiaud, nevertheless favourably remark upon his recantation that 

his patients' aiieged "remembrances" were a construct of fantasy rather than 

redity. 

l4 Levine, supra note 46 at 3 0 1. 
145 Sigmund Freud, "Further Remarks on the Neuropsychoses of Defense," in The Standard 
Edirion of the Complete Psychological Works OfSigmund Freud, James Strachey, d, vo1,II.I 
(London: Hogarth Press, 1956) 159 at 170. 
f 46 interestingiy some commentators have speculated îhat Freud revised the sedudon theory, not 
because he sincerely believed that his patients sirffered firom repressed childhood sexual fhniasies 
rather than repressed childbooà sexual trauma, but because he could not brave the overwhelming 
professional and societal pressure wbich his theory incited For a more detailed account of these 
speculations, see J.M Mhsson, The Assauit on Tmth: Freud's Suppresnon of the Seducfion 
Theory <New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1984). 
'"' Robert Gaiaîzer-Levy, "Psychoaoalysis, Memoq, and Trauma," in Appeibaum, Uyehara & 
Elin, supra note 16, 138 at 140. 



Repressed/recovered memory, also known as delayed recafl, must be 

distinguished fkom delayed disdosure- Delayed disclosure occurs when a victim, 

although having a continuous memory of sexual abuse experienced as a child, 

refrains fiom disclosing the abuse until long d e r  the abuse has ceased. Victims 

may delay disclosure for reasons including shame, feu, guilt, a failure to 

appreciate the harm inflicted upon them, or a failure to understand and avail 

themselves of the avenues of redress for such h a m .  Repression, or delayed r d 4  

is the theory that some mernories, such as those relating to childhood traumatic 

experiences, may be rendered inaccessible to the conscious mind for an 

indeterminate period of time and later recovered or returned to consciousness. By 

andogy, it involves "a process of selective amnesia in which the brain snips out 

certain traumatic events and stores the edited pieces in a special, inaccessible 

3 Y Y  148 memory 'drawer . 

The general concept of repressed/recovered memory involves the 

acceptance of three separate yet interrelated propositions: 

First there is the reality of the event, that is, whether the recoiidon 
corresponds, in at least a general sense, to an actual ment or set of events. 
Second, there is îhe realiîy of the forgetting, that is whether the individual was in 
fàct unaware of the existence of the memory prior to the recoiiection experïence. 
Third, there is the reafiiy of the recoves, experience, that is, whetber the 
individual had a phenomenologicai experience of remembering incidents of 
semai abuse of which they were previously unaware. L49 

'" Eli-l;ibeîh Loffus & Katherine Ketchum, The Myth ofRepread Mernory: False Memories and 
Allegaiions of baral Abuse (New York: St Uartin's Press, 1994) at 2 15. 

Jonaihan Schooler, Minam Bendiksen & Zara Ambadar, "Taking the Middle Line: Can We 
Accommodate Both Fabricated and Recovered Mernories of S e d  Abuse?," in Recovered 
Memories and False Memories, Martin Conway, ed ( New York: Mord University Press, 1997) 
25 1 at 260 [emphasis in originai]. 



Unfortunately, however, the term "repression" has not been limited to this 

meaning. It has been used to refer to alternative mechanisms which are thought to 

be the cause of the removal or segregtion of anxiety-inducing memories fiom 

consciousness. In turn, other terms, which may simpiy be aiternate labels for 

repression or alternate mechanisms, are also used interchangeably in the literaîure 

to ïder to repression. These terms include amnesia, deiayed recall denial, 

disavowai, dissociation and dissociative amnesia, forgetting, psychogenic amnesia 

and "splitting". Further, there are a number of psychological disorders which are 

thought to result fiom the operation of these mechanisms on the psyche- The 

following is a brief discussion of the prominent mechanisms and disorders 

encountered in the repressedrecovered memory Iiterature. 

DISSOCIATION AND DISSOCIGTIVE AMNESIA 

Dissociation, made popular by Freud's contemporary Pierre Janet, appears 

to be displacing repression as the dominant paradigrn in the represdrecovered 

memory debate. Sometimes described as a "splitting of consciousne~s'~ or &'the 

mind's partitioning itself into two separate systems of consciousness, ,Y 150 

dissociation is defked as: 

[a] defensive disniption in the normaliy occuning co~ection among feelings, 
thougbts, behaviours, and memories that is conscioudy or unconsciously 
invoked to reduce psychologid stress during and after traumatic ep isode~...~~' 

Murray B u e s ,  "Repression, Dissociation, Memory," in Con.sfructïon and Reconshyction of 
Memory.- Dilemmas of Childhmd Sextral Abuse, Chariotte Prozan, ed. (Northvale, New Jersey: 
Jason Aronson, 1997) 21 at 29. 

Christine Courtois, "Delayed Mernories of Chüd Sexual Abuse: Critique of the Controve~~~ 
and Clinical Guidelines," in Conway, supra note 149,206 at 215. 



Conceptually, repression severs traumatic material fiom consciousness and 

deposits it in the unconscious; whereas dissociation is a division of consciousness 

that ailows traumatic materiai to be stored in one consciousness unbeknowmt to 

the other (or others): 

Repressive defenses aim to keep objectionable ideas h m  awafeness altogether. 
Splitting defenses keep ideas available to consciousness but alter th& meanhg 
by changing theu co~ections to other conrious ideas.'" 

Parallehg the repression theory, dissociated material is thought to reappear in the 

fom of physical and psychologicai symptoms. 153 However, it is theoretically 

distinguished fiom repression because dissociation is understood to be able to 

occur both &ring and afker trauma. According to the theory of repression, 

memories are made inaccessible only after the trauma has occurred- Conceptuaiiy, 

memones encoded while an individual is dissociating during trauma may be quite 

dBerent £kom those memories which are dissociated fkom conscious recollection 

af'ter trauma has taken place. 

Dissociation is divided into several different types: 

Primary dissociation is the splitting of the e.Vpenence of ovenvhelrning threat 
into somatosensory fragments which are not integxated into personai memory 
and identity. This bgmentation occurs in the context of an altered state of 
consciousness. Once a person has entered a traumatised state of min4 further 
disintegration of elements of personal e.uperienœ may OCN. This secondary 
d i ~ s o c i ~ o n  may involve a separation between observing ego and experiencing 
ego, resuliing in depef~~mkation and derealisation - the person may 
e.uperience mentaüy 'leaving' his or ber body and observing it h m  a distance. 
Ln this state the person may be protected from the f d i  impacî of his or her 
potential pain and is thus a kind of naîurai anaeSthesia T e r t i q  dissociation 
occurs when the trawmtised [person] develops complex and distinct ego States, 
each with a particular identity, cognitive, affective and behaviod; there may 

152 Galatzer-Levy, supra note 147 at 146. 
lS3 Richard Kiu£t, "The Argument for the Reality of Delayed Recall of Trauma," in Appelbaum, 
Uyehara & Elin, supra note 16,25 at 43. 



be varying degrees of awareness between ego States - what is hown or 
experienced in one ego state may or may not be in another ego  tat te.''^ 

Primary and secondary dissociation are linked with dissociative amnesia, de- 

by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV), as the 

"inability to recaii important personal information, usually of a traumatic or 

stressfùl nature, that is too important to be explained by ordinary 

forge~ess ." 's5 Tertïary dissociation is identifieci with dissociative identity 

disorder @ID), formerly known as multiple personality disorder (MPD), where "a 

multiplicity of consciousnesses" with distinct personalities or identities are 

believed to be created within one person-L56 It is this extreme form of dissociative 

disorder which has been noted to occur fiequently in individuais severely 

traumatised as young children. l" 

POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD) 

The symptoms of recovered memory complainants are often similar to 

those of post-traumatic stress disorder, and hence confused with the disorder. 

PTSD is defined by the DSM-IV as: 

The development of characteristic symptoms following exposure to an extreme 
t r a d c  stressor involving direct personal arperience of an event that involves 
actual or threatened death or sexious injury, or other threat to one's physical 
i n t e e ,  or witnessing an event that involves death, i n .  or a threat to the 
physical integrity of another person; or leaming about unexpected or violent 
death, senous harm, or threat of death or in- experienced by a family member 
or other close associate-'" 

'% Mollon, supra note 20 at 75-76 [emphasis in original]. 
ls5 Diagnostic und Statistical Manuai of Mental Disorukrs, 44th ed (Washington, DC: American 
P chiatric Association, 1994). 
12Mollon, suPro note 20 at 76. 
15' Diagnostic and Statistical lManua1, supra note 155. 
'% lb id  



The individual's reaction to the traumatic event, characterisai by "intense h, 

helplessness or horror," is a significant element in the composition of the 

trauma.'5g Post-traumatic stress disorder has been identifieci in individuals who 

have been the victixns of or exposed to "rape or assault, military combat, natural 

and manufactureci disasters (airplane crashes, auto accidents, industriai accidents) 

and deliberate violence (torture, or death camps)."'q In fact, "[flor most of the 

twentieîh century, it was the study of combat veterans that led to the development 

of a body of knowledge about traumatic disorders," which has wntributed to the 

legitimacy of the disorder in victims of childhood sexual abuse. 

Post-traumatic stress disorder entails two seemingly contradictory 

symptoms related to memory function - the reliving or re-experiencing of the 

trauma and the marked inability to recail some or al1 of the trauma: 16' 

CLinically observed data suggest rbat exposure to trauma oflm has two kincis of 
effects on memory for the traumatic event- ...[O ne], intnisive hypermaesia for 
the trauma in the form of flashbacks, wbich can be d e s c n i  as brief 
dissociative e p h i e s  during which the trauma is reexperienced in sensorimotor 
form or as intrusive cognitive recoiiectio ns....[a nd two], is the pfe~ence of 
disuptions in memory or even a complete nonorganic -c amnesia in 
which, for some p&od of tirne, aii or part of the traumatic event is Mavailable 
to recoiiection or is recalled in a hgmentiuy and vague ~nanner~'~~ 

The intrusions are believed to represent "[tlhe traumatic moment becom[ing] 

encoded in an abnormal form of memory, which breaks spontaneously into 

consciousness, both as flashbacks during waking States and as traumatic 

lS9 Ibid 
Harold Kaplan & Benjamin Saddock, Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiaûy, v. 1, 5th ed. 

(Baltimore: Williams & W i ,  1989) at 1001-2. 
16' Judith Hemm, Trauma and Recovey (New York: BasicBooks, 1997) at 28 and 32- 
16* Golier, YehuQ & Southwick, supra note 16 at 225-29. 
la Pope & Brown, supra note 2 at 54 [emphasis in original]. 



nightmares during ~ leep . " '~~  Due to the presence of flashbacks and its usual 

pattern of only partial amnesia, ''the 'amnesia' associated with PTSD causes 

distress because the patient is aware that he or she has lost information. ,Y 165 

Although post-traumatic mess disorder may be distinguished f?om 

repressed/recovered memones, it is highly relevant to the current controversy 

because the disruptions of memory associated with it seem to result corn the 

invocation of the same defense mechanisms as those which are believed to 

contribute to repressed/recovered memory. 

C.  SEPARATING THE MECHAMSM(S) FROM THE PHENOMENON 

Although theories about the type of mechanism that may be at work in 

rendering memory of trauma inaccessible are germane to the recovered memory/ 

false memory debate, "the issue of mechanism can and should be dserentiated 

fiom the question of whether this class of experience occurs at Fuirher, 

"[a]t a very minimum, we cannot argue against the possibility of recovered 

rnemory experiences on the bais that there is no existing way to explain them. Ir 167 

What now needs to occur in the curent debate is the separation of the 

mechanisrn(s) fiom the phenornenon of traumatic memory. 

'6.1 Herman, supra note 161 at 37. 
16' Goiier, Yehuda & Southwi* supra note 16 at 228. 
'" Jonabn Schooler, "Sedcing the Core: The Issues and Evidence Sumunding Recoyered 
Accounts of Sexual Trauman in The Recovered Memoy/ Fuise Memory Debate, Kathy Pedzek & 
William Baaks, eds. (San Diego: Academic Press, 19%) 279 at 28 1. 

Ibid at 289. 



Moa theories of memory and most memory research have been concemeci 

with, developed, and applied to theories of nomal memory. In contrast, truurnatic 

memory is a theory which proposes that memories of traumatic expenences are 

encoded, processeci, stored, and retrieved differently fkom those of normal 

rnemory. Therefore, the principles and conclusions arrived at in studies of normal 

memory cannot be vaiidly abstracted to memory for trauma. Moreover: 

The study of traumaric memones questions four basic notions about the nature 
of memory that have been shown to occur in the laboratory studies of scientists 
who Imk at memories o f  ordinary events: (1) that memory is flexible and 
integrated with other Life eupenences, (2) tbat memory generally is present in 
conscious~less in a continuous and unintempred fashion, (3) that memory 
aiways disintegrates in accufacy over tirne, and (4) that memory is primanly 
dedarative, Le., that people can generaUy articulate what they know in words 
and symbol~. '~~ 

Pnor to examining the theoretical framework of traumatic mernory, it is both 

usefiil and necessary to begin with a working definition of trauma As noted 

above, is an event in which the individual has experienced, witnessed or 

been confionted with an event or events that involved actud or threated death, 

or serious injury, or threat to the physical integrity of the self or ~ t h e r s . ' ~ ~  

However, trauma is not merely a physical experience but a psychological one 

with both objective and subjective elements. Its prïmary significance is found in 

"the ways in which a given individual subjectively experiences and tries to make 

sense out of whatever it is that has happened to them."'" A psychoanalytic 

definition of trauma, therefore, would focus on those "events whose intemity is 

such that the person is overwhelmed to the point of not fùnctioning in any 

-1 van der Kolk, "Traumatic Mernories," in Appelbaum, Uyehara & Elin, supra note 16, 
243 at 245. 



ordinary psychological mode.. . [a definition encompassing] not only the event but 

aiso the subject's respome to that event.""' 

Trauma itself can be subdivided to take into acwunt quaiitative and 

quantitative differences that may be seen as having differential effects upon 

memory. For example, Lenore Terr has devised a "typobgy of trauma," which 

separates trauma into one of two types. Type 1 trauma is defined by a singie 

traumatic occurrence characterised by "unanticipatecl shock," which she asserts is 

more likely to be r d e d ;  type II trauma concerns repetitive or multiple traumatic 

events, the anticipation of which dlows defensive mechanisms to be invoked in 

response and which may therefore render recall more u n l i k e ~ ~ . ~ ~  

Another distinction côn be made between group trauma or trauma which is 

endured with others, and trauma which is suffered by the individual alone. This 

latter category may prove to be a very signifiant distinction because those unable 

to verbalise their traumatic experiences do not consolidate mernories of the 

trauma. Moreover, "[gliven that thinking and talking about a past event 

constitutes a powerfùi means for enhancing subsequent recall of that event, it 

fo1Iows that events that are not thought about or talked about will not derive the 

16' Taken fiom the section on pst-traumatic stress disorder in the Diagnostic and StatisticzzI 
Manual, supra note 155. 
170 Levine, supra note 26 at 303. 
17' Galatzet-Levy, supra note 147 at 142 [emphasis added]. 
17' Lenore Terr, fichained Memdes: True Stories of Traumatic Memories, Lost and Found 
(New York: BasicBooks, 1994) at 11, 28. Tesr's typology of trauma, was m c a i i y  developed 
with specifïc reference to the trauma of childhood semai abuse, although conceptually at least it is 
easily applicable to other traumatic experiences. 



usual mnemonic benefits of rehear~al."'~ Specifically consider the isolation of 

child sexual abuse: 

An important eatmark of childhood abuse is the fàa that it is secretive, private, 
often repetiîÏve, and often occurs at the hand of a caregîver witb whom the child 
is likely to need to mahtak his or her amchment As a result, the child is alone 
in dealing with the consequerices of the abuse, knowing tbat it is likely to 
reoc~iir~ And, ôecause the perpetrator often denies tbaî anythhg inappropriate 
has occurred, the child is forced to carry on an "otherwise normal" reiationship 
wiîh the perpetrator on a daily b a ~ i s . ' ~ ~  

The silence of a sexually abused child can be attributed to many diverse sources: 

the shame and guilt of being a "participant"; the tendency of abusers to threaten 

the child with violence to themselves or others to quash any inclinations the child 

may have to disclose the abuse; and perhaps most telling, is the fact that "children 

have fewer mental capacities to constmct a coherent narrative out of traumatic 

events," they fiequently tack the knowledge, maturity, and self-possession to 

make sense of what is happening to them.'75 However, the point is not to merely 

emphasise the lack of opportunity to speak about traumatic expenences but the 

lack of opportunity to share them with others: 

This theory [of shareability] depends on the mnsequences of the fact that 
humans depend heavily on the sharing of information In essence, it proposes 
that through the process of information shanng we recode intemal material to be 
discrete - stable across space and tirne - and hence more easily communicable--- 
Shareability theory suggests that memory for never-discussed events is likeiy to 
be qualitatively diarerent h m  memory of events that bave been dis~ussed,'~~ 

Thus, it is proposeci that sharing such experiences with others, which requires 

them to be put into narrative form, may consolidate and fasten mernories in 

consciousness in a manner which enhances the likelihood of their being recalled. 

- - 

173 Daniel Schacter, Kenneth Norman & W i h  Koutstaai, "The Recowred Memones Debate: A 
Cognitive Neuroscience Perspective," in Conway, supra note 149 at 66. 
174 Kathy Pedzek & William Banks, eds., "Introductioc~," in The Recovered Memmy/ False 
Memory Debate (San Diego: Academic Press, 19%) at 1. 
17' van der Kolk, supra note 168 at 250. 



As suggested by the titie of her book Behayîd Trauma: The Logic of 

Fargetfing Chi idhd  Abuse, Jennifer Freyd has developed a partidar theory of 

traumatic memory which perîains to childhood sexuai abuse committed by a 

primary caregiver. She posits that it is primarily the betrayal, defked as Whe 

violation of implicit or explicit trust. The closer and more necessary the 

relationship, the greater the degree of betra~al,"'~ which forms the trauma of 

childhood sexual abuse. Further, she contends that the "forgetting" of such 

betrayals is a logicai, "natud and inevitable reaction to childhood sexual 

abuse:" "' 
Betrayal trauma theory posits that d e r  certain conditions betrayals necessitate 
a "betxayal biindness" in which the betrayed person does not have conscious 
awareness, or mernory, of the betrayal- A theory of psychological response to 
trauma, betrayal trauma builds Born the belief that the degree to which a trauma 
involves betrayai by another person signi6icantly intluences the traumatwd 
individual's cognitive encodtng of the experience of trauma, the accessi'bility of 
the event to awareness, and the psychological as weli as behaviorai ~ K I S ~ S . ' ~ ~  

For abused children forgetting is more than just a coping mechanism but a 

sunrival instinct which is overwhelmingly concemed with the preservation of 

their social and physical environment: 

AU of the a b d  child's psychoiogical adaptations serve the firndarnental 
purpose of preserving her p r b a q  attachent to her parents in the hce of daily 
evidence of their malice, heipkssness, or hiiflierence. To accomplish this 
purpose, the child resorts to a wide array of psychological defenses ... The child 
victim prekrs to believe that the abuse did not occurOCCUC In the senice of this wish, 
she tries to keep it a secret h m  herseK The means she has at her disposal are 
fiank deniai, volunmy suppression of thoughts, and a legion of dissociathe 
reactioa~.'~ 

176 Freyd, supra note 14 at 108, I l l .  
'77 Ibid at 9. 
17* Ibid at 31. 
'" Ibid at 9-10. 
''O Herman, supra note 161 at 102. 



Freyd has proposed seven factors which contribute to a greater Iîkelihood of 

amnesia in children who have experienced abuse: 18' 

(1) the abuse was perpetrated by a caregiver 

(2) the abuser explicitly demanded silence &om the child 

(3) alternative realities in the environment, explained by Freyd 
as situations where the abuse context differed fiom the 
nonabuse context so tfrat the child victim could maintain a 
sense of normalcy in the nonabuse context 

(4) the child was isolated during the abuse 

( 5 )  the abuse occurred when the v i d m  was at a relatively 
Young age 

(6) the caregiver provided alternative reality-defining 
statements 

(7) the child did not discuss the abuse. 

A sirnilar theory, referred to as "child sexud abuse accommodation 

syndrome", was devised by Roland Summit to explain how children react to 

sexual abuse. More specifically, the theory describes "the dilemma faced by 

children who have been abused when they attempt to communicate theu 

expenence to potential caregivers. They sometimes hesitate to disclose abuse, and 

even retract disclosures. The reasons for this relate to a childys limited options for 

coping in the face of prevailing adult indflerence and disbelief"lm He has 

outlined five stages of accommodation: (1) secrecy; (2) helplessness; (3) 

accommodation and entrapment; (4) delayed, conflictecl and unconvincing 

"' Fr& supra note 14 at 140. 
~ b i d  at 51. 



disclosure; and (5) retraction.lS3 While his theory is particularly concernai with 

retractions of abuse, it is pertinent to the curent debate because it also 

"counteract[s] commonly held myths that sexudy abused children would tell 

about the sexual abuse without delay and with consistency ... and restore[s] the 

credibility of children whose natural reactions to sexual abuse are often used as a 

reason to disbelieve the= 97 184 

D. THE STUDY OF TRAUMATIC MEMORY 

The birth and maturation of the theory of traumatic memory has been 

denounced as a clinical product rather than a scientifically proven phenornenon. 

Studies of traumatic memory suffer f?om two inherent difficulties; they usually 

involve a retrospective research design and are limited by the obvious ethicai 

implications involved in studying subjects exposed to trauma. Retrospective 

studies, that is, studies which work backward fiom "subjects [who] do not display 

amnesia at the time of index evaluation, but are beüeved to have experienced 

37185 amnesia in the past, have generally been regarded as scientifically infenor to 

prospective studies regularly employed by normal memory researchers which 

ident* "victims of a known past traumatic event, and then [assess] their 

mernories at the time o f  e~alua t ion ." '~~ 

Roland Summit, "The Child Se.YUaJ Abuse Accommodation Syndrome" (1983) 7 Child Abuse 
and NegIect 177 at 182. 

Freyd, supra note 14 at 5 1. 
18' Harrison Pope, Jr., James Hudson, J. Alexander Bodkin & Paul Oiivia, "Questionable Validity 
of 'Dissociative Amnesia' in Trauma Victims: Evidence h m  Prospective Studiesn (1998) 172 
Bnt J- of Psych 210 at 210. 
lS6 Ibid 



However, a prospective study which figures prominently in the recovered 

memory literature is the one published by Linda Meyer Wiiiiams. In her study, 

Williams interviewed 129 women seventeen years d e r  they had been brought to 

the hospital with sema1 abuse injuries as chi1dren.l" The purpose of the Williams 

study was to discover whether the women suffered at the time of interview, or had 

suffered at any time pnor to the interview, a fàilwe to recall the abuse they were 

known to have expenenced in chi~dhood.'~~ She found that 38% of those 

interviewed failed to recall the abuse, although they disclosed other similarly 

persond information. lS9 Further, her fmdings led her to conclude that the failure 

to recall was strongly correlated to age at the time the abuse occurred, the type 

and amount of force used, and the number of times the abuse occurred. Bessel van 

der Kolk, a well-known traumatic memory researcher, has reinforced the general 

proposition that "[t]raumatic amnesias tend to be age and dose related: the 

younger the age at the time of the trauma, and the more prolonged the traumatic 

event, the greater likelihood of significant amnesia ïr 190 

Linda Meyer W ' ï  "Recovered Mernories of Abuse in Women with Documented Child 
Sexual Victimization Histories" (1995) 8 J. Traumatic Stress 629. 
183 Her study has been criticized by Pope, Hudson, Bodkin & Olivia, supra note 185 at 210. They 
contend that the Williams study M e r s  h m  three shortcomings: (1) one third of the documented 
abuse in h a  study involved oniy touching and fondling rather than geaita1 trauma, which they 
assert may not be sufnciently mernorable and therefore failure to recaii such evperiences could be 
accouuted for by ordinary forgetfiilaess; (2) ICI% of the subjects in her study were under the age of 
three at the the of the abusive incident which could be explaincd by infantile amnesia; and (3) 
those failures to recall which do not Ml into the prior two categories amld be validly ratiooalised 
as non4sclosure-S. 
'* However, Pope, Hudson, Bodkin & Olivia, supra note 185 at 213, contend that Williams' 
conclusion that her subjects' failure to recall abuse, was a c W y  a failure to report (non- 
disclosure) precipitated by the researcher's fàilute to ask her subjects dueclly about the abuse. 
lgO van der Kolk, supra note 168 at 249. 



For present purposes, the most usefùl definition of a recovered memory is 

"the emergence of an apparent recollection of childhood sexual abuse of which 

the individual had no previous kn~wled~e."'~' The basic distinction in the 

recovery of memories of childhood sexual abuse is drawn between memories 

recovered outside of therapy and memories recovered within the therapeutic 

environment. In the latter category, M e r  distinctions are made concerning the 

types of therapeutic techniques employed in the restoration of memory. In 

addition to methods of recovery, the manner in which traumatic memories retum 

is also a significant consideration. 

Outside of therapy, memones of childhood traumatic experiences rnay be 

spontaneously recailed or "triggered" by contact with stimuli that correspond to 

the original traumatic event, such as the abuser or someone associated with the 

abuser, the physical environment, the activity, and the invocation of emotions 

associated with the abuse. Two separate but related memory concepts have been 

offered to explain how and why these memories may return in this fashion - 

"encoding specificity" and "context-dependent memory". Encoding specificity 

refers to the notion that "the probability of retrieving a memory is maximised 

37 192 when the retrieval conditions correspond to the encoding conditions. Context- 

"' S. Brandon, I. Boakes, D- Glaser & R Green, "Recovered Memories of Childhd Sexual 
Abuse: Implications of Ciinical Practice" (1998) 172 Bnt J. of Psych, 2% at 297. 
Ig2 Schooler, Bendiksen & Ambackir, supra note 149, at 280. 



dependent memory refers to "associative links with affective states - that is, the 

internal state provides associative links to the stored information- ?? 193 

Alternatively, memories of childhood traumatic experiences rnay be 

recovered while an individual is undergoing therapy. However, it is important to 

note that individuals who have been sexually abused as children enter therapy 

with varying degrees of remembrance. They may have no, partiai or total recall of 

their t r a m t i c  experiences. Adult victims may therefore seek therapy to help 

make sense of the memories that have re-emerged in their consciousness. 

However, for incidents where mernories r e m  largely during the murse of 

therapy, rewvered memory theorists stress that: 

There are severai good reasons for why real memories of abuse may a r k  in the 
mntext of therapy- Therapy may provide the fÜst opportuaity for the person to 
feel d e  enough to remember the abuse; the therapist rnay be the £ht person to 
ask the client about the abuse; and the client may have sought therapy because 
of memories just be-g to emerge, which are causing emotional crisis 
without the explicit understanding of the source of the cnsis.'" 

This point must be emphasised in defence against the attempts of faise memory 

advocates to discredit memories arising in therapy, and particuiarly, atternpts to 

condemn many of the techniques used by therapists in the recovery of memories 

of childhood sexual abuse. A description of these techniques and theu criticisms 

will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

Mernories of traumatic events which are recovered afler a period of 

inaccessibility may return in a manner quite unlike the recall of normal memory. 

Traumatic memories generally do not suddenly come flooding back; instead they 

-- -- 

lg3 Freyd, supra note 14 at 1056. 



are often described as returning in a fiagmentary fashion - in bits and pieces, over 

the course of days, weeks, months and even years. Moreover, they rnay be 

experienced as visuai images, feelings and emotions, as well as bodily sensations 

that may be more intangible and somewhat insensible in cornparison to normal 

memories. These memories, at least initially, may not have an accompanying 

narrative that is coherent and comprehensible. It has been suggested that "one 

reason why traumatic memories may be difficult to consciously recall in a 

narrative episodic form is that they were never stored in such a form in the fkst 

place." lg5 

However, it is the perceived accuracy or inaccuracy of recovered 

memories of childhood sexual abuse which incites the most controversy. Some 

recovered memory supporters, including Bessel van der Kolk, Lenore Terr and 

Linda Myer Williams have advocated "that in some ways traumatic memories 

may be more acçurate than non-traumatic memories, because of the nature of the 

memory stores for the two different sorts of memories. Traumatic memories, 

according to this viewpoint, are not reconstmcted narratives as are most 

memories, but the reactivation of undistorted sensory and affective traces. ,3196 

a sense, they are asserting that traumatic memories are not subject to the 

reconstnictive effects of the consciousness and social influences the 

consciousness is exposed to, but instead are "fiozen" in the unconscious unless 

'" /bid at 55, 
lg5 Ibid at 101, referring to Beyel van der Kok, "The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the 
Evolving Psychobiology of Posttraumatic Stressn (19%) l(5) Harvard Review of Psychiatry 253. 
'% Ibid 



and until they are recovered. However, this assertion is not universally endorseci 

by recovered memory advocates. in fact most would more moderately assert that 

while accurate reports are indeed possible the accuracy of allegations of recovered 

memones of childhood sexual abuse should be assessed iudividuall y. 

As the next chapter will outline, although false memory advocates 

eequently attempt to keep the debate centred amund concepts of normal memory, 

the same arguments may not be as readily abstractable to memory of trauma. That 

traumatic memory is an altogether different phenomenon f?om normal memory 

was well captured by Pierre Janet: 

[Normal memory,] like aii psychologid phenornena, is an action; essentiaiiy it 
is the action of telling a story. . - . A situation bas not been satkfiactorily 
lïqiridated . . . until we have achieved, not merely an outward reaction through 
our movements, but also an i n d  reaction through the words we address to 
ourselves, and through the putting of this recital in its place as one of the 
chapters in our persona1 history . . . . Strictly speaking, then, one who retains a 
hed  idea of a happening cannot be said to have a "memory" . . . it is only for 
cornenience that we speak of it as a "traumatic m e m ~ c ~ . " ' ~ ~  

A theory of traumatic mernory has strong implications for cases involving 

recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse. The first and most important 

question for the courts is whether the concept of traumatic memory is sufficiently 

accepted by the scientific community to be introduced in expert testimony, in 

support of claims that the cornplainant expenenced a failure to recall the abuse for 

a period of tirne. Once the âheory is accepted, the second question is how 

evidentiai rules should be developed to take into account issues which are 

1 97 Herman, supra note 161, at 37, citing P. Janet, Psychologieal Heding (1919), vol. 1, E- P d  & 
C. Paul, tram. (New York: Macmillan, 1925) at 66 143. 



particular to the prosecution of such claims. How the courts have responded and 

should respond to these questions will be addressed in Chapter Five. 





A false rnemory can be defined as "the recoliection of an event which did 

not occur but which the individual subsequently strongly beiieves (also called 

pseudo-memory or illusory memory). 93 198 Essentially, recovered memory 

complainants can be divided into four broad categories: 

1. Those who believe they have been abused and in fact have been 
abused. 

2. Those who do not believe they have been abused and yet aüege 
that they have d e r e d  abuse. 

3. Those who do not believe they have been abused but in fact have 
been abused (individuais suBering e o m  repressed or traumatic 
memory). 

4. Those who believe they have been abused but in fact have not been 
abused (individuals suffering fiom faIse memory syndrome). 

Although the actual proportion of cornplainants which fall into each category is 

unknown, the false memory position suggests that repression is quite rare, or non- 

existent, and are therefore concerned with complainants fdling into the last 

category, that is individuals who "assume new identities as 'sexual abuse 

Y ri199 survivors . 

Established in 1992, the stated purpose of the False Memory Syndrome 

Foundation (FMSF) is: 

To seek the reasons for the spread of False Memory Syndrome; 

Ig8 Brandon, Boakes, Glaser & Green, supra note 19 1 at 297 [emphasis added]. 
Ig9 False Memoty Syndrome Foundation, booklet entitied, "FrequenUy Asked Questions." 
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To work for the prevention of new cases of False Memory Syndrome; 

To aid the victims of False Memory Syndrome, and to bring k i r  families inio 
reconciliation 

The Foundation describes the false memory syndrome in its literature as: 

[A] condition in which a pemn's identity and interpersonal relationships are 
centered around a memory of traumatic experience which is objectively îàk but 
in whîch the person strongly believes, Note that the syndrome is not 
characterized by false memories as such We a i i  have memories îhat afe 
inaccuxate- Rather, the syndrome may be diagnosed when the memory is so 
deeply ingrained tbat it orients that individual's eatire personality and tifstyle, 
in turn disupting aü sorts of other adaptive behavior. The analogy to personality 
disorder is intentional- False Memory Syndrome is especMy destructive 
because the person assiduously avoids confbntation with any Aidence that 
might challenge the memory. Thus it takes on a life of its own, encapsulated and 
resismt to correction The person may become so focused on memory tbat he or 
she may be effectively disuacteci h m  coping with the real problems in his or 
her 

The theory of false memory syndrome is premised upon two characteristic traits 

of memory: one, the faiiibility of memory; and two, the suggestibility of memory. 

Further, the theory asserts that memory suggestibiIity becomes al1 the more 

consequential in therapy, which is argued to be a uniquely suggestible 

environment because of the techniques employed by therapists to rewver 

memories. Therefore, fdse memory advocates maintain that memones recovered 

in therapy cannot be relied upon as having any correspondence to a historical 

event : 

Memory is more than the re-instatement of the originaI perception; it involves 
the interpretation of details, judgment, estimates, and the çorrelation of related 
incidents. Imagination and suggestion are twin-artists ever ready to retouch the 
fading daguerrotype of m e m ~ r y . ~ '  

Ibid 
Gardner, supra note 47 at 4û 1. 



Moreover, they assert that this Iack of histoncal reiiability, mandates that these 

mernories should not be accepted as evidence in courts of law seeking the tmth of 

an alleged event. 

This chapter will outline the false memory argument: fkom the denial or 

minimisation of repression and dissociation; to a discussion of the two main tenets 

of the false memory argument, memory fallibility and suggestibility; to wncerns 

about the techniques employed in recovered memory therapy; and finally a 

consideration of the evidence cited for the existence of false memory. In 

conclusion, there is a brief reply to the findamental issues raiseci by false memory 

advocates on behalf of the recovered memory camp. 

A. NO PROOF FOR REPRESSION (OR DISSOCIATION) 

Fdse memory advocates, generally identified as experimentd 

psychologists, repudiate ciaims by recovered memory theorists, generally known 

as clinical psychologists, that repression, dissociation or other mechanisms of 

traumatic memory sufficiently account for chronicled instances of the absence of 

memory for certain kinds of traumatic experiences. They contend that these 

defense mechanisms are nothing more than clinical ''anecdotes" or 'tignettes" 

rather than empiricdy proven the~ries:~ '~ 

Tryiag to prove repression is a bit üke trying to dispmve UFOs - a nearly 
impossile task In some measure the best we can do is show that forgetting aod 
remembering on be explained more wsily in terms of normal memory 
processes. But aven that the notion of repression bas been around for n d y  100 
years, ham't there been enough time for investigators to produce some solid 

'O2 Some fàk memory supporters have evea classified repressed memory as a "myth". Refer to 
Loftus & Ketchum, supra note 148. 



evidence for its existence as a mechanism undedying the forgetting and 
subsequent mneXUbt2~g of e..riencesP3 

Some fdse memory supporters, who do not categorically deny the possibility that 

certain individuals may experience a form of amnesia for memones of childhood 

sexual abuse, nevertheless stress that it is an exceedingly uncornmon occurrence. 

They contend that most victims possess wntinuous rnemories of the abuse, 

implying that it is simply dathomable one could 'Yorget" such intensdy 

traumatic experîences. 

False memory advocates do not directiy acknowledge the argument that 

memory may function differently when exposed to trauma, or that traumatic 

memory may be an entirely different kind of memory altogether. Instead they 

employ normal mernory concepts such as remembenng and forgetting in order to 

explain, not how memory might become inaccessible, but that such an effect is 

unlikely to occur. 

False memory advocates fiequently superimpose theories of normal 

memory onto memory for trauma, Iargely premising their argument on two related 

reconstructivist attributes of memory: fallibility and suggestibility. Memory 

fallibility is the notion that memory is liable to error. Therefore, in the recovered 

memory context, memories created a considerable t h e  in the past, which have 

Ira Hyman, Ir. & Eijzabeth Loftus, "Some People Recover Maories of Childhood Trauma 
That Never Really Happened," in Appelbaum, Uyehara & Elin, supra note 16, 3 at 18. Similar 
assertions have been levied at dissociation, see Pope, Hudson, Bodkin & Oiivia, supra note 185 at 
2 10. 



not been accessible to consciousness, and which may have been 'recalled' using 

dubious techniques, multiply the likelihood of error. 

Memory suggestibility, oflen referred to as misinfornation suggestibility, 

is the notion that if an individual is exposed to erroneous information after an 

event, some of  the misinformation will be subsequently incorporated into the 

individual's account of the e ~ e n t . ~ ' ~  The entire theory of fàlse memory is 

fûndamentally premised on this concept, that is, that false memories are capable 

of being 'impianted' due to the inherent malleability of memory. 

The fdse  memory argument almost exclusively focuses upon memories 

recovered in therapy, reasoning that because memory is highly suggestible, and 

therapy is an unusually suggestible environment, memones of abuse remvered in 

therapy are, more often than not, iatrogenic205 confabulations. Three elernents are 

thought to contribute to the suggestibility of the therapeutic environment: one, the 

"social demands" of the therapeutic relationship; two, the tmst placed in the 

therapist as an authority figure; and three, the ccconstructive nature of 

remembering" which is hrther complicated by ''the difficulty of reality 

monitoring in [those] situations. 7,206 

704 Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 25. 
'O5 "Induceci inadvertenly by the therapist or by the therapeutic procedures empioyed"; a tenn 
commonly used in thk debate. 
ms Hyman, & Lofhs, supra note 203 at 10. 



False memory theorists aliege that suggestion begins at the outset of the 

therapeutic relationship when therapists swiffly "diagnose7' their patients as 

suffering fiom repressed memory on the basis of  symptoms they believe to be 

consistent with childhood sexual abuse: 

The main therapeutic emx, accordhg to the fàise memory advocates, is telling 
the patient during the initiai evaluation [or shortly thefeafter] that he or she is, or 
may be, a survivor of childhood sexual abuse. This emphatic statement, h m  a 
highiy prestigious, &%le source, who is presumed to be acting in the patient's 
best interes&, may be highly persuasive in implantïng a suggestion, especially if  
the patient has no memory for the abuse and bas never considered that his or her 
symptoms are in any way associated with abuse."" 

In particular, they take exception to the " symptom checklists," provided in the 

self-help literature, which cite a diverse array of symptoms, such as: depression; 

suicida1 tendencies; self-mutilation and other self-destructive behaviours; 

nightmares; eating disorders such as anorexîa and bulimia as we1I as overeating; 

substance abuse; sexual dysfunction, promiscuity, and other intimacy issues; poor 

body image; phobias, issues of anger, trust, boundaries and abandonment; as well 

as low ~ e l f - e s t e e m . ~ ~ ~  They warn that these symptoms are highly variable, over- 

inclusive, and equally indicative of any number of mental and physical disorders 

other than repressed memory of childhood sexual abuse. Moreover, they point 

out, "[wlhile it is generally accepted that childhood sema1 abuse may cause 

certain symptoms in adults, it cannot be readily assumed that such symptoms in 

adults necessariiy imply childhood sexual abuse- 9,209 

Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 29 [empbasis in onginai]. 
'O8 See E. Sue Blume, "The incest Survivors' Aftere£fects Checkhi," in Scret SwYivors: 
Uncovering Imest and its Afireflects in Women (New York: John Wiley & Sons, inc., lm), and 
Ellen Bass & L a m  Davis, me Courage to Heal: A Guide for Women Survivors of Child Sanraf 
Abuse (New Yo* Harper & Row, 1988) at 33-39. 
209 Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 28. 



Further, they hypothesise that therapists, after making premature 

diagnoses of repressed memory, prexribe self-help books such as The Carroge to 

~ e a l . , " ~  and encourage their patients to aitend group therapy for nirvivors of 

sexual assault. False memory supporters believe that these books are infiuentiai, 

dong with the peer pressure environment of group therapy, in encouragiag 

patients to imagine fdse, yet emotiond and detaïleci narratives of abuse. 

In addition to the suggestibility of the therapeutic relationship, false 

memory supporters decry "recovered memory therapy" as creating a mental 

environment which is uniquely conducive to the formation of fdse mernories.*'' 

However, their term "recovered mernory therapy," is not used to describe "the 

name of a particdar therapeutic technique; it is the label for a ciuss of 

Tbis term covers a wide variety of therapeutic techniques which share îhree 
asswnptions: (a) the patient's current symptoms are caused by pst traumatic 
euperiences, (b) mernories of these events have been lost to conscious 
recoiiection, and (c) restoratioa of conscious mllection (or at least 
acknowledgement that the trauma occwred) is essential to the successIiil 
treatment of the patient's ~~mptoms."~ 

These potently suggestive therapeutic techniques, "based on hand-me-down 

Freudian thinking," l4 include but are not limited to "guidai imagery, journaLing, 

support groups, hypnosis, sodium amytal interviewing, visiting old home sites, 

2'0 Eüen Bass & Lama Davis, The Courage to Heaf: A Gui& $w Women Sumivors of Child 
Sexual A buse (New York: Harper & Row, 1988). 

See Richard O&he & Ethan Watters, Making Monstem- Faise Memories, Psychotherapy. and 
Sexual Hysteriu (New York: M e s  Scniner's Sons, 1994), aa ovenvhelming condemnation of 
"recovered memory therapy". 
'12 John Kihlsbom, "The Traumai Memory Argument and Recovered Memory Thexapy," in 
Pedzek & Banks, supra note 166 297 at 299 [emphasis added]. 

Ibid at 298. 



viewing of old photos, dream interpretation, and fke as~ociation,"~'~ as well as 

age regression, storytelling, and body massage. The following are brief 

descriptions of some of the techniques targeted by fdse memory proponents: 

sodium arnytd interviewhg - an abreactive dmg, when administered in 
small doses sodium amytal "produce[s] a sense of serenity and weii-being 
with some disinhibition, which enableis) some to speak easily of intimate 

7,216 thoughts and experiences. Sometimes referred to as a 'tmth serum', it 
has been noted "to lead to disorientation, misidentification, and other 
errors and hallucinations. r r 2 l 7  

age regression - often used in conjunction with hypnosis, age regression 
is a therapeutic techaique where "[tlhe patient is encourageci to regress to 
an age at which the abuse is thought to have occurred in order that, 
through both remernbering and reliving the experience, some resolution 
and healing will take place."218 

guided imagecy - this technique "involve[s] the cmtion of images, often 
minutely detailed, by a variety of introspective techniques sometimes 
amounting to ~elf-hypnosis."~~~ The therapist directs the patient to 
concentrate on an image or a memory, usually of an alleged abusive event, 
and asks them probing and suggestive questions to attempt to elicit a more 
comprehensive memory of the alleged event. 

hypnosis - not a uniformly defmed concept, debates ensue "whether 
hypnosis is detined as an altered state or in terms of social psychological 
variables" and whether it "is a facilitator of treatment or a treatment in and 
of i t s e ~ " ~ ~ ~  However, the following excerpt provides a general oveMew 
of the process involved: 

hypnosis is a phenomenon that is charaderized by a state of attentive, recepîïve 
conceniration containing three concurrent feaîures: dis~ociation, absorption, and 
suggestibiliiy, al1 three of whîch need to be present in varying 
degrees ... [alteniatively, it can be detined as] a procedure during which changes are 
suggested in sensations, perceptions, thoughts, feelings, or behavior. A hypnotic 
conrext or state is usually estabLished through the use of an mduction procedure, 
but may also ocntr spontaneously. People experience hypnosis differently, some 

Hyman, & Loftus, supra note 203 at 18. 
*IS lbid at 4. 
2'6 Brandon, Boakes, Glaser & Green, supra note 19 1 at 300. 
2'7 Brown, Schenin & Hammoonâ, supra note 4 at 554. 
'18 Brandon, Boakes, Glaser & Green, supra note 19 1 at 30 1. 
'19 Ibid 

Kluft, supra note 153 at 39. 



describing iî as an altered state of consciousness, others as a relaxecl state of 
focuseci attentionr1 

The dangers foreseen in such therapy practices by false memory adherents are 

twofold: "first, they increase the risk of suggestioo, and second, patients offen 

corne to believe strongiy in the tmth of therapy-induced false recolle~tions."~~~ In 

sum, the false memory argument contends thsrt the consciousness-altering 

techniques employed by recovered memory therapists create false, yet vivid, 

emotionaily-charged and confident mernories of childhood sexuai abuse. 

Therefore, it is their stauich position that such mernories cannot, and should not, 

be relied upon for their historical accuracy. 

Although there have been no -dies which have documented the creaiion 

of false mernories of childhood sexual abuse, the most fkquently cited study is 

Elizabeth hftus7 "Lod in a Shopping Mall" e ~ ~ e r i r n e n t . ~ ~  Heralded as evidence 

of the ability of suggestion to create false memories of an event, the study enlisted 

an older family member, to suggest to a younger sibling that they had been lost in 

a shopping mal1 at the age of five years old - an event which had never taken 

place. After having initially denied that the event had happeneci, the younger 

sibling voiced a detailed recollection of the incident including his feelings of 

being lost, and what the man who retunied him to his family was wearing, looked 

Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 288 [ernphasis in original] [citations omitted]. 
~2 False Memory Syndrome Foundation, bookiet entitled Trequently Asked Questions." 
'23 Eiizabeth Loftus, "The Wty of Repressed Mernocies" (1993) 48 American Psychologist 5 18- 
537. 



iike and what he said to him. L o h s  concluded that a 'Talse memory" for a 

moderately traumatic event had successfùlIy been implanted. 

In addition to studies doçumenting the suggestibility of memory, the false 

memory faction also offers recovered memories of fantastic occurrences such as 

satanic ritual abuse and alien abductions as evidence that false memory of such 

events can be created: 

The accounts of satanic ritual abuse are the Achilles' heel of the recovered 
memory movement, With no supporteci evidence, most reasonable people wii i  
eventually question the validity of satanic rituai abuse stones. . . Repfessed 
memory therapy promoters are boxed in a corner- if they admit thai these stories 
of ratanic abuse arai't me, chey would bave to admit their t h 7  methods 
have produced false accounts that clients have mistaken for memory. 

Similarly, they attribute retractions of recovered memories of childhood abuse to 

the operation of false memory syndrome. 

Even if proof of recovered memory was possible, however, it should be 

noted that false memory proponents do not onIy seek empirical evidence of the 

phenornenon, they also demand strict corroboration of alleged instances of 

recovered memory of ctiildhood abuse as the only means of establishing if such 

an event had actuaily occurred. 

A succinct reply on beMf recovered memory would impugn false 

memory on the foliowing grounds: 

[Tjhe faise memory controversy needs to be seen for what it is - more political 
than scientSc, more the dissemination of propagmda than the distn'bution of 

224 Ofshe & Watters, supra note 21 1 at 194, paraphrased in Brown, Scheflin & Hammoad, supra 
note 3 at 57. 



scientfic knowledge, and more the strategic use of pseudoscientific arguments 
as social persuasion to inûuence public policy and sway juries than the 
articulation of lasting tnrths about the human conditionm 

However, recovered memory adherents have also identified a number of specifk 

flaws in the false memory argument. First, they argue that the false memory 

argument overstates "[c]laims about a new diagnostic category (FMS) reaching 

epidemic proportions, the ease with which extensive autobiographical memories 

about trauma c m  be implanteci, and the large number of therapists engaging in 

19 226 behaviors likeiy to cause false memories of trauma in their patients . 

Secondly, recovered memory advocates take issue with the marner in 

which the "falsity" of recovered memones is portrayed as a simple construct of 

memory suggestibility and memory fa11 ib ility - concepts associateci with normal 

memory. They believe that traumatic memory does not fit into these norxna! 

memory paradigrns, and that false memory theorists employ normal memory 

terms as a tactic to divert the debate away fiom the complex effects trauma exerts 

upon memory. Further, rewvered memory advocates have noted that, "[olne of 

the most serious infractions of logic ...m been] linking repression with 

suggestion [as] part of an overail false memory strategy to promulgate the view 

that memory is fdlible. However, this strategy confounds memory omission 

,9227 errors with memory commission errors, as well as codûsing memory 

accuracy with memory co mpieteness."8 

;"5 Brown, S c h e h  & Hammond, ibid. at 435. 
z6 Pope & Brown, supra note 2 at 105. 

Brown, Scheflin & Hammond, supra note 4 at 390. 
"Zg Ibid at 387. 



Memory accuracy concerns ''whether or not remembered information 

(output) actuaily corresponds to the original stimulus event (input),"229 and has 

been linked with commission errors, that is errors which occur when a subject 

"'remember[s] items that have no or only partial correspondence to the originally 

presented stimulus details. rr230 Memory complefeness, however, concerns 

omission errors that occur when a subject fails to recall detaiied stimulus 

information at a subsequent reporting of an event?' The false memory argument 

is therefore misleadhg because "[a] ccuracy and completeness are independent 

constmcts. Terms like memory fallibility simply confûse the distinction and 

,3232 falsely imply that incompleteness means ioaccuracy, inferring that if a 

recovered memory is incomplete or contains inacairacies that it is proof the 

memory in question is historically untrue or 'fdse'. False memory theorists fail to 

acknowledge that a memory may be incomplete yet accurate, or alternatively, that 

a mernory may be cornplete, yet surprisingly inaccurate. 

The false memory account of memory performance, gauged by fdlibiiity 

and accuracy, piaces considerable emphasis on detail in memory recall. 

Recovered memory supporters endorse the view that "[tlhe key issue is whether 

the rnemory for the gist of the past experience, like an abusive act, is accurate, not 

whether al1 of the details are accuratel y recalled. ""' Moreover, they stress that 

masures of memory accuracy, or for that matter inaccuracy, are relative - 

Ibid at 81. 
ZM Ibid 

Ibid at 80. 
='Ibid at 199. 



because memories contain both accurate and inaccurate information, the issue is 

not that a given memory contains inaccuracies but how many inaccufacies will 

render a memory of an event "fallible". 

Of course the suggestibility of memory is something which cannot be 

overlooked, particuiarly in the context of therapy. Although they may 

acknowledge that false memory advocates have useftlly highlighted the need for 

proper regdation of psychotherapy practices in the area of recovered memories, 

recovered memory adherents feel that false memory advocates are guïlty of 

"overstating the therapeutic dangers." hstead of their sweeping attack upon 

"rewvered memory therapy," they assert that the false memory theorists should 

focus their attention on: 

Wbat type of therapy conducted by what type of iherapist matched with what 
type of patient in what k i d  of treatment relationship and in what context and 
using what specific techniques is more, or les, likeIy to contniute to the 
generation of false mernories for abc 

For example, they object to false memory's undisceming dismissal of hypnosis: 

The central point is that the term tsrpnosis, when applied to a diverse array of 
therapies offered to a variety of indMduals, encompasses a very wide and 
cornplex domain of phenornena and responses. General statements about 
hypnosis and its impacts must be regarded with caution. More often than no& 
when it is aiieged that hypnosis has thus and so an e£fect, the truth is that 
hypnosis may have such an &ect, but that such an Hect is not inevitable. Often 
what is attn'buted to hypnosis is due to other fàctors in the treatment situation or 
in the scientifk e~perirnent')~ 

In addition, they allege that false memory theon~ts fail to acknowledge that 

individuals differ in their suggestibility and h y p n o t i s a b i ~ i t ~ . ~ ~  Although they 

233 Ibid at 390 [emphags in original]. 
Ibid at 35. 

"' Kluft, supra note 153 at 4û [emphasis in onginai]. 
236 Pope & Brown, supra note 2 at 59. 



advocate the responsible use of hypnosis, recovered memory proponents argue 

that the sole issue in a given case is not whether hypnosis or other suggestive 

therapies were used, but also whether the individuai's susceptibility to suggestion 

has been assessed and considered- 

Recovered memory adherents also dispute the 'proof offered by false 

memory theorists for the existence of fdse mernories. As example, they question 

"[hlow good an anaiogy is @,oftus'] 'shopping mall' study for the creation of 

false mernories by suggestion during t l ~ e r a ~ ~ ? ' ' ~ '  They regard the study as 

"unreal" and not equivalent to the type and intensity of trauma involved in child 

sexual abuse; that the cornparison of an ordinary childhood event, such as being 

lost, to the extraordinary childhood experience of being sexually abused by a 

trusted caregiver simply cannot be ~irawn.~~' They also doubt the validity of 

comparing the influence of a trusted family member, who claimed to be present 

when the sibling was lost, as opposed to an authority figure such as a therapist 

who clearly was not. However, faise memory supporters seem to be aware of 

these discrepancies: 

Details versus a whole event, muodaae eXpenment versus emotioaally arousing 
event, iminvotved observer versus involved participant - these are ail 
differences tbat could conceivably make the introduction of enors more 
Wcult.  Ceriainly these cWTerences ümit the ability to make genemkaions [for 
example] between eyewitness memory studies and suggestions of fhk  
childhood sexual abuse, unless we can demonstrate that memory emrs work in 
a fashion similar to those involving whole, emotioaal, self-involving eventsag 

237 Moilon, supro note 20 at 15-16. 
238 Michael Yapko, The Troublwome Unknowm about Trauma a d  Recovered Mernories," in 
Coaway, supra note 149,23 at 26. 
239 Hyman & Loftus, supra note 203 at 18. 



However, what we are left with is each side of the debate offering 'proof wbich 

the other side finds unpersuasive. Moreover, obvious ethical considerations limit 

both recovered mernory and false memory researchers in the kind of studies they 

can undertake to demonstrate the scientific validity of their claims. Consider 

"[wlhat might well be the only truiy ecologically valid study that could satis* 

extremists on both sides of the controversy is an experiment that c m  never and 

The forbidden W e n t  would simply be ibis: have a thousand (or more) 
people seek psychotherapy voluntady and with the positive motivation typical 
of therapy clients to obtain relief. Have their symptoms represent those typically 
included on the common symptoms checklist of incest or abuse survkors 
published in various recovery literature. AU subjects must be magicaliy but 
accuraiely certined as having absolutely no sexual abuse anywhere in tbeir 
individuai bistories. Expose alï subjects to persuasive therapists who are 
genuinely staunch believers that a history of abuse tbat is a~~arentiy repfessed 
must be present (despite the subject's denial) in order to account for tbeir 
symptoms. Expose the subjects to various memory recovery techniques (for 
e..rample hypnotic age regression, guided imagery, visualization, etc.) that are 
reguiarly and enthusiasticaliy applied in treatment to 'bring up and resolve' 
repressed memones. Foilowing some reasonable length of time in treatment, say 
six montbs or a year, detennine how many members of the research population 
are now convinced utterly and completely that they were abused as children and 
have repressed the mern~ries.'~ 

The false memory argument demands a scientific rigorousness that may not be 

possible for memory for trauma: 

One problem is that in order to study the effects of s e . d  abuse, the most 
researchers can do is cardidiy and systematically observe the phenornenon as it 
occurs naturaJir, ethical controiled evperimentafion is not possi'ble- This does 
not make the study of sesmai abuse necessarily l e s  'scientincn (astronomy and 
paleontology are examples of sciences that also must use methods of 
obsemtion of natural phenornena), but it does make it l e s  rigorously 
e.upe~imentai?~' 

Moreover, false memory theorists seem to apply a double standard: 

Another conceni wiîhh the scope of the problem bas to do with how mernories 
are detennined to be W. Proponents of the false memory tbeory are quick to 

'JO Yapko, supra note 238 at 26 [emphasiis in original]. 
Freyd, supra note 14 at 3 4. 



point out that, in the absence of evidence or corroboratioq a memory camot be 
determined to be historicaüy me. What tbey do not mention as readily, and in 
fact dowuplay, is how a memory is determined to be historidy f&e when no 
corroboration is available for that position These iadividuals aüege mernories to 
be false without hard evidence; they accept the d e d  of the accusai abuser(s) 
as more accurate and tmthfùi tban the a l l e d o n  of the [aüegexlJ aggrieved 
 part^-=^* 

The moderate recovered memory position would not deny that false memories can 

and do happen; but that memory for trauma can be rendered inaccessible for a 

period of time and later readmitted into cunsciousness- Like al1 memories, 

recovered memories of traumatic events such as chiidhood semal abuse can be 

complete or incomplete, accurate and inaccurate; and perhaps this is to be 

expected in memory for trauma: 

M y  thesis is that aien when a trauma is historically tnie, it cannot be narrated 
with 99.44% purity. The human mental apparatus does not aUow for totai 
accuracy of recall, Perception and ~ ~ ~ o Q  siorage, and retRevaI of 
traurnaîic memory are aii  subject to interference. The surprise of t r a d c  
events, the horror, the sadness, the confUsiog the htensity, and the humiliation 
can interfere with human cognition and memory. Because tem'ble events are 
capable of creaîing so much feeling aii at once, there is ample opportunity for a 
memory to become flawed or even absent with âme. However, this does not 
mean that these rnemories are basicaily untrueFd3 

Where do these conflicting views of recovered and false memories leave 

us? How can one make sense of what we know, what we think we know, and 

what we wouid like to know? Mkhael Yapko has helpfùIly enumerated five 

"truths", admittedly poorly defined, that we know regardhg memory in this 

context : 

1. We know that cbild abuse and sexual trauma happa too frequently no matter 
whar the fkquency is. 

'" Courtois, supra note IS I at 2 10. 
243 Leuore Tem, True Mernories of Childhood Trauma: Flaws, Absences, and kturns,n in Pedzek 
& Banks, supra note 166,69 at 71, 



2. We know t h t  traumatic memones are fomed in some ways that are Merent 
h m  nomial memories. 

3. We know that dissociation is a capacity tbat can be used defensively, giving rise 
to amnesia which may Lift at a laîer tirne. 

4. We know that memory can be highty reLiable, we know that memory can be 
higbiy unreiiable, and we know that memory can be influenced by a variety of 
factors, including suggestion and misinformation 

5. Regarding suggestibility, we h o w  that people can be influenced by others even 
to the extreme. We know tbat misinformation provided by cfedlile auihonties 
with no apparent motive to deceive can be absorbed, and reqmded to as though 
it were tnretnreZ4" 

That memory is fallible as well as suggestible is beyond doubt, that fdse 

memories can be created cannot be denied. However, it must be recognised that 

recovered memory and false memory are not mutually exclusive. With this in 

mind - how are we to assess claims of recovered memories of childhood sexual 

abuse? Some advocate that: 

Clues to the probable reliability of a recovered memory Lie in the circwnstances 
of the recali, the beliefs of the individuai, and any esenial ifluences, includiag 
memory enhancing techniques, the suggestive effects of books, media influence 
and direct suggestion'JS 

While others caution: 

Vivid, aiZectively chargeci, and apparently genuine representations of repressed 
memory do not guarantee authenticity. Similarly, even directly e.qressed belief 
and blatantly suggestive questionuig do not conclusïvely invalidate auihenticity. 
We cannot, as yet, discriminate hise h m  genuhe recovered memory, either on 
the basis of process or pre~entatioa'~~ 

- -- 

'a Yapko, nipro note 238 at 27 [emphasis in onginai] [citations omitted]. 
"' Brando4 BoaLes, Glaser & Green, supra note 191 at 303. 

B.B. Brenneïs, "Belief and Suggestion in the Recovery of Mernories of Childhood Sexual 
Abuse," (1 994) 42 Journal of the American Psychdyt ic  Association 1027 at 1049. 



Without a foolproof way to distinguish between tnie and fdse claims of childhood 

sexual abuse, which is tnie of aay testimooy, how is the Iaw to respond? This 

question is the focus of the next and final chapter. 



INTRODUCTION 

Like typical mes of child senial abuse, historical claims of childhood 

sexual abuse are difficult to prove or disprove for lack of unequivocd 

corroboraîing evidence, leaving the jury to decide a credibility contest with only 

the cornplainant and the defendant as contestants. In historical cases, these 

difficulties are compounded by the passage of time between the alleged offence 

and trial. Physical evidence is lori and memories fade. The important ciifference 

in recovered rnemory cases is that the credibility of the wmplainant's mernories 

will also be on trial, 

This chapter will begin by looking at the few occasions where the 

Supreme Court has had the opportunity to consider the issue of recovered 

memory. It will then examine a number of evidential issues encountered by the 

lower courts in recovered memory cases. Although the focus here is on recovered 

memory in criminal cases, civil cases are also considered where common issues 

are raised. Moreover, the cases canvassed here concern alleged events which 

occurred anywhere fiom approximately ten to over sixty years247 until the time of 

trial. Surpnsingly, there has been very little discussion concerning the 

admissibility of recovered memories. The general trend is to address any 

perceived issues regarding the validity or reliability of recovered memory, in 



general and in the context of particular allegations, as matters of weight rather 

than admi~sibilit~.~" The issues which have featured in these cases and wili be 

discussed in turn, uiclude: wrroboration in the form of prior consistent 

statements, similar fact evidence and hearsay; the credibility of recovered 

memory complainants and the reliabiiity of their recoIlections; the legal effect of 

therapy on recovered memosf; expert evidence; ad, finally the use of false 

memory as a defence. 

Recovered memory cases made their appearance in Canadian wurtrooms 

in the early 1990's. Since then, the Supreme Court of Canada has given several 

major decisions which touch upon recovered mernory. The first was in R v. 

L.(H?K.), which occurred in the context of an appeal against the refùsal of a stay 

of proceedings based on the delay between the commission of the offence and the 

laying of the charge.249 in dismissing that appeal the court declared: 

For victims of seyual abuse to cornplain would take courage and emotionai 
strength in revealing those personal secrets, in opening old wounds- if 
proceedings were to be stayed based soleiy on the passage of rime between the 
abuse and the charge, victims would be required to report incidents before they 
were psychologically prepared for the comequences of that reporting- 

That delay in reporting semai abuse is a cornmon and expected consequence of 
that abuse bas been recognized in other contextsm 

247 For example, in HA. Ji? v. Sisters ofCharity of the ImmactlIate Conception, [1999] NBJ.  No. 
203 (Q.B.), per McLellan J., the aüeged events tmk place between fifty and years 
rior to trial. 
R V. K h a n  (1996), 107 C C C .  (3d) 549 @.C.CA) at 569, per Legg J - A  for îhe Court. 
R v. L. OKK), [1991] 1 S.C.R 1091. 

=Ibid at 1101, per Stevenson J. 



Although recovered mernory was never explicitly referred to, the prosecution of 

claims of childhood sexual abuse, brought by adult complainants, was clearly 

within the contemplation of the Court. 

The second case, KM. vv. H. M.,=' was a civil daim where the plaintiff 

sued her father for damages arising fiom incest and for breach of fiduciary duty, 

over ten years after the semal abuse had ceased. Once again the main issue 

concemed delay in the form of the Limitations period for bringing such an action- 

The Court again aîXrmed: 

W e  the problem of incest is not new, it has ody recenîly gained recognition 
as one of the more serious depredations plaguing Canadian fhmiiies. Its 
incidence is alamhg and profoundly distucbiag Tbe damages wrought by 
incest are pecutiarly cornplex and devastating, often msnifesting themselves 
slowiy and imperceptiily, so that the victim may oniy corne to realize the hanns 
she (and at times he) has Meered, and their cause, long after the Satute of 
limitations has ostemily proscr i i  a civil rernedy.=' 

Although the plaintin had continuous mernories of her abuse, and the Court did 

not explicitly refer recovered memory as it is presently known, it did discuss the 

concepts and theones surrounding recovered memory and ataibuted them to 

"post-incest syndrome." In finding that the doctrine of delayed discoverability 

applies to cases of incest, the Court was seemingly supportive of recovered 

memory claims: 

The classic psychological responses to in- trauma are niimbing, denial, and 
amnesk During the assaults the iacest victim trpically leams to shut off pain by 
'dissociating" achieMng "altered mes of conscioumess . . . as if lwking on 
h m  a distance at the child suffering the abuse." To the extent tbat this defense 
rnechanism îs insufficient, the victim may partiaily or f U y  repress her memory 
of the assaults and the srnering associated with them: "Maoy, if not most, 
survivors of child s e d  abuse develop amnesia that is so complete that they 
simply do not mmember they were abused af all; or , . . they minhize or deny 

'51 [1992] 3 S.C.R 6. 
"' Ibid at 17, per La Forest J. 



the effects of the abuse so completely that they cannot associate it with any later 
consequences." Many Mctims of incest abuse euhi'bit signs of Post-Traurnatic 
Stress Disorder ("PTSD"), a condition charadenzed üy avoidance and denial 
that is associated with survivors of acute mumatic events such as prisoners of 
war and concentration camp victims, Like others suffering from PTSD, incest 
victims fiequently experience flashha& and nightmares weU into theif 
a d u l t h d  
..m. 

Although the victim may know that she &as psychological problems, the 
syndrome impedes recognition of the nature and extent of the injuries she has 
suffered, either because she has completely repressed her memory of the abuse, 
or because the mernories, though not foc are too painfui to conhnt directly. .-. 
m e n  it is only through a triggering mechmkm, such as psychotherapy, that the 
victim is able to oyercome the psychologicai blocks a d  recognize the ne?nis 
between her abuser's incestuous coaduct and her psychologicaî painm 

It stiodd be noted that this discussion largely corresponds to that wncerning 

recovered memory in Chapter Three. It could be argueci that this case exhibits at 

least the tacit approval of the Supreme Court for recovered memory claims. 

in the third case the Supreme Court had the opportunity to consider the 

issue of recovered memory directiy. In R v. ~ r a n ~ o i s , ~  the cornplainant brought 

allegations of sexual assault ten years afler it had occurred, clairning that she had 

blocked out the memory of the abuse for most of that period. A majority of the 

court, although making their decision, "[w]ithout pronouncing on the çontroversy 

that may surround the subject of revived memory amongst experts, ... [found] that 

the jury's acceptance of the complainant's evidence on what happened to her was 

3,255 not, on the basis of the record, unreasonable- Moreover, in dismisshg the 

appeal and upholding the conviction they found that: 

It was open to the jury, with the knowledge of human nature tbat it is presumed 
to possess, to determine on the bais of cornmon sense and experience whether 

z3 Ibid at 36, per La Forest 1, quoting Jocelyn Lamm, "Easing Access to the Courts for InceSt 
Victims: Toward an Equitable Application of the Delayeci Discovery Rule" (1991) 100 Yale L.J. 
2 189 at 2 i 94-95 [emphasis added] - 
3j4 [1994] 2 S.CK 827. 
2~' Ibid at 810, per McLachlin J. 



they believed the compiainant's story of repfessed and recovered memory, and 
whether the recoiiection she experienced in 1990 was the t~uth~'~ 

However, suspicious of the complainant's claim of  repressed and recovered 

memory, particularly in light of the inconsistencies in her testimony and her 

alleged motivations to fabricate her allegations against the defendant, the dissent 

found that the jury's verdict of guilty was measonable and would therefore have 

ailowed the aPpeaLu7 

There has been no clear approach articulated by the Supreme Court to 

claims of recovered memory of childhood sexual abuse. However, the general 

orientation of the courts to recovered memory has been aptly summarised by a 

trial judge: 

1. The one thing we know positively about human memory fiinction is that we do 
not know very much. 

Some victirns of trauma M e r  memory los as a result but many others do not 

The difiïculty with e-xtrapolating backwards h m  a subjective report of no 
memory to recovered memory of an event is the iack of exteruai validation that 
the ment occurred. 

Recoiiectioas of pst events are infiuenced and can be distorted by a host of 
haors, consciously and uncoL1SCiously- 

The correiation between one's confidence in a rnemory and the accuracy of that 
memory is not as great as may commody be thought, simüar in many ways to 
the known dangers of eyewimess evidenceS 

The following evidential issues have been considered by the Iower courts as 

particularly relevant to claims of recovered memory. 

Ib id 
257 Ibid aï 862, per Major J. 
R v. M. &LE). [1998] N. W.T.J. NO. 50 (S.C.) at pam 20, per Vertes J. 



Corroboration has traditionally been defined as foliows: 

Wvidence m corroboracion must k independent testimony whicb a!Tects the 
accused by connecting or tending to connect him with the crime. in other 
words, it must be evidence which impiicates hirii, tbat is, which conhrms in 
some materiai particular not onfy widence that the crime has been commitîed, 
but also that the prisoner cornmiîied itS9 

The comrnon law developed rules rquiring corroboration of the testimony of 

particular classes of witness who were presumed to have a biased interest in the 

outcorne of the case or whose evidence was considered to be doubtfùl for some 

reason. In criminal cases, convictions could not be sustained on the testimony of a 

single witness belonging to one of these classes without comoborative evidence. 

Hist orîcall y, the main example of witnesses whose evidence required 

co~oboration was accomplices. This category was later expanded to include 

sexual assault complainants and children providing unsworn testimony. 

However, the law no longer has any strict requirements of corroboration 

with regard to any type of witnesses. On the matter of this deveiopment the 

Supreme Court has observed that: 

These changes are evidence of the decline in importance of the need for 
corroboration due to the recognition that the trier of fàct is comptent to weigh 
the evidence and credii'biiity of al wimesses. It also reflects a desire to ovemme 
technicd impedimenîs in the prosecution of offences.* 

Moreover, they asserted, "'this Court has cleariy rejected an ultra technical 

approach to corroboration and has retumed to a common sense approach which 

refiects the original rationale for the d e  and allows cases to be determuid on 

R V. Baskendie, [1916] 2 Ki3.658 (C.A.) at 667. 



their rnerit~."~~' The question is whether these sentiments apply equally to 

recovered memory cases. 

Aithough co~oboration is not legaiiy required for the testimony of 

recovered memory complainants, it appears to be regardeci by trial courts as a 

practical necessity for dischging the burden of proof where the substance of a 

cornpiainant ' s allegaiion is based on reçovered memory This is particularly 

mie, "[gliven the lack of knowledge in this field [that is both memory in generai 

and recovered rnemory in particular] and the controversy over the reliability 

9,263 question, ... the courts must proceed cautiously in cases like this. Moreover, it 

has been asserted that "[tlhis is especidly so where the rnemories are a result of 

controversial therapy, corne fkom a very early age or involve satanic rites or 

,1264 multiple aggressors. However, the Supreme Court has reçognised that, 

"[slince the only evidence implicating the accuseci in many sexud offences 

against children wilI be the evidence of the child, knposing too restrictive a 

standard on their testimony may permit serious offences to go unpunished and 

,3265 perhaps to continue. It is unclear whether the law is able to evidence the same 

commitment to punishing historical child sexual abuse, and to accommodate the 

testimony of adult complainants in a like rnanner. 

R V. B. (G.), supra note 88 at 15. 
lbid at 26. 
See S.(T.K) v. S(E23-) (1995), 9 B.C.L.R (3d) 201 (CA) at 210, where the court declares, 

"[tlhere is no general d e  of corroboration buî, given the special characteristics of recovered 
memory, hiai judges will of€en see the need for independent c o ~ t i o n "  
t61 Ibid at 209-2 10, 

A.J. v. Cairnie Estate, [1999] M.J. No. 176 (QB.) at para 82, per Monnui J, This passage 
seems to suggest that courts should be vigilant of conoboration where the daims involved are 
particuiarly unbelievable. 



Corroboration may confïrm that the accused commîtteci the act in 

question; or  confirm a key aspect or aspects of the witness's testimony; or more 

generaily, substantiate the trier of fact's belief in the veracity of the witness's 

t e ~ t i r n o n ~ . ' ~ ~  The following has been suggested as possible corroborative 

evidence of recovered memory allegations: 

Corroboration can be found in rnedicai ami school records, as weIî as diaries and 
oid pictures, which xuay document signs of abuse, such as symptoms of stress 
and other u n u d  behaviour. It is a h  valuable to inteMew family, f5iends, and 
teachers about their observations of the victim's behaviour around the t h e  of 
the abuse. in addition, it is significant if the victim is aware of musual genital 
markings or knows of 0th personai information about the abuser or if the 
victim bas atypical seyual knowledge for her age. In addition, newspaper Mes, 
court records, and media attention may prwe to be corroboraiive if they reveal 
other v i ~ t i m s . ~  

One court has even made a distinction behveen corroboraiion in a strictly legal 

sense, and c u b a t o r y  evidence, which in that case seemed to constitute a form 

of circumstantiai evidence which corresponded with the complainant's version of 

the e ~ e n t s . ~ ~ '  Although not stnctiy "comboration" this evidence was used to 

support convictions on some counts- However, it is debatable whether certain 

kinds of evidence, such as the existence of certain symptoms and expert evidence, 

should be used as c o ~ a t i o n  of the complainant's allegation of childhood 

sexuai abuse. 

'dS R V. B. (G), supra note âû at 28. 
For a comprehenSve discussion of the historical deveiopmenî of the requirement of 

corroboration, and its dennition, refer to R v. B.(G.), ibid 
267 Wendy Murphy, "Legai Rights of Tlauma Victbs," in Appelbaum, Uyehara & Elin, supra 
note 16,425 at 437. 
268 R V. H.@F.), [1994] O.J. NO. 152 (Ge& Div.) at paras. 75-76, 199. 



In v. HM, it is unclear whether the Supreme Court endorses the use 

of symptomology as conoboration, although the Court did quote the following 

passage with approval: 

The most commonly reported long-term &ects d e r e d  by adult victims of 
incest abuse include depression, self-mutilation and suicida1 behavior, eating 
disorclers and sieep distilrbances, dmg or alcohol abuse? semai dysfutiction, 
inabiiity to fonn inrimate reIationships, tendencies towards pmmiscuity and 
prostitution and a vuinerabiiity towards revictimizationm 

Moreover, they observed that "[tJhe evidence presented at trial shows the 

appellant to be a typical incest survivor. Her experiences as a child and later in 

life correspond closely to the symptoms of post-incest syndrome."270 Triai courts 

appear to have taken the above passage to mean that symptoms consistent with 

childhood sexual abuse "may be viewed as some form of corroboration. 9,271 

As discussed in Chapter Four, psychologists argue that symptoms should 

not be used to diagnose childhood sexual abuse because such symptoms are 

inconclusive, non-specific, and highly variable. Given that psychologists do not 

endorse the use of symptoms as a diagnostic tool, it is conceniing that it may be 

used by the courts as a form of corroboration that abuse did in fact occur. 

However, the Supreme Court's comments at least endorse the view that symptoms 

may confirm that a cornplainant suffers fiom physical and mental conditions 

cons~stertt with childhood sexud abuse, whether the mernory of it is recovered or 

not. However, a danger exists that the trier of fact may use such symptoms 

359 Supra note 251 at 28, per La Forest J., quoting Carolyn Haodler, "Civil Claims of Adults 
Molested as Children: Maturation of  Ham and the Statute of Limitations Hurdle" (1987) 15 
Fordham Urb. L.J. 709 at 716-17. 
270 Ibid at 48 [empbasis added]. 
27' See for example Ali. v. Caimie Esrate, supra note 264 at para 98? per Mon& J- 



improperly. Although the symptoms presented by a cornplainant may be 

indicative of childbood sexual abuse, are therefore corroborative of recovered 

memory, it must be emphasised that these symptoms do not corroborate that the 

accused, and not another Party, was the perpetraior of the abuse.2n 

Similarly, expert evidence may be accepted by a trial judge as 

conroborative of the cornpiainant's testimony. The appeal court in R v. Norman 

noted that "[tlhe Crown at trial and the trial judge appear to have treated the 

Crown's psychiatrie testimony and particularly the evidence of two therapists as 

corroborative of the validity of the memories recalled by the cornplainant through 

the counselling process."273 The Court was concerneci that the trial judge viewed 

such testimony as confirmatory of the validify or reiiaoiiiv of the memories in 

question, in effect endorsing the accuracy or truthfùlness of the recoilections 

contained therein. Corroboraiion by experts in this instance is based on the same 

rationale as corroboration by symptomology, and ought to be subject to the same 

caveats. 

Generaily, the courts tend to exclude evidence whkh is solely intended to 

bolster the credibility of a witness: 

There is a generai exclusionary d e  against the admission of seif-serving 
evidenœ to support the credtiility of a wimess unless his or ber credliility has 

In the civil case of M-ED.K v. Deii.de, [lm] A.J. No. 1364 (QB.) at paras. 15, 25, per 
Berger J., although the triai judge held that "such evidence may be relied upon by the Court to 
decide whether the abuse cornplainal of bas been made out," he also found ibat it did not pmve 
causation, that is, the syrnptoms do not serve to prove who the haam was perpetrated by, as in the 
case the pl=rintiffalso alleged abuse at the hsnds of others 
273 (1993), 16 OA(3d) 295 (CA) at 306, per Finlaysoa LA for the court 



been made an issue- The nile is generaiïy applied to prîor consistent statements 
of the witness- Although contiadictoxy statements can be used against a witness, 
"you are not entitted to gîve evidence of statements on other occasions by the 
witness in confinnauon of her testimot~y."~~ 

However, prior consistent statements rnay exceptionally be admitted into evidence 

for limited purposes which do not include the proof of the tmth of their contents. 

Two recognised categories of exception are particularly applicable to recovered 

memory complaints: one, where the purpose of the evidence is to rebut an 

degation of recent fabrication; and two, where the evidence helps explain the 

general narrative of the complaint or how the aiiegations of chiidhood abuse 

In cases involving historical sexual crimes where there has been 

significant delay in wmpla.int, allegations of recent fabrication are directiy 

implicated by defences which are based on false memory arguments. If accepted 

as necessary by the trial judge, evidence which tends to rebut the allegation, for 

example by providing an explanation for the delay in making a complaint, would 

be admissible for that purpose and that purpose ~ n l ~ . " ~  In one civil case, 

however, the court considered that an assertion of false memory by the defence 

did not necessarily assert recent fabrication: 

[Tlhe theory of the defence of false memory r a t s  on more than one fouadaiion 
inclunion, but not contined to, concoction, coafiision, delusion, therapeutic 
rnemory im la* mistake, and mental illness. Recent fabrication has not been 
suggestd 2 

274 Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant, supra note 54 at 3 13. 
"' In R v. Norman, supra note 273 at 308, the court was concemed that the mal judge used the 
evidence of two of the compiainant's therapists "as coroborative in the sense that they were pnor 
consistent statements. m e n ]  [tlhey were not., however, admissiÏble for that purpose." 

M.ED.K v. DeIi.de, supra note 272, at pam 13. 



However, it is exactly the delay in cornplaint due to the repression of the memory 

(oflen in addition to the fact that the complainant in question had sought therapy) 

which triggers the defence contention that the memory may be Mse. A prior 

consistent statement could be used effectively to rebut the typical ailegation of 

therapeutic fabrication; or, in the event that a statement was in fact made at a time 

prior to the complainant "forgettingYy the abuse, to rebut the suggestion that the 

memories are fdse. 

Trial courts have been receptive to prior consistent statements in sorne 

circumstances. One court accepted prier consistent statements, dong with prior 

inconsistent statements, in the fom of "utterances made to therapists by the 

To aüow the trier of taa, perhaps with the assistance of expert testimow* to 
understand the process and dynamics whereby the plaùitiffs memory is said to 
have been recovered, To exclude consistent utterances made to therapists would 
deprive the Court of a complete and medited narrati~e."~ 

The purpose of admitting prior consistent statements under the narrative exception 

has been described as follows: 

To qualiSf as nanative, the witness must recouat relevant and essential fàcts 
which descrii and explain his or her experience as a victim of the crime aiïeged 
so that the trier of fact wül  lx in a position to understand what bppened and 
how the matter came to the attention of the proper auiho&ks. In ai i  cases where 
evidence is admitted under the rubric of pnor consistent stateme. the triai 
judge is obliged to instruct the jury as to the lünited value of the widenœ- The 
fact thai the statements were made is admissible to assist the jury as to the 
sequence of events h m  the aiieged offence to the pfosecution so tbat they can 
uederstand the ainduct of the complainant and assess her tmrhfulness. However, 
the jmy must be instmcted that they ate not to look to the content of the 
statements as proof a crime has been committedn8 

- - - -- - -- - - 

277 lbid at para 15. 
"' R. V. F. (J.E) (1993), 85 C.C.C. (3d) 457 (0ntC.A) at 476, per Finlayson J .A,  cited in 
M.ED.K v. Delisle, ibid 



Moreover, one trial judge has even devised three c'conditions precedent" to the 

admissib ility of prior consistent statements in recovered memory cases, where 

their purpose is to rehabilitate the credibility of the comptainant: 

1. the cause of the action aiieges chiidhood sexuai or physical abuse; 

. * u. there is on the evidence, an arguable air of reality to the contention rhat 
the memory of that abuse was repfessed but later movered; 

.-. 
LU, the defenœ position is that the memory is false, and the focus and 

thnrst of ccoss-examinatian is, inter dia, to highîîght utterances made to 
therapists and said to be uicorisistent either with the stated recovered 
memory or inter seng 

Therefore, prior consistent statements may evolve into a very meanin@ f o m  of 

evidence in recovered memory cases. Little or no adaptation of the case law is 

required, and the evidence will serve a usehl purpose. 

Similar fact evidence has been described as: 

where the Crown or a party proffers evidence of discreditable condua of the 
a d  or opposite Party on other occasions as evidence of the probability that 
he or she did or did not perform the act for which he or she is charge& ... 
[Clharacter in this context means the disposition or tendency to act or not to act, 
to be motivated or not be motivated, to tbink or not to tbink in a parti& way. . 
. The Supreme Court has held that the "simiisr fact d e '  is an exception to the 
general e~clusiomuy ruie prohiiting the Crown or a  part^ h m  leading 
evidence of the bad character of the accused or opposite Party. 

However, this type of evidence receives a cautious reception eom the courts and 

it can ofien be difficult to establish an acceptable foundation for its 

admi~sibi l i t~ .~~ '  Generally, to gain admittance, the evidence proffered must be 

"' Ibid 
280 Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant, supra note 54 at 523-25. 

For a succinct statement of the cunent approach of the iaw to *müar fact evidence see R v. 
B.(CA), [1990] 1 S.CR 717 at 734-35, per McLachlin 1. In addition, R v. Makarenko, [1994] 
O.J. No. 2367 (Gea DivJ at paras.75-81, per Platana J., provides a particutarly good review of 
the law on this subject, 



relevant to an issue other than just the disposition or character of the accused. In 

addition, admission of the evidence will be subject to a detennination of whether 

its probative value outweighs its prejudicial effects. 

In recovered memory cases' similar fact evidence could be admitted for a 

variety of purposes. First, it can generaily be applied to the issue of credibility, in 

particuiar that of the comp~ainant.282 Secondly, when adrnitted, similar Eact 

evidence caq Like prior consistent statements, help provide a narrative for the 

matters in question or, thirdly, to aid in the understanding of the nature of the 

relationship between the cornplainant and the ac~used.~" Fourthly, similar fact 

evidence can be employed to demonstrate an accused's disposition to commit a 

specific type of act, namely that the accused has acted in a strikiagly similar 

manner on other occasions (modus operandi). However, it must be acknowfedged 

that this last use of similar fact evidence is highly controversial. 

In one case it was suggested to the trial judge that the evidence of each of 

the comphinants muld be admitted on counts involving other complainants, as a 

forrn of similar fact evidence: 

1 recognize that there are seldom any witnesses when a child is sexually ab& 
For that reason, similat fact evidenœ has been held to be admissible on the 
basis, either tbat it is relevant to the issue of crediiility of the compiainant, or 
that it is relevant to understanding the nature of the relationship between the 
accused and the victhm 

In that case the trial judge reasoned that considerabte evidence of that nature had 

already been adrnitted as part of the narrative, and therefore similar fàct evidence, 

'k, R v. ~Uakarenko, ibid at para. 72. 
183 IbÏd at para 74. 



if admitted, wouid only be applicable to the credibility of the complainants. The 

trial judge ruled that on the facts of the case, admitting the evidence for that 

purpose was more prejudicial than probative and refùsed its admission2ss 

However, in other cases similar fact evidence provided by other witnesses at trial 

has been admitted.286 An additional consideration, where similar fact widence is 

tendered in the form of testimony of other witnesses, is whether there has been 

coilusion between the witnesses concerning their testimony. However, collusion 

has been typically held to be an issue of weight, rather than admissibility, to be 

assessed by the trier of  f a ~ t . ~ ~ ~  

in  recovered memory cases, similar fâct evidence relating to incidents 

contemporaneous with the alleged abuse will be directly relevant to whether the 

historiçal abuse did in fact occur. However, on this point it may be argued that the 

admission of such evidence, after such a long passage of tirne, would be 

profoundly prejudicial to the a c c ~ s e d . ~ ~ ~  Nonetheless, where the acts in question 

bear striking sirnilarities or  sufficient correspondence to the acts aileged andior to 

the accused, and the facts of such occurrences can be established to an acceptable 

R Y. N.B., [1998] O.J. No. 2291 (Gen Div.) atpara. 11, per Valin J. 
fS5 Ibid at pam 12, setting out the reasons for the finding that the prejudicial effect outweighed 
the probative value, 
386 For example: R v. JET.. 119941 O.J. No, 3067 (Gen Div.) at paras. 93-95, per Hiii L 
admitting some but not a i i  of the proffered sirniiar fact evidence; R v. Makarenko, supra note 281 
at paras. 88-91; and D M M  v. Pilo, [19961 O.J. No. 938 (Gen m.) at paras. 461, 470, 473, per 
Lissaman J., who admitted d a r  fact evidence in the form of testimony of a number of other 
witnesses shariag eleven "mmmon charactenstics" of the piiiintiff. noting that such evidence had a 
"considerable impactn on the outcome of the case. " R v. LET.. ibid at pan 68. 
-g8 R. V. Kuot (1993), 16 OR (3d) 214 (C.A), for a discussion of the eEect of time on the 
admissrbility of similar fact aidence. 



degree of certaintXtsg their probative value will be undeniable and may represent 

an essential, albeit inferentiai, tool in legally reconstnicting the past. 

E~EARSAY 

As defhed in Chapter Two, hearsay is a statement made out of wurf and 

is generally inadmissible when tendered in court for the prwf of the tmth of its 

contents. However, such evidence may be admissible under the broad exception 

to the hearsay mie fashioned in R. v. ~ u m ?  Under this exception, a voir ciire is 

conducted by the trial judge to address the reasonable necessity and reliability of 

the proposeci statement. The first requirement, necessity, has been widely 

construed to include situations where: the witness who made the statement is 

physicaily unable to testifjr due to death, illness, or is geographically unavailable; 

the witness is testimonidly incompetent such as  in the case of young children; the 

witness refuses to te*, or because of problems with memory or co~~~~~iunicat ion 

cannot t e e  to the events in question; as well as the situation where the evidence 

cannot otherwise be obtained and is essential to kifil the truth-finding fùnction of 

the court and properly dispose of the matter. 

The focus of the inquky, rather than considering the type of statement 

involved, instead centres on the nature of the circumstances in which the 

statement was made in order to assess the reliability of the statement. These 

'89 See R v. J.E.T. supra note 286 at paras. 33-36, for a review of the case law considering the 
burdens of proof which may apply to similar fact evidence including: beyond a reasonable doubt; 
some evidence; evidence supporiing a reasonable inference; a prepoaderance of evideace; and, 
what HiU J. concludes is the correct standard, p m f  on a balance of probabiiities. 

Supra note 56. 



circumstantiaf guarantees of tnistworthiness are examineci to mitigate any 

perceiveci dangers the hearsay may contain. If the trial judge determines that the 

proposed hearsay is reasonably necessary and sufficiently reliable, the evidence is 

admissible for the txuth of its contents. However, whether or not the evidence is 

given that hterpretation is decided by the trier of fact, and is not assessed apart 

ffom other evidence in the triai. Where the trier of fact is a jury, the triai judge is 

required to provide a limiting instruction on the dangers of hearsay, the factors 

contnbuting to and detracthg fiom the statement's reliability, as weii as how the 

jury is to evaluate the hearsay witness and their testimony. 

in one recovered memory case, for example, the notes of a therapist 

treating the accuseci were mled admissible under the hearsay In 

these notes the therapist had recorded the accuseci's admission to some of the 

alleged abuse. The trial judge ruled that the hearsay statements wntained in the 

notes were of a "type" and "nature" which were reliable, as it is traditionally 

recognised that self-incriminating statements to third parties presumptively satise 

the reliability requirement of the hearsay exception. 

CAUTIONING THE TRIER OF FACT 

Another way the common law addressed the problem of unreliable 

evidence was to warn the jury of the dangers of convicting on unwrroborated 

testimony. At one stage this was a mandatory requirement in relation to 

"' A J  v. Cairnie Estate, supra note 264 at para. 101. 



children's evidencern However, the modem trend towards the inclusion of 

evidence has lead to the repeal of many statutory provisions requiring 

comoboration- Further, the Supreme Court has M y  set out a nile that a warning 

regarding uncorroborateci evidence ought to be given only where the judge deems 

it necessary. In R v. ~ e t r o v e c , ~ ~  Dickson J. writing on bebaif of a manimous 

Court, reviewed the law of corroboration: 

Because of the infinite range of circwnstance which will arise in the criminai 
mal process it is not sensi'ble to attempt to cornpress into a d e ,  a formula, or a 
direction the concept of the need for prudent scrutiny of the testimony of any 
witness- What may be appropriate, however, in some circumstances, is a clear 
and sharp warnuig to attract the attention of the juror to the risks of adopting, 
without more, the evidence of the wimess. There is no magic in the word 
corroboraiion, or indeed in any other comparable expression such as 
confirmation and support, The idea impiied in those words may, however, in an 
appropnate case, be &ectively and efficientiy transmitted to the mind of the 
trier of famzg4 

Although a Vetrovec caution has not yet been explicitly invoked regarding 

recovered memory complainants, such a warning seems to have been implied by 

the minority in R v. FrunçoisY who found the jury's verdict unreasonable because 

of the "vital inconsistencies" in the cornplainant's testimony on central issues of 

the case.295 Although, they did not take exception with the trial judge's 

instructions indicating the hi l t ies  of  the cornplainant's testimony, the minority 

may have found a more pointed warning of the Vetrovec description more 

persuasive of the reasonableness of the jury's verdict. However, in the recovered 

memory case of R v. KIiman, the British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the 

trial judge's warning, "which was no more than a repetition of the usual 

See Chapter Two for a more detailed discussion 
zn S u p  note 96. 
R V. Veîrovec. ibid at 83 1. 

295 Supra note 254 at 862, per Major I. 



instruction on the weighing of testimony," was inadequate in that it "did not point 

out any ofthe fiailties of [the complainant's] evidence. ,r 2% 

Without adequate wrroboration, regardless of its form, recovered memory 

cases will be reduced to a credibility contest between the cornplainant and the 

accused, like most litigation concerning offences of a sexual nature. Therefore it 

is necessary to consider issues of credibility specific to recuvered memory 

complainants, and the approach of the courts in deaihg with the issues. 

The Supreme Court has describeci the issue of credibility as foiiows: 

It is a matter in which so many human CharacteNtics, both the strong and the 
weak, must be taken into consideratioa, The general integrity and intelligence of 
the witness, his powers to observe, his capacity to remember and his accuracy in 
statement are important It is also imporîant to determine whether he is honestiy 
endeavouring to teU the üuîh, whether he is sinaxe and Erank or whethec he is 
biased, reticent and evasive. AU these questions and others may be answered 
fium the observation of the witness' general condua and demeanour in 
determinhg the question of crediiilitytym 

Credibility is an assessment by the trier of fact of the witness's believability or  

tniffifness. Retiability, on the other hand, is the trier of fact's assessment of the 

evidence provided by the witness. in recovered memory cases, trial judges 

unremittingly stress the distinction between the credibility of the recovered 

memory cornplainant and the reliability of their purported recoilections or 

2% R v. K h a n  supra note 248 at 570. Interestingly, the trial judge's w h g  was not even raiseci 
as a ground of appeal, 

White v. R., [194q S C R  268 at 272, per Estey L, quoted in R v. Noman, supra note 273 at 
3 14. 



memones."* The distinction in these cases is perceived as paramount because 

"the appemance of honesty and integrity on the part of such witnesses ... gives us  

iittle assistance in assessing the reliability of their testunony ... these witnesses 

believe in what they are saying, whether it is accufate or n ~ t . " ~  On this subject 

the lower courts fkequently cite the following dicta of the Ontario Court of 

Appeal: 

[A] therapeutically induced memory recaii process may o r  may not elicit real 
memories of what aaually occurred In either case, the patient is convinced of 
the mnh of what he or she is recaIhg Honesg of recail is not a factor. the 
concern is instead the reiiability of the recaii. 

Moreover, one judge observed in making this distinction that "[rlecovered 

memories are inherently unreliaale since it is very diffiailt to distinguish true 

memory fiom Mse rnemory. 1,301 

One question which arises in recovered memory cases is how to assess the 

credibility of the recovered memory cornplainant who, as an adult, is t e s w g  to 

events expenenced as a child. The following is a seemingly logical approach 

proposed by one trial judge: 

1 am prepared to accept for the purposes of this judgment that the midence given 
by the P1ainîi.E with respect to the details about the abuse she dered  as a child 
should be examineci with a l e s  exacting standard than that usually applied to the 
testimony of an adult ... 1 am also prepared to accept .-. that if the Pbinh'ff 
suffered the abuse as a child, and cepresseci it when she was a child, it is only 

SCK) V. S.(iFB.) supra note 262 at 20%. For example, in A L  v. Cdmie Esiate, supra note 
264 at para. 80, M o ~ h  J. asserted thaî "-,. the p H  may very well be telling the tmth as she 
r i v e s  it. 1 must, however, aiso assess the reliability of her perceived truih-" 
R v. Norman, supra note 273 at 3 10- 

300 lbid at 309. 
30' L.H. v. W. LI.. [1998] B.C.J. NO. 1132 (S.C.) at pam 82 [emphasis a-], per Stromberg-Stein 
1 



logical îhat she would retrieve and recount her mernories in the same way a 
child may have recounted an incident immediately aller it had occurredM2 

In adopting this approach, the trial judge likened the evidence of recovered 

memory complainants to chikiren's evidence, and referred to the Supreme Court's 

position on how to properly assess the evidence of children put forth in R v. 

B. (G.) : 

(Tlhe judiciary should take a cornmon seme approach when dt.iiling with the 
testimony of young chiidren and not impose the same exacting staadad on them 
as it does on adults However, this is not to say that the courts should not 
carefiilly assess the crediiilay of cbild witnesses ... [A] flaw, such as a 
contradiction, in a chiid's testimony shouid not be given the same &'ea as a 
simiia+ flaw in tbe testimony of an adult . . Whiie children rnay not be able to 
recotmt precise details and cotumunicate the when aad where of an event with 
exactitude, this does not mean that they have misconceived what happened to 
hem and who did itm 

However, recovered memory complainants are not children, and their 

recollections may not be child-like. The recovered memory witness' s original 

perception and understanding o f  the alleged event will necessarily be overlaid by 

their adult interpretation of their rnern~ry.~~~ 

Often the assessrnent of the complainant's credibility in these cases 

focuses inconsistencies identined in their testimony. These inconsistencies are 

argueci by the defence to be 'me hallmark, or at the very least, an indicia of false 

memory syndrome ... [and by the prosecution] to be expected in a case of 

n305 recaptured memory. It is not inconceivable that there will be inconsistencies in 

the version of the events put forward by the complainant, the accuseci's, as well as 

-- p p p p p  

M.ED.K V. DeMe, supra note 272 at para 6. 
Supra note 88 at 54-55, quoted in M.ED.K v. Delisle, ibid, at para 7. 

304 Moreover, an expert in one case observed that "by the age of 12 years of age, one is essenMy 
tallang about adult recoiiections and thai there is very little merence between one's reco11ectioa 



other witnesses, and most wi i I  be simply atûibuted to the passage of t he .  

Inconsistencies in recollections which are recovered have been explained by one 

expert witness as "script memory" : 

Where there has been a series of like events, the memory of them tends to blend; 
the "axe details" remain but the pe r iphd  details vanish. The dif6culty with 
this in a criminai trial is tbat effective crossexamination often focuses on 
per iphd  details, because of the imlikeiïhood that an imtnithflll wimess can be 
tripped up as to core details. It k in the eMmination of the pe9hexal details îhat 
inconsistency and imtruthflllness can sometimes be revealed 

Many courts appear to be sensitive to this aspect of recovered rnern~r~,~* 

including a majority of the Supreme Court: 

Considering the alleged inconsistencies in the complainant's versions of events 
at different times in the lighf of her explanafion of repressed and recovered 
memory, 1 can find no basis for concluding that the jury's verdict of guilty was 
unreasonab~e.~ 

Contraxy to this recognition, however, the minority held that the inconsistencies 

were mfliciently consequential, admittedly in addition to other problems with the 

complainant's evidence, to render the jury's verdict unreasonable. The dissent 

however, did distinguish between inconsistencies regarding central matters and 

those relating to peripherai detaiIs, intirnating that peripherai inconsistencies may 

be less detenninati~e.~~~ 

The assessrnent of the credibility and reliability of the recollections of 

recovered memory complainants typically revolves around the manner in which 

for childhood events or retrospective events, once a person hits 12 years of age." R v. V. T, [19%] 
0.J .  No. 4896 (Gen. Div.) at pam 39. 
'O5 M2ZD.K. v. Delisie, supra note 272 at para 18. 
M6 R. V. KZimm, [1998] B.C.J. No. 49 ( S C )  at para 18, per Fraser I. 
30' R V .  KT, supra note 304 at para 73. 
308 R V .  François, supra note 254 at 840, per McLachlui I. [empbsis added]. Contrary to ihh 
recognition, however, the minority held tbat the inconsistencies in that case were sufiïcienily 
consequentiai, admittdy in addition to other problems with the cornplainaut's evidence, rendemi 
the jiuy's verdict uareasonable. 

Ibid at û6 1-862, per Major J, 



the memories purportedly returned or were recovered. Basicaliy, this assessrnent 

classifies memories in two categories- those recovered within therapy and those 

recovered outside of therapy. 

D. MEMORY RECOVERY & THERAPY 

Unfortunately, recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse are often, 

undisceniingly and in accordance with false memory theory, looked upon as 

though they are ail therupeuticaIiy recovered and thus produced by therapy. This, 

however, is not the case. Memones may occur prior to, during, and after therapy. 

Moreover, this may be tme for a single complainant. On this question a court has 

pondered, "[ils it possible to revive these repressed memones by a Cgiven] 

therapy, or is it the therapy that 'creates' the memories? 9 9 3  10 

The mere attendance of  the recovered memory witness at therapeutic 

sessions should not inhereotly raise concems about the veracity of her evidence. 

Yet the assumptions engendered by defence attacks on therapy and therapists are 

to the effect that idluence must not oniy be suspected, it ought to be assumeci. 

They suggest that the trier of fact must conclude that the recall of memones in 

therapeutic situations renders it likely that the therapy created the memories. 

How are the courts to deal with therapeutically-recovered memories? The 

faa of the matter is that therapy, particularly therapy involving suggestible 

practices such as hypnosis or drugs, is regarded with deep suspicion. To some 

310 A.J. v. Cuirnie Estate, supra note 264 at para- 77. 



degree this must be comct, for the allegation of suggestion ought to be 

investigated. This necessitates the production of therapeutic records, disaissed in 

more detail later in the chapter: 

Access to detailed information regarding the îherapy itseif would be desirable 
for the expert's opinion, Even if there is no completely accurate way of 
detenigning the vaiidity of reports in the absence of corroborating information, 
understanding why an accusation of abuse has been brought forward could then 
decrease the chance of convictions on faulty grounds?" 

Ideally, for the prosecution of rewvered memory claims, it would be 

hoped that the memories in a given case would be recovered under unimpeachable 

circumstances. However, care must be taken not to set the benchmark t w  hi& 

While on the one band "the fact a memory is recovered spontaneously and not as 

373 12 a result o f  hypnosis or suggestible therapy is an important consideration, on 

the other the courts ought not to precipitately draw an adverse inference where 

memories are recovered in the course of therapy. This is a distinct problem and 

complainants will oAen feel the need to distance themselves ~ o m  the suggestion 

that therapy was involved in their memory recovery3" 

It must be recognised that mon if not al1 wes  of  recovered memory 

involve therapy of one form or another. At the very least, çomplainants wiil have 

Isabelle Coté, "Adult Recoilections of Childhood Trauma" (19941, paper presented to the 
Ontario PsychoIogicai Association Annuai Meeting 1991, and to the Canadian Appellate Court 
Seminar 1994, quoted in LH. v. JK CL. supra note 30 1 at para. 93, and in S (T-K) v. S e B . ) ,  
su ra note 262 af 210. 
"'L.H. v. J Y .  II.. ibid at para 89. 
313 In LN. v. W. CL, ibid at paxa. 5, Stromberg-Stein J. observed that "[tlhe position of the plaintîff 
is that the ailegaiion of false memoty syndrome cm be refiited because the pi=iintiffs memorks 
were m v e r e d  pnor to îherapy. The plillntiff claims no memory enhancement techniques were 
used, such as hypnosis or suggestible therapy, to affect the reliability of her recovered mernories." 



sought therapy to corne to terms with the rec~llections.~'~ hterestingly, while 

therapy in the criminal context acts to discredit recovered memory; in the civil 

conte- (for the purpose of limitation statutes) it is identified as the point in time 

when the causal connection between the abuse and the psychological trauma of 

the complainant was reasonably disc~verable.~~'  

In determining how to d e d  with the issue of therapy in this context, the 

British Columbia Court of Appeal has advocated a moderate approach, narnely 

"that recovered mernories can be valid assuming nothing was doue to induce or 

3,316 alter them. Therefore the techniques employed during therapy in a given case 

will also be an important consideration for the courts, 

TKERAPEUTIC TECEINIQUES 

Therapeutic techniques may include, as already noted, drug-based 

interviewing and hypnosis, as well as dûected questions, all airned at irnproving 

the subject's recollections. The courts may even look at whether the complainant 

has attended suggestive support groups, or read self-help books such as The 

Courage io ~ e a l .  "' often prescribed by their therapists. The courts are extremely 

interesteci in and discriminating of the techniques used in therapy. Evidence of the 

314 Ifl K M  V. HM. .. supro note 251 at 48-49, La Forest J. stated: "mf the evidence in a particular 
case is consistent with the typical features of [post-iacest] syndrome, then the presumption wiU 
arise," namely that "ceriah incest victims only discover the oe~essary comection between their 
injuries and the wrong done to them (thus discoveriag their cause of action) during some form of 
psychotherapy." However, both Sopinka and McLachlin J.J., although concuning in the body of 
the judgment, disseniexi in relation to the creation of such a presumption. 
3'5 HA.  K v, Sisters of Charity of the ImmacuIate Conception, supra note 247. See aIso KM v. 
HM.. ibid 
3'6 S. (T.kS) v. S. (ES.), supra note 262 at 204. 



r i  318 circurnstances in which the memory was "recovered" is regarded as "critical . 

The main concern is that certain therapeutic methods may ''contaminate" or 

"taint" memories. In one such case the court accepted memories recovered early 

in the therapy but not the memories recovered later when techniques such as 

fiypnosis were empIoyed: 

It would appear that the trial judge ~ b S e ~ € ! d  a progressive deterioration in the 
reliabilîiy of the manories as the cetneval pnicess went o n  T k  memones 
recovered at the early stage couid be accepted but not those at the later stages 
where memories may have been conîambaîed b the suggestions of weli- 
meaning but o v e d o u s  therapists and couuseilors. L 

However, on appeal, the court found that: 

The tnal judge's method for separating the reliable memones from undiable 
ones is logicai but, unfortunately, it does not accord with the evidence. . . The 
plaintZfdid not move h m  sound to questionable thefapies; they were uasound 
Mm the beginnïng of the retrieval p r a x ~ s . ~ ~  

The focus on the point at which a memory is recovered and on the therapy 

involved seeks to ascertain whether the inevitable allegations of suggestion have 

any substance or foothold. This also accords with the position statement of the 

Canadian Psychiatrie Association, who advocate that therapists mua be extremely 

carefùl in the techniques used in therapy: 

Psychiatrists should take particular care ,,. to avoid inappropriate use of leading 
questions, hypnosis, narcoanalysis, or other memocy enhancement techniques 
directeci at the production of hypothesized hidden or lost material,"' 

The issue of evidence obtained through the use of hypnosis and sodium 

amytal interviews has previously been considered by the courts in other contexts. 

- -  - 

317 R V. H(E.E). supra note 268 at pam 198, dismisseci on appeal to both the Court of Appeal 
and Supreme Court [1997] S.C.C.A No. 256. See text accompanying note 210. 
318 L.H. v. K CL, supra note 301 at pam 80. 
319 S. (r.K) Y. S. (EB.) supra note 262 at 2 1 1. 
3'0 lbid at 212. 



The approach of the courts has been to first address the admissibility of the 

evidence in a voir dire, determining "(1) the expertise of the person who 

administered the treatment; (2) the reliability of the technique employed, as well 

as (3) the conditions under which this technique was ~sed.' '~'~ If the evidence is 

then adrnitted, the above three factors are admissible for the purpose of assessing 

the credibility of the witness and the weight to be given to the evidence. It has 

been argued in the recovered memory context that where therapies involving 

"extraordinary process[es]" have been used on a witness a voir dire should be 

held to determine the admissibility of that witness's e ~ i d e n c e . ~ ~  This reasoning 

was followed in R v. H.(S.C.), where the trial judge held that such considerations 

r 324 were a "threshold test for admissibility' . In that case the hypnotherapist was 

not called, and therefore the jury was unable to assess her qualifications, and the 

techniques she used, as well as whether there was any implication o f  suggestion 

regarding the techniques used upon the complainant. 

PRODUCITON OF THE COMPLAINANT'S THERAPEUTIC RECORDS 

Because the therapeutic techniques employed in the recovery of the 

complainant's memory are a predominant wncem of the defence, the 

-- - 

3" Canadian Psychiatnc Association, Position Statement on Ad& Recovered Mernories of 
Chilthood Sexual Abuse, March 25, 19%. 
322 R v. Taillefer (1995), 100 C-C.C. (3d) 1 at 16-17 (Qué, C.A). See also R. v. Sàvoy. [1997] 
B.CJ. No. 449 (CA) at para 53, per M a c f ' e  J.A 
323 Peter McWilliams, Canadinn Criminal Evidence, 1mseleafT v.1, 3d ed (Aurora: Canada Law 
Book 1999) at para 9:10600. A h  d e r  to tbe sample submission to oppose admksi'bility 
prepared by Alan Gold, "Admissi'bility of Evidence of 'Repressed' or 'Recovered Mernories' 
presented on March 19, 1998 to the National Judiciai lnstitute Criminai Law Seminar, ADGNIRP- 
059. 
324 [19951 B.C.J. NO. 237 at paras. 24-25, per T h a h y  J. Aithough it must be noted this was not a 
recovered memory case. 



complainant's therapeutic records will obviously be an issue, Generally, where 

the therapeutic records are within the possession of the Crown, they must be 

disclosed to the defence according to the rules of disclosure established in R v. 

Stinchcombe-3z However, where the records are not within the Crown's reach, and 

the cornplainant refuses to consent to their production, the defence will have to 

appiy to the court to determine "whether and under what circumstances an 

accused is entitled to obtain production of sexual assault counselling records in 

the possession of third parties," accordhg to the two step procedure iastituted in 

R. v. O*~onnor,'*~ later enacted in what is now ss.278.1-278.7 of the Criminul 

C d e .  3z 

The fira stage of the O *Connor test, was designeci to ad  as an initial 

threshold, and requires the accused to establish the likely relevance of the records 

to warrant the trial judge's consideration of the issue. Likely relevance, in the 

context of production, is defined as  "a reasonable possibility that the information 

is logically probative to an issue at niol or the compeience of a witness to 

t e s t @ j ~ " ~ ~  Although considered significant, the O 'Connor majority, conscious that 

requiring an accused to establish likely relevance without ever having seen the 

records may create a Catch-22 situation which could compromise an accused's 

325 [1991] 3 S-CR 326. However, the legislaiion applies to ail records, regardiess of who 
exercises control over them, including the Crown, unles the subject of the records has expressty 
waived the application of the procedure: s.278.2(2). 
326 R v. O 'Connor, supra note 3 1 at 427, per Lamer C. J-C. and Sopinka J. 
3" The legiskition does vary h m  the majotity decision of the Supreme Court, and in hct tmk its 
cues h m  the minority judgment, Moreover, on this precise point, the legislalion has k e n  
declared uacoristitutiooal by some lower courts Chification will Likely corne when the Supreme 



rights, directeci that Likely relevance threshold was not to be applied as an onerous 

burdeo. 

The Supreme Court majority seemed to be in contemplation of recovered 

memory and the possible negative influences of therapy on such memories, when 

they alluded that records may be produced where they "may reveal the use of 

therapy which Uinuenced the complainant's memory of the alleged e v e a t ~ . " ~ ~  

Therefore, the method by which a complainant's memories were recovered or 

resurfaced would directly be in issue and the likeiy relevance standard will 

presumptively be easy to satis& in most of these cases. A conclusion that is 

perhaps contrary to the minority's assertion that "it cannot be mnïmed that such 

records are Wcely to be relevant, and if the accused is unable to show that they are, 

then the application for production must be rejected as it amounts to nothing more 

than a fishing e~ped i t ion . "~~~  

At the second stage, the records in question are produced to the court, and 

it is at this stage that the judge examines the records "to determine whether, and 

to what extent, they should be produced to the a~cused."~~' The majonty outlined 

the test to be considered by the judge in deciding whether to d o w  or refùse 

production: 

Court revisits the issue and declares upon the legislation's constitutionality in R v. MNs, [1997] 
AI. No. 1036 (Q.B.), granted leave to appeal. 
328 R Y. O 'Connor, supra note 3 1 at 436 [emphasis in origiual]. 
329 Ibid at 441. 
330 Ibid. at 4%-97 [emphasis added]. 
33' Ibid at 441, 502. Howwer, the legisiation, like the minority, takes another view of this second 
stage: if the application bas complied with the procedural reqyinments of s.278.3(2) to (6), and 



in malcing tbat detenniaation, the judge must examine and weigh the saiutary 
and deletenous effects of a production order and determine whether a non- 
productîon order would coastitute a reasonable limit on the ability of the 
accused to make fûii answer and defen~e?~* 

Moreover, &er the judge bas had an opportunïty to vet the records it is presumed 

that actuai relevance replaces lïkely relevance as the prevailing standard. 

In essence, the judge is to balance the pnvacy interests of the cornplainant 

on one hand and the right of the accused to make full answer and defence on the 

other. The court enumerated the following factors to be taken into consideration 

when undertaking this bdancing : 

(1) the extent to which the record is necessary for the a d  to make fùii 
answer and defence; 

(2) the probative value of the record in question; 

(3) the nature and extent of the reasonable e.xpectation of privacy vested in lhat 
record; 

(4) wheîher production of the record wouid be premised upon any 
discrimioatory belief or bias; 

(5) the potential prejudice to the c o m p l ~ s  dignity, prIvacy or securi 
Tmof the person that wouid be occasioned by production of the record in question 

In striking a balance between the cornplainam and the accused in a given case, the 

judge has three options: refuse production; allow production; or edit the records 

for partial production to the accused. 

In the following cases (tw~ prior to O 'Cornor and the current legislation), 

the defence sought production of the complainants' therapeutic records alleging 

that the complainants' mernories were a product of false memory syndrome. In 

the accused has established the likely relevanœ of the records, s.278.5 requins the judge to 
underîake a balancing prior to ordering production of the records to the court for review. 
332 Ibid. at 44 1-442. 



one case7 production was refùsed as the trial judge found no evidence that the 

complainant's "alIegations arose oniy after therapeutic interventioq" and 

therefore there was no "foundation for disclosure of m e ]  records on the basis of 

, ,7334 'false memory syndrome . Similarly, where a complaint is made p i o r  to  

therapy, production orders may not be f o r t h ~ r n i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  In another case, production 

was ordered, with the trid judge asserting that the issue of faise memory had 

sufficiently been raised "when one considers the tirne of the ailegations and the 

age of the complainant wmpared with when initial disclosures were made by the 

complainant," and M e r  that "the issue o f  past memory recalled requires the 

production of the requested records under the circwistances of this case. ,7336 

Moreover, in R v. KIimm, the British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the 

cornptainant's therapeutic records should have been produced to the defence 

because of their reievance to the accuracy and reliability of the complainant's 

rnern~nes."~ 

Not all courts look upon memories recovered in and around therapy with 

equal suspicion: 

333 Ibid. at 442, 504. 
334 R v. Hucikins, 119951 N.W.T.J. No. 62 ( S C )  at paras 20-22, per Vertes J. This case did not 
conœrn recovered memory but delayed dixIosure, the c o m p ~ t  never aiïeged to have 
"forgotien" the sexual abuse experienced as a chilci- in addition, where the complaint is made prior 
to therapy, production orders may not be forthcoming. 

This was the reasoning of the Nova b t i a  Court of Appeal in R v. B.(R.J.) (1997), 6 C R  
(5th) 183 at 191, per Hallet J - A  in a case of delayed disc1osure. The Court found tbat although the 
cornplainant had sought therapyy the case was not one "of the memory of the cornpiainant to a 
sexual assault having been recovered, created or suggested by a psychiatrist or a psychologist-" 
See also R v. Paar @.P.) (1995), 104 Man R (2d) 312 (QB.) at 3 16, per Hewak C.J., denying 
roduction to the defence. 
R v. A h ,  [199q 0.1. No. 150 (Pmv. Div.) at 22,30, per Vaiiiancourt Rov. I. 

337 Supm note 248 at 561-63. 



There is a popular trend whereby some seek to characterize memories reviveci 
by a therapist as inherentiy unreiiable or as part of mse memory syndrome. .-- 
Such an approach is neither appropriate nor helpfbi The exïstïng techniques for 
assessing crediiïüty at triai continue to be apt to determine the reliability of 
memory. Therapeutically-recovered memory is not inherentiy or fàcïaiiy 
suspect Rather, it is one factor, among ruany, which bears on the reliability of 
memory and, in some Ncumstances, r u u t  be assessed with care, 

First, any memory that descrii an event which occurred eleven years earlier 
must be exarnined with care whether or not Chat memory was reyived with the 
aid of a therapist, or was remembered during therapy, or was spontaneously 
remembered . . Second, the nature of the therapeutic reiationship must be 
considered so as to determine any degree of suggestibiiity, bearhg in minci it is 
not necessarily the funciion of the thexapist to determine f k t d  reality- Ttürd, 
other maixers which may aEect memory must be considered such as the use of 
dmgs or alcohol at the time of the event3= 

However, the question of mernories recovered in or around therapy is 

intrinsically bound up with the question of suggestibility- In addition, it is 

arguable that putthg the recovery of the memories into issue, daims of recovered 

rnemory will also implicate the nature and quality of the recollections claimed, 

thereby establishing the relevance of al1 of  the available records. No immediate 

conclusions can be drawn; but the current approach of the courts is to investigate 

the circumstances under which the memories were recovered in order to reveal 

any potential evidential problems derived fiom the therapeutic context and/or the 

techniques employed in a given case. Therapeutic records will therefore be an 

indispensable t w l  in this investigation, and production orders are to be expected. 

In recovered memory cases, there are essentially two types of expert 

witness: "(1) a professional therapist who treated the victim, or (2) a forensic 

expert hired for the specific purpose of testfiing about the way memory works in 

338 Colquhoun V. Colcphoun, [1994] O.J. No. 68 1 (Gen Div.) at paras. 74-75, per Corbett J. 



general and how it Likely worked in the case at issue. Such experts are apt to be 

either scientists/researchers, clinicians with experieace treating victims of semal 

abuse, or a combination of b~th.""~ In general, when admitted, the evidence of a 

psychological expert is intended to assist the court in understanding the 

behavioural aspects of the case; any expert actuaily professionally involved with 

the cornplainant by definition cannot give unbiased evidence, aithough obviously 

he or she can give evidence relating to the therapeutic techniques u~ed.~" 

Before the expert cm give evidence, however, he or she must be qualified 

- in a legal sense - to do so. The requirements for qualifjring and expert witness 

are set out by Sopinka J. in R v. Mohan; the court must ascertain: 

(1) relevance; 
(2)  necessity in assisang the trier of fàct; 
(3) the absence of any exclusionary d e ;  
(4) a properiy qualined expea"' 

In recovered memory cases, it is the second requirernent which the courts pay 

rnost lip-service to in acçepting expert evidence. 

On this point, a majoriiy in R v. Bell, made it clear that necessity should 

be generously interpreted: 

The expert evidence would provide, to bomw terminology h m  the majority 
judgment [of the Supreme Court] in R v. RD), an "evidentiary basisn upon 
which the o o m p ~ ' s  credi'bility could have ken judged Holding expert 
testimoay admissiile on the basis of iîs potenhi usefiilness in miiking an 
informai assesment of the complainant's cfedliility accords with the concept 

Murphy, supra note 267 at 440. 
340 See L.H. v. H? U.. supra note 30 1 at para 75 where the trial judge gave liüie or no weight to the 
etidence of the psychiatrist who treated the oompiainant: "Clearly, as the treating psychiatrist, Dr. 
Yeung f o d  a therapeutic aiiianœ with the peinriff and as such shouid have refiained h m  
p n g  expert Ridence in thh case." 
' Supra note 135 at 20. 



of necessity provided, as ~Uarqunrd states, it conœms bctors relevant to 
veracity.l"l 

It is clear f?om numerous cases just how helpfiii and indeed necessary the 

evidence of an expert is. Expert evidence is first and foremost helpfùl in bringing 

about an understanding of recovered memory, and overcoming incorrect 

assumptions and attitudes: 

Expert evidence is of considerable value m these cases. The trier of fact is 
unlikeiy to be familiar with such phenomeaa as the cMd s e . d  abuse 
accommodation syndrome ... Without such assistance, the fdure of the 
cornplainant to corne forward with an aiiegation of a rape said to bave occurred 
so many years ago might weii be incornprehensi'ble to the nier of fa&343 

In one recent civil case, the court bemoaned the lack of instruction fiom experts 

on the phenornenon of repressed/recovered memory and expresseci its inability to 

adequately assess, in the absence of such information, the complainant's claim 

that her memory of the alleged event had not been accessible by her for ten years 

oniy to resurface in her dreams or  nightmares? 

Further, the expert must show that he or she is sufficiently qualified in the 

particular field, establishing their educational background, academic and 

professional credentials, practical experience and research, as well as 

publications, appointments, and even previous experience as  a witness. In 

recovered memory cases, experts tend to be specialised in the fields of memory, 

psychological trauma, and child senial abuse.345 The factual b a i s  for the expert's 

- - 

34' (1997), 115 C.C.C. (3d) 107 (N.W.T. CA) at 116-17, per Vertes and Schuler JJ-A 
3u3 R V. Norman, supra note 273 at 3 12. 
344 A J  V. Caimie Estate, supra note 264 at para. 38. 
345 ID. R Y. R (W.D.) (1994), 95 CCC. (3d) 190 (Ont CA) at 19 1, the Court overturned the trial 
judge's decision 10 not aiiow an expert to give evidence because be did not have clinical 
cxpenence in the area of recovered memory or child sexuai abuse, nor had he written any articles 
on these subjects. In finaing that his evidenœ should have been admitted, the Court felt that his 



opinion mua also be established, setting out the source of his or her Familiarity 

with the complainant and her case. 

The main limit on or concern with expert evidence is that he or she must 

not express an opinion as to the uitïrnate issue to be decideci by the trier of fact; in 

recovered memory cases this is typically whether or not the reçollections of the 

cornplainant are reliable and accurate, or more generaliy whether the cornplainant 

is worthy of belief'. 

Credi'bility is a matter within the cornpetence of lay people. Ordùiary people 
draw conclusions about whether someone is lying or teliing the tmth on a daily 
basis. The expert who testines on cfedliility is not swom to the heavy duty of a 
judge or juror, Moreover, the expert's opinion may be founded on fhctors which 
are not in evidenœ upon which the judge and juror are duty bomd Co render a 
tme verdict F W y ,  crediiiiity is a notoriously difncult probleq and the 
e.upertVs opinion may al l  too readily be accepted by a fnisbated jury as a 
convenient basis upon which to resolve its difficuities. Al1 these considerations 
have contniuted to the wise policy of the law in rejecting expert evidence on the 
truthfulness of ~itnesses.~~~ 

However, something of an exception has been carved out where there are unusual 

factors beyond the ken of the trier of fact: 

mhere is a growing consensus that while expert evidence on the ultimace 
credibility of a witness is not admissible, cvpert evidenœ on human conduct and 
the psychological and physicai factors which may lead to certain behaviour 
relevant to credr'bility, is admissiMe, rovided the testbony goes beyond the 
ord- experience of the trier of f k t  R 

For example, in R v. H.(S.C.), the expert was ailowed to outline his method of 

assessing the credibility of allegations based on recovered rnemory, but was not 

knowledge in these areas was greater than the trier of fact's, and thedore usefiil. An dediciencies 
in his qualincations as an expert would go to weight ratfier than admissi'bility. 
R V. B.(G.) (1988), 65 Sask R 134 (CA)  at 149, per Wakeling LA, quoted in R v. 

Markman, [1998] O.J. No. 5632 (Gen Div.) at para 47, per Sedgwick J. 
34' R v. Marquard supra note 124 at 249 per McLachIin J. 



ailowed to express his opinion of the credibility of the complainant in that case 

based upon those method~."~ 

However this form of expert testimony undoubtedly affects the rnanner in 

which the trier of fact assesses the complainant's credibility. A number of cases 

have skirted this boundary, for example through the use of 'hypothesised' fâcts 

similar to the facts in issue.349 Adminedly, the technique of presenting 

hypothetical facts, closely resembling those in issue, to the expert for their 

consideration and opinion is acceptable in many circuxnstances. However, the use 

of this technique in the wntext of recovered memory should be used with caution 

because the trier of fact may be particularly susceptible to its persuasive 

influence. 

Moreover, experts should not be able to provide an opinion on such 

factual matters as what codd amount to corroboration on the facts of a given 

It is one thing to permit an expert to express opinions as to the behaviour and 
symptomo1ogy of chiid victims of semai abuse and even to descrîbe &en 
behaviour as king consistent theravith, it is another to the drawing of 
factual inferences or conclusions t h d o m  by the expert3 ' 

It has even been argued that 'Wie expert goes too far to conclude that the 

complainant has been sexudly abused, for that is an element of the offence. It 

349 [1995] 9 W - W R  9 at 9, per Thaciuay J., who found that the expert's opinion of the 
complainant's credl'bility would have touched the "ultunate issuen. 
"' R v. Norman, supra note 273 at 3 10. 
350 in one case the expert not ody concluded on Whe consistency of the medical records with the 
aiïegation of represed memory," on the basis of clinical notes of the plaintiffs treating 
physicians, she also assateci that "sorne of the medical evidence could amomt to conuboratiortn 
A J. v. Chimie Estate, supra note 264 at paras, 69-70. 



would be better to limit the opinion to saying that her condua is consistent with 

having been sexually abused at some ti~ne."~.'' Therefore, the trier of law mua 

carefùlly keep the ultimate question beyond the expert's r d  

A ha1 concem specific to repressed memory is the objectivity of the 

expert given the intensity of the debate outside the courtroorn- mere is an 

"obligation for expert witnesses to give objective and neutrai testimony - and not 

to operate as an advo~ate ."~~~ The primary fear is "that the result may tum on the 

testimony of expert witnesses who are more aligned with a political position than 

they are fmiliar with the evolving and complex scientific Iiterature and clinicaI 

practice." 

But f?om the cases reviewed, the controversy surrounding rmvered 

memory and Mse memory seems to be somewhat sedate in Canadian courtrooms, 

at least in cornparison to the American expenence. Although judges are quite 

aware of the debate raging in the psychological community, they are steadily 

attempting to forge a path which acknowledges both the phenornenon of 

recovered memory, and the concerns expressed about the possibility of the 

creation of false memory. The following summary of the evidence of one expert 

appears to accord with the view of many trial judges: 

(0 Where a person has been subjected to a traumatic experience or a series 
of traurnaîic experiences, the ordinary response of the memory is not to forget or 
lose mernory of it but to remember in greater h a n  usual d e t d  Tlas is known as 
hypemesia; 

35' McWilliams, supra note 323 at para 9:lOSûû. 
352 Ibid 
'" R v. A. W., [1998] 0.1. No. 5852 (Gen Div.) at para. 12, per Fadey L 



(ii) Conversdy, repeated chiidhood se.Yual abuse can be forgotten; 

(iiii The more m e n t  the aüeged abuse is said to have ocamed, the les  
iikefy it is tbat it could be forgotten; 

(iv) No condition is diagnostic of previous sexual abuse; 

(v) It is appropriate in dealiag with persons who ciaim to have retrieved 
mernories of semai abuse to evaluate th& aiiegations with care because these 
persons are ofien "highly suggesti%len; 

(vi) The context in wbich memory is aiieged to have been recovered is "an 
important concemn. The use of suggestive interviewiag techniques, including 
leadingquesticms, cancreale concernabont the -0% 

(vii) Where there is more than one source for the description of a past evenr, 
there is a possibility tbat the sources may be confiised; 

(viii) Therapists or others who teU someone that, "if you don't rernember 
king abused, but you think maybe you were, then you probably were" are 
making a suggestion that "really ought to be avoided". The position Dr- Yuille 
criticizes apparently is advanced in a h k ,  The Courage To Heaf. 

(i.) There are such thiags as ''cfeated'' mernories, i.e, mernories of events 
which did not in fact occur lie. "fdsen memories~-~~ 

This approach ailows the court to admit the evidence and consider its faults, 

properly 1 submit, as a matter of weight rather than admissibility based on 

prejudicial assumptions. 

Finaily it is necessary to consider what role fdse memory should play in 

prosenitions based on recovered memory. Does it constitute a tme and full 

defence? Fdse memory does appear to be an automatic rejoinder to recovered 

memory ailegations, and is noted in most., if not a i l  recovered memory cases 

surveyed here. Moreover, false memory has been extended by the defence in 

some cases to apply to situations where the compiainant, although clairning 

3" R v. Kfiman, supra note 306 at para 14. 



consistent memories of the alleged events, has nevertheless sought therapeutic 

counselling, enabling the defence to claim that her mernories where creations or 

fabrications induced by that t l ~ e r a ~ ~ . ~ . ' ~  

When raising false memory as a defence it wilI often be argueci that 

recovered memory is generaily unreliable, and that due to the suggestibility of 

memory (which is particuiarly acute in relation to these cornplainants) and the 

suggestibility of the memory recovery techniques emplo yed in the given case, 

render it just as, if not more, likeIy that the recoilections in question are false 

memories rather than accurate ones. This reasoning process is intended to mate a 

reasonable doubt about the refiability of the complainant's memories. 

It has been argued that false memory does not provide a true defence but is 

sirnply a poorly disguiseci attack on the complainant's c r e d i b i ~ i t y ~ ~ ~  Nicholas 

Bala has responded to this contention: 

There am certainly cases where abusers are ushg false memories as a 
smokesrxeen to attempt to hide their guilt But there are other oses where false 
memones are raiseci as a bona fide defence, even though some therapists and 
acivocates may regard them as cases of valid memories. 

Although the weight of evidence clearly suggests that loss and recovery of valid 
memories of abuse is a more widespread problem than is the creation of hlse 
memories, both problems are very serious. For both fhe cornpliiinants and 
accused involveci in the justice system, generalizations camot decide individual 

jS5 R. V. Markman, supra note 346 at paras 34-36, 47, essentially rejecting the defence in fmding 
that "1 am not satisfied that the evidence of the cornplainant was a memory recovered in the course 
of psyc hiatnc therapy and as a result of that therapy." 

Susan Vella, ~Recovered Traumatic Memory in Historicai Childhood Abuse" (1998) 32 
U.B.C.L. Rev. 91. 
357 "False Memory 'Syndrome7: Baddash or Bona Fi& Defenœ?" (19%) 21 Queen's L.J. 423 at 
456. 



It camot be denied that the notion of false memory raises legitimate concerns 

about the suggestibility and process of recovery of childhood memories of sexual 

abuse. To be ftài, it is the defence's responsibility to raise such issues on behaif of 

their client, and that in doing so, it will necessady be regarded as a strategic 

defence to recovered memory claims. This cannot be avoided. As a defence 

however it must be kept in context - it should not be accepted as a 

comprehensive, coherent and accepted theory masquerading as a defence. 

Moreover, faise memory should be subjected to the same scrutiny as that appiied 

to recovered memory. 

An adequate foundation has been laid in Canadian courts for the concept 

of recovered or traumatic memory, namely that memories of childhood traumatic 

events can be repressed and later rewvered; as well as the proposition that 

memories can be falsely created and that therapeutic processes may be implicated 

in the constniction of fdse mernories. The following quotation well-sumarises 

the orientation of the courts to recovered memory and recovered memory 

[A] witness should not be disbelieved ody because he or she claims to have 
repressed, then recovered, memory of a past ment or series of events, On the 
other han& there are added layers of concem in assessing such t e ~ t i . m o n ~ . ~ ~  

358 R. V. Kliman, supra note 3% at para. 19. See also R v. NB., supra note 284 at pam 51 
[emphasis added], where Valin J. m r t s  " A  recowred memov case is Iike dl other cmes; if is 
sril1 a rnemmy case. .., The testimony of a witness claiming to have reooveced a memory of a 
distant ment must be considered in the light if aii the evidenœ tbat tends to either coniïrin or to 
contradict the memory." 



Canadian courts have appropnately addressed the issue of recovered memory on a 

case-b y-case basis. The jurisprudence resulting corn this practice iadicates the 

follo wing conclusions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

The only 

wrroboration, regardless of its fom and although not legally required, 
is deemed a practical necessity where allegations are based primarily 
on recovered memory; 

a sharp distinction is made between the credibility of the recovered 
memoq witness and the refiubiiity of the recoiiections of that wimess; 

courts are more scrutinous of memories recovered in and around 
therapy, and will closely examine the type of therapy used and the 
perceived influence it may or may not have had on the mernories so 
recovered; 

therapeutic records are an important source of evidence and will likely 
be produced to the defence where memories are purportecl to have 
been recovered during or  afler therapy; 

expert evidence has been favourably been received by the courts as 
helpfùl to the trier of fact in assessing the credibility of recovered 
memory curnplainants and theu recollections; and 

it is to be expected that the defence will raise false memory concems 
regarding recovered rnemory allegations, and that the courts will 
address these concems where they are validly raised. 

problem 1 wish to discuss with the above approach concerns the 

distinction drawn between the credibility of the witness and the reliability of their 

recoilections, and the dubious effect this distinction may have on the trier of fact. 

While it may be theoretically possible and seemingly logical to sever these 

two issues, can they be realistically assessed by the trier of faa  in isolation from 

one another? The pointed separation of credibility and reliability inherently places 

a premium on corroboration, and encourages the trier of fact to mt rely on, but 



conversely doubt, their impressions of the complainant's credibility, thereby 

taking credibility out of the equation altogether. Traditionally, triers of fact have 

been instructed thaî reliability of a witness's testimony is to be assessed againa a 

background of the witness's credibility as they perceive it. This is likely and 

should be no different in recovered memory cases, where triers of fact will 

question: (1) whether the cornpiainant is lying or being truthfùl, having regard to 

the possibility that the witness may honestly be mistaken; and (2) whether they 

believe the cornplainant's account of the events, having regard to aU the evidence 

in the case including the complalliant's explanation concerning how their memory 

was recovered, expert evidence on that subject, and the presence or absence of 

corroborating evidence either supporting the complainant's or the accused's 

version of the events. Artificial distinctions, although seemingly helptùl, tend to 

obscure rather than c la re  how decisions are actudy made in diEcult cases such 

as those involving recovered memory. They need only appreciate that confidence 

in one's memories is not determinative of the truth of those memories. 



This thesis concerus the interface between psychology and law on the 

issue of recovered memory. It has attempted to demonstrate how existing 

psychological concepts and theories of memory inform and determine how 

science approaches, analyses, and ulthnately pronounces upon the vdidity of new 

concepts and theories in the same field. The law works in a similar way, and 

perhaps even more so considering the law's traditional reliance upon precedent, 

and its tendency to look for both similatities and distinctions when presented with 

novel fact scenarios. Specifically, this thesis has focused upon the theoretical and 

practical challenges presented to psychology and the Iaw by reçovered memory 

and, to a lesser degree, false memory. 

The psychological concepts and theories outlined in Chapter One were 

intended not only as a foundation for the discussion of recovered memory and 

false memory, but also to demonsuate psychology's conventional orientation to 

the study of memory. The modern paradigm of memory exposes its dynamic and 

reconstructive nature. It involves perception, encoding, storage and retrieval 

processes with a multitude of factors affecting the efficiency and accuracy of 

memory composition at each stage. Moreover, once encoded and stored, 

mernories are not static but subject to ongoing synthesis and reinterpretation in 

light of new information and experiences. This understanding of the mariner in 

which memory is thought to fùnction allowed for a contextual analysis of the 

recovered memory/ fdse memory debate presented in subsequent chapters. in 



addition, the chapter was designed to illuminate the correspondence, or lack 

thereot: between psychological theories of memory and both legal conceptions 

and expectations of memory. 

The second chapter discussed the law's search for the truth, or less 

idealistically, its attempt to gamer the facts necessary to balance the probabilities 

of tmtk This pursuit is necessarily premised upon memory as a prirnary source of 

evidence. Ln many regards the Iaw's search for the mrth functions similarly to 

memory. It too is a reconstmctive process, dependent upon the recollections of 

witnesses to provide narrative which incorporates the physical and other evidence 

tendered in a given case. Moreover, Like memory, the Iaw interprets these 

narratives and forms inferential links in the evidence in order to constnict a 

coherent and comprehensive account of a past event. Ultimately, it is this 

depiction which tips the balance in favour of one version of the probable tnith. 

In recognition of its reliance on memory, the law has developed a variety 

of means, in the form of evidential rules and practices, to test the reliability and 

quality of testimonial evidence. Cross-exarnination is widely regarded as the 

otdest and most disthguished truth-finding instnrment; it is the primary method of 

challenging witnesses and their recollections of events, and the opportunity to 

cross-examine is therefore prized as an integrai aspect of the nght to make fiIl 

answer and defence and the notion of a fair trial. Its value is not absolute, 

however; in some instances it will be outweighed by other rights and interests 

where the faimess warranteci by cross-examination is replaced by other factors. 



Hearsay is one such instance, when cross-examination rnay be pre-empted if it is 

shown that the evidence cannot be obtained in any other fashion and the proposecl 

hearsay statements exhibit circumstantial guarantees of reiiability. 

The chapter also questioned the law's assumptions about memory, 

particularly as these assumptions pertained to the ability of witnesses to provide 

evidence. Whiie it is dificult to discern the law's overail conception of memory, 

the Iaw often reveals something of its tme expectations where the reliability of 

memory is in issue. One key to understanding this is the way the law has dealt 

with certain categorïes of witnesses such as eyewitnesses and children. 

Traditionally, the eyewitness has been revered as the key to discovering 'khat 

happened". Psychological studies have, however, conclusively demonstrated the 

significant fallibility of eyewitness memory. In an attempt to accommodate these 

concerns, and due to the sheer practical necessity of such evidence, the law has 

developed a practice of dowing expert testimony on eyewitness memory, as well 

as providing judicial instructions to the jury advising them to take care in 

evaluating the evidence of eyewitnesses. 

In effect, these steps have little appreciable effect on the triers of fact, both 

judge and jury, who are encouraged to rely on their own common sense which is 

largely informed by their own experience of memory. That experience suggests 

that those who have personally witnessed an event and are confident in their 

recollections will likely be accurate. The result is that the evidence of eyewitness 

fallibility seems to have had little meaningful impact on the law. 



In the case of children, however, psychological Fidings have been 

extremely influentid in bringing about reform in the area of children's evidence. 

It mua be recognised, though, that the acceptance of the psychological 

conclusions about children's memory has been hastened by the political motives 

concerned with enabling the prosecution of chiid sexual abuse. Historically, 

children's evidence was regarded wÏth deep suspicion by the Iaw, which required 

corroboration and waniings to the trier of fact about convicting upon a child's 

testimony. In contrast, the contemporary approach to children's evidence 

recognises that children can provide essential, valuable, and above all reliable 

evidence. The abrupt reform of statutory and common law requirements and 

attitudes is nothing less than remarkable. 

The lessons learned fiom the reform of children's evidence can be applied 

directly to recovered memory and its cautious reception by the legal system With 

respect to the crime, there are similarities of victim, offender, and the nature of  

the allegations. There are also many similarities in the problems of proof. The 

difference lies in the lapse of time between the offence and the cornplaint, and the 

inaccessibility o f  the memory during that tirne. 

Chapters Three and Four set out the dimensions of the psychological 

controversy surrounding recovered and fdse memory. To reiterate, the theory of 

recovered memory essentially posits that traumatic memones formed in childhood 

can be consciously inaccessible for a period of time and later recovered with 



therapeutic assistance or of their own accord. In contrast, fdse memory theory 

asserts that the phenomenon and mechanisms of recovered memory lack empirical 

support, and subsist upon clinical conjecture. Moreover, the notion of fàlse 

memory stresses the fallibility and suggestibility of memory, emphasising in 

particular the enhanced suggestibility engendered in therapy. Such memories 

should not therefore be admitted or relied upon by the law for their historical 

accuracy. 

The first four chapters serve as a fiamework for the final chapter's 

contexhial analysis of recovered memory of childhood sexual abuse in Canadian 

law. Surveying the cases which have taken place in our courtrwms over the last 

ten years, the predominant evidential issues encountered during the litigation, 

both criminal and civil were identified and discussed- In tum, these issues were 

corroboration, the legal effect of therapy upon the assessrnent of such rnemones, 

the distinction between witness credibility and the reliability of their recoliections, 

expert evidence, and the use of false memory as a defence to such claims. 

The discussion demonstrated that in Canada, recovered memory faces 

some significant, but not in~urmountable~ legal hurdles. The courts have tended to 

be cautious yet open-rninded, accommodating the phenomenon of recovered 

memory while cognisant of the accuseci's interests and paraliel difficulties of 

defending against such claims. The only concern to note is the somewhat artincial 

distinction between a recovered memory complainant's credibility and the 

reliability of their recollections. 



The friture of recovered memory will depend in large part on 

develo p ments in the psychology of recovered memory. Political attitudes will 

also play a role. A salutary waming can be taken from the backlash recovered 

memory has experienced in the United States and the United Kingdom. The 

current legal attitude to recovered memory is also precacious, in that the approach 

is not well defineci or resofute. Furthemore, the Supreme Court's only 

pronouncement on recovered memory was clearly divided, and any prediaions to 

how the Court may address recovered memory in the fùture rernain moot. 

Nevertheless, overall Canadian courts appear to have stmck an appropriate 

balance, but it is dificuit to avoid the feeling that they are simply in a holding 

pattern, dealing with recovered memory as best they can while the phenornenon is 

further investigated. Recovered memory cannot be described as hl ly  accepted or 

completely rejected, and in the current conditions, it is difficult to predict whether 

it will wax or wane. 

This thesis also began, at least in Chapters One and Two, with a query 

about the assumptions made by law about memory. Although a proper 

examination of the normative foundations of law and memory was beyond the 

scope of this thesis, the examination of traumatic memory has provided some 

glimpses of where such an enquiry might be embarked upon. Cenainly 

suggestions have been r a i d  that the law subscribes to many assertions about 

memory which have been debunked by psychology; and that the law continues to 

subscribe to these assertions in spite of appearing to take account of the 



psychological evidence. More imponantiy, the law appears to be vulnerable to the 

criticism that it hears only what it wants to hear corn psychology. Moreover, 

there is some indication that the fùll challenges of psychology could potentially 

confiront the testirnoniai basis of our legal system. A thorough examination and 

review of these fundamental assumptions, must however, await another occasion. 
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